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OUR MISSION
Dear Educator,
The world is an amazing place that inspires curiosity
and motivates learning. At National Geographic
Learning, our mission is to bring the world into the
classroom and the classroom to life – and we believe
that through authentic and compelling content,

1
Teach learners
how to use English
effectively

learners will be amazed, fascinated and motivated
to learn English and about the world around them.
In our learning materials, we focus on real content
that teaches English effectively and introduces
new places, stories, ideas and people from around
the globe. By experiencing the world through our
materials, students will better be able to understand
it. In this century, skills beyond learning a language
are just as essential as the language itself. We want
learners to develop these 21st century skills and
become global citizens that will change the world
for the better in the future.
We hope to give students reasons to communicate
and the tools to do so effectively. We want each
learner to find her or his voice in English, and to use
it to successfully navigate this incredible world, in
whatever goals she or he may have – work, study or
play.
From kindergarten to university and beyond, you
will find new and exciting materials throughout this
catalog. We teach English and we teach the world –
welcome to National Geographic Learning.

The National Geographic Learning Asia Team
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OUR
CORE
VALUES

3
Make learning
enjoyable and
relevant

2
Prepare learners
with 21st century
skills

4
Create global
citizens

3

Bring the world of ideas to life in your classroom

TO FIND OUT MORE AND TO REQUEST
A FREE DEMO
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ELTNGL.com/LearnEnglishwithTEDTalks

Learn English with TED Talks is a supplemental
resource for English language learning courses
featuring a video-based language learning app that
helps learners understand and discuss powerful ideas
from TED Talks in the classroom.

With easy-to-use classroom resources such as a
Classroom Presentation Tool, lesson plans and
correlations, Learn English with TED Talks supports
any English language curriculum. It is the ideal tool for
flipping your classroom and inspiring your learners to
find their own voice in English.
Learn English with
TED Talks App
40 Talks across 4 levels
Interactive transcripts help learners

understand powerful ideas from
TED Talks
Learners practice new vocabulary,

Teacher Resource Website
Contains the following downloadable material:
Detailed lesson plans available for 30, 60

and 90-minute classes for every TED Talk
Worksheets that support in-class activities

grammar and speaking strategies
independently and prepare for discussion
in the classroom
Carefully-sequenced language lessons

work with any existing curriculum at
4 levels of fluency
Every lesson is downloadable and

available for offline use

Correlations to popular National

Geographic Learning titles
An implementation guide with suggestions

on how to best utilise the classroom
content to really get the most out of the
programme

The Classroom Presentation Tool
Contains in-class activities that build on new language
learned on the app, and include discussion topics and
projects that encourage learners to express themselves
thoughtfully and confidently in English.

ELTNGL.com/LearnEnglishwithTEDTalks/resources

How it works...

Learn English with TED Talks Electronic Access Code (9-Months)

9781337900850

Learn English with TED Talks Printed Access Code (9-Months)

9781337900843

Classroom Presentation Tool (USB)

9780357115442
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THE POWER
OF PEOPLE

One of our goals at National Geographic Learning
is to help teachers achieve personal success. We
do this by bringing educators together in a variety
of ways and providing them with professional
development opportunities.
We hold over 300 National Geographic Learning
events, workshops, seminars and trainings in Asia
every year. Educators can get closer to the National
Geographic Learning brand and have access to
leading experts in the industry, English Language
Teaching authors, National Geographic Explorers
and speakers from the TED stage.
In addition, thousands of teachers across Asia
participate in our webinar series where global,
regional and local experts deliver engaging online
talks and seminars on relevant topics and themes.
We invite all educators to sign up to receive
updates about upcoming National Geographic
Learning Asia events, workshops, webinars,
teaching resources and more!
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“The organization of the event was
careful and meticulous. The speakers
were well prepared and clear in their
message. Thanks for the opportunity to
learn from others and to gain wisdom.”
Jin Haifeng
Beijing Royal School
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BRING THE POWER
OF IDEAS INTO YOUR
CLASSROOM
Our National Geographic Learning programs
with TED Talks are designed to enable learners of
all levels of proficiency to develop the language
and skills to talk about ideas confidently and
powerfully in English.

Additional Resources

Online Workbook
Homework Solution
• Interactive activities that support Student Book lessons
• Auto-graded activities for learners and instructors
• Carefully designed platform to keep learners on track
• Assessment
• Course creation, tracking, assignments, gradebook,
course report functions for instructors

1

We select the right
ideas

Carefully selected TED Talks
introduce powerful ideas on
universal topics learners want
to talk about.

2

We make the ideas and
language accessible to
learners

¡ Scaffolded instruction
through carefullyguided lessons facilitates
understanding and discussion
¡ Talks are meaningfully
segmented into short chunks

• Access to audio and video (when applicable)

Language Learning App
for the Classroom
• Brings TED Talks into any classroom
• Fully supported for the classroom, including
lesson plans and a Classroom Presentation Tool
• Correlations available for
National Geographic Learning programs
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3

We provide
opportunities for
learners to contribute
their own ideas

Learners think critically as
they develop and share their
own ideas.

GLOBAL AND ASIA WEBINARS
Using English Effectively
• Grammar
• Listening
• Reading & Writing
• Phonics
• Assessment & Exams
• Academic Success

Motivation
• Curiosity
• Personalization
• Projects
• Empowerment
Global Citizenship

21st Century Skills
• New Literacies
• Critical Thinking
• Technology
• Creativity
• Big Ideas

• Environmental
Responsibility
• Global Topics
• Identity, Voice and
Collaboration
• Global Explorers

We want students of English and
their teachers to experience the
excitement and joy of learning
through our materials. Our
Webinars are designed to enable
educators across the globe to join
us in professional development
conversations with English
Language Teaching specialists,
authors, speakers from the TED
stage, and National Geographic
Explorers.
Webinars are divided into 3 age
groups (Young Learners, Teens
and Adults) and cover a wide
range of up-to-date,
high-interest topics.

Engage with Us
National Geographic Learning hosts dynamic and thought-provoking learning events throughout Asia.

Join the Conversation
The National Geographic Learning team works with schools around the Asia region to host and co-host thought-provoking
events. Featuring world-class authors, National Geographic Explorers, and people who have spoken on the TED stage, we
engage and inspire hundreds of teachers and administrators every year.

Follow us on Facebook at
National Geographic Learning ELT Asia
for information on upcoming events, webinars,

Join National Geographic Learning!
To subscribe to our

useful teaching tips and other great content!

ELTNGL.com/webinars
ELTNGL.com/asiawebinars

ELTNGLAsia

ELTNGL.com/infocus
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Program

Description

Language
Variant(s)

Levels

Teaching Hours
Per Week

VERY YOUNG LEARNERS

Welcome to Our World

A three-level series that uses traditional children’s songs from around
the world, with National Geographic photos and content, to introduce
children to the world of English.

American
British

3

Up to 6 Hours

Hide and Seek

A three-level series that has English language, literacy, numeracy and
basic science at its core, with an activity-based approach that ensures
whole-child learning and development.

British

3

Up to 6 Hours

Look

A seven-level series that helps students use English successfully in the
21st century with short, fresh lessons, a balanced skills foundation and
confidence-boosting exam support.

American
British

7

Up to 5 Hours

Our World,
Second Edition

A seven-level series for the content-rich classroom that helps students
use English to interact with the world, with a balanced, four-skills
curriculum and cross-curricular exposure.

American
British

7

Up to 6 Hours

A three-level series with alphabet book that introduces students to the
English alphabet and helps them learn, practice, and understand sounds
and sound/spelling relationships in English.

American
British

3

Up to 2 Hours

A seven-level series for the communicative classroom that helps
students use English to interact with the world, with a listening,
speaking, and pronunciation focus and cross-curricular exposure.

American

3

Up to 3 Hours

British

7

Up to 6 Hours

Easy-to-teach, gently-paced series with a communicative focus.

American

6

NA

An easy to teach five-level program that teaches teens to use English
effectively, developing them into successful global citizens.

American

5

Up to 3 Hours

A four-level series that uses powerful ideas from TED Talks to
develop confident users of English in speaking, writing, and on
international exams.

American
British

4

Up to 3 Hours

A five-level series that encourages self-expression, global citizenship,
and active participation in the classroom through cross-curricular topics
and stories from National Geographic Explorers.

American
British

5

Up to 6 Hours

British

7

Up to 3 Hours

YOUNG LEARNERS

Our World Phonics
with ABC, Second Edition

Explore Our World,
Second Edition

Wonderful World,
Second Edition

All Together

A six-level series that brings the world of English language learning to
life through fun stories, breathtaking images and fascinating facts about
the world and its wonders.

TEENS/SECONDARY

Time Zones,
Second Edition

Perspectives

Impact

Close-up,
Second Edition

10

A seven-level series for secondary and exam preparation that uses
National Geographic photography and facts carefully selected to
appeal to the inquisitive minds of young teenagers.

Teaching Hours
Per Level

Pre-A1

A1

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

C1

C2

Up to 192 Hours

Up to 160 Hours

Up to 120 Hours

Up to 216 Hours

Up to 18 Hours

N/A

Up to 96 Hours

Up to 180 Hours

Up to 64 Hours

Up to 72 Hours

Up to 120 Hours

Up to 128 Hours

Up to 144 Hours
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Program

Description

Language
Variant(s)

Levels

Skills Focus

ADULTS / GENERAL ENGLISH

World English
Third Edition

eaturing content from both National Geographic and TED, this
integrated skills series brings amazing stories about our planet and
compelling ideas from around the world to the classroom.

American

4

Listening,
Speaking, Reading,
Writing

Life
Second Edition

Through stunning National Geographic content and video, and
engaging topics, Life helps learners develop their ability to think
critically and communicate effectively in the global community.

American
British

6

Listening,
Speaking, Reading,
Writing

A series that explores big ideas through real content, including TED
Talks, to help learners develop the confidence and skills needed to
express themselves powerfully and proficiently in English.

American
British

6

Listening,
Speaking, Reading,
Writing

World Link
Third Edition

Well-established, easy-to-teach, fluency-building approach with a focus
on meaningful, relevant communication through everyday topics and a
flexible video program.

American

4

Listening,
Speaking, Reading,
Writing

Outcomes
Second Edition

Designed to help students develop the conversations in English that
they would have in their own language. Containing contemporary
content, Outcomes reflects English as it is actually used in the real world.

British

5

Listening,
Speaking, Reading,
Writing

An easy-to-teach, reading series that uses fascinating National
Geographic content, video, and visuals to help learners think and read
critically as they explore the world and become informed global citizens.

American
British

6

Reading

Communication course designed to enable students to communicate
about global issues on a personal level.

American

3

Listening, Speaking
and Reading

Pathways
Second Edition

Dual-strand academic series using authentic and relevant content from
National Geographic to provide students with the language and critical
thinking skills needed to be successful in an academic environment.

American

5

Listening + Speaking
Reading + Writing

21st Century
Communication/Reading

Dual-strand series that uses powerful ideas from TED to teach critical
thinking skills, and effective communication—to achieve academic and
personal success.

American
British

4

Listening + Speaking
Reading

Academic writing series that help students write great sentences,
paragraphs, and essays to become confident writers.

American

6

Writing

Connect high-interest readings with effective writing skills

American

4

Reading and
Writing

Keynote

SKILLS FOR ACADEMIC LEARNING

Reading Explorer
Third Edition

Inspire

Great Writing
Fifth Edition

Weaving it Together
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Teaching Hours
Per Level

Pre-A1

A1

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

C1

C2

Up to 120 Hours

Up to 180 Hours

Up to 150 Hours

Up to 150 Hours

Up to 150 Hours

Up to 100 Hours

Up to 75 Hours

Up to 150 Hours

Up to 80 Hours

Up to 120 Hours

Up to 80 Hours
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VERY YOUNG

LEARNERS

14

WELCOME TO OUR WORLD

16

HIDE AND SEEK

18

“We should never underestimate
what our children are capable of
learning.”
Dr. Joan Kang Shin
Series Editor
Welcome to Our World, Our World, Impact

15

Series Editors: Dr Joan Kang Shin, Dr JoAnn (Jodi) Crandall
Authors: Jill Korey O'Sullivan, Dr Joan Kang Shin

CEFR PRE-A1 | 3 LEVELS

KINDERGARTEN

Bringing the world’s songs to the classroom
– and the classroom to life
Welcome to Our World is a beautiful and engaging three-level pre-primary
program. Designed specifically for young children between the ages of 3 and
5, the English Language is introduced through an integrated music program
that uses songs, games, activities and National Geographic content to connect
children in a meaningful way to the world beyond their everyday experiences.
Learn English with songs performed by young learners around the world.
Games and activities make learning English fun!
Beautiful photos from National Geographic capture the imagination of very

young learners.
The Professional Development video helps teachers use the songs and games

effectively. Each level of Welcome to Our World includes:
Traditional songs from around the world
Vocabulary presentation and review
Relevant content and topics
Fun games and activities
Hosted classroom video

BIG BOOKS
LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

BIG Book 1: Daddy Bear, Open the
Door!

9781305104068

BIG Book 1: I can too!

9781305104150

BIG Book 1: The Snowman

9781305104204

BIG Book 2: What Do you Want?

9781305104075

BIG Book 2: Bye, Bye Animals!

9781305104167

BIG Book 2: Little Parrot Can Skate

9781305104211

BIG Book 3: The Doll

9781305104143

BIG Book 3: Ming and the
Caterpillar

9781305104198

BIG Book 3: The Magic World

9781305104228

BIG Book 4; Let's Play

9781305104006

BIG Book 4: A New Bike

9781305104013

BIG Book 4: Around the World

9781305104020

AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Student Book with DVD

9781305105270

9781305105287

9781305105294

Student Book ONLY

9781285870625

9781285870601

9781285870618

Activity Book with Audio CD

9781305105515

9781305105522

9781305112636

Activity Book ONLY

9781285870380

9781285870632

9781285870649

FOR TEACHERS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

9781285873428

9781285873510

9781285873527

Lesson Planner with Classroom Audio CD and
Teacher’s Resources CD-ROM

16

Poster Set

9781305105218

9781305105225

9781305105232

Classroom Audio CD

9781285870656

9781285870663

9781285870670

Teacher’s Video DVD

9781305082304

9781285873404

9781305105331

Picture Cards Set

9781305082359

9781305410022

9781305410039

VERY YOUNG LEARNERS

Teaching
the Song: Listen to

Song
Overview: Learn

Joan explain how to
teach the songs to
young learners.

about the songs and watch
young learners perform
them in their native
language.

Learn the
Gestures: See Joan
demonstrate how
to perform the
song gestures.

An extensive video-based Professional Development program provides stepby-step video instruction for learning, singing, and teaching each song as well as
models for teaching popular and effective pre-primary activities.

An online companion site for teachers and
parents, provides easy access to resources
that support, reinforce and build on the
learning done in the classroom – all while
having fun!

Traditional songs, captured on video, sung by very young learners
around the world and the program author bring a real intercultural
connection to the classroom.

7 Make a paper plate fish.

7 I’m Happy

8 Make an apple tree.

1

2

1

2

3

4

3

4

laughing

smiling
tired

happy

76 Project

Project 77

crying
sad

mad

54

Games and activities make learning English fun!

Vocabulary Presentation 55

small

58 Content Concepts Presentation

Stunning National Geographic photographs of people, creatures
and places from around the world help young learners begin to
understand that the world is made up of many diverse and rich
cultures - an important first step towards becoming a global citizen.

big

Content Concepts Presentation 59

BRITISH ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Student Book ONLY

9781305583092

9781305583115

9781305583153

Classroom Audio CD

9781305583719

9781305583726

9781305583733

Activity Book with Audio CD

9781305583085

9781305583078

9781305583061

Activity Book ONLY

9781305583054

9781305583108

9781305583122

FOR TEACHERS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3
9781305584648

Lesson Planner with Classroom Audio CD and
Teacher’s Resources CD-ROM

9781305584624

9781305584631

Interactive Whiteboard CD-ROM

9781305586345

9781305586352

9781305586369

Flashcards

9781305586246

9781305586253

9781305586260

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/wow 17

Jane Thompson, Stephen Thompson

KINDERGARTEN

CEFR PRE-A1 | 3 LEVELS
A three-level pre-primary course that has basic English language, literacy,
numeracy and science at its core. Letters, phonics and numbers are
introduced through the Pupil’s Book illustrations and pupils have the fun
of finding letters and numbers hidden on the pages. This fun and colourful
activity-based approach makes sure the whole child is learning and
developing along with the language.
The syllabus develops strong early literacy and numeracy and is

based on the United Kingdom Statutory Framework for Early Years
Development Standards (EYFS).
Each lesson presents and practices phonics through the audio material,

topic vocabulary and phonics activities.
Chants and songs in each lesson provide a fun way to absorb the

language through a Total Physical Response approach.
The 'Art and Craft' lessons allow pupils to explore and work with a range

of media and materials, providing opportunities to develop motor skills
and to share their ideas, thoughts and feelings.
An online Parent’s Booklet explains the course rationale and objectives,

and includes parent and child activities so that learning can continue at
home and parents can be fully involved with their child’s learning.

BRITISH ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Student Book

9781408062166

9781408062340

9781408062517

Activity Book with Audio CD

9781408062685

9781408062692

9781408062708

FOR TEACHERS
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LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Teacher’s Guide

9781408062210

9781408062395

9781408062562

Class Audio CDs

9781408062203

9781408062388

9781408062555

Teacher’s Resource Pack

9781408062326

9781408062494

9781408062661

Interactive Whiteboard CD-ROM

9781408062302

9781408062487

9781408062654

VERY YOUNG LEARNERS

Unit 2 • Lesson 3

Morning and afternoon

Key language:
Wednesday; Thursday; morning;
afternoon; yesterday was ... ;
maths; spell

• Warm up
• Hide and seek: 10 .35
• Rhyme: Ten little children .36
• Listen and stick. .37
• Game: Bingo!
• Rhyme: Coming to school (V1)
.38

=

+

0

We have maths.

Unit 2 • Lesson 6

In the evening …
Key language:
evening; desert; moth;
racoon; fox

2

0
0

This is a

We spell.

20

0

30

40

50

2

• Warm up
• Letters and sounds
• Rhyme: Our world . 7
• Read, listen and stick. .44
• Game: Animal mime
• Rhyme: Goodnight! .45

This is a

.

.

3

14
62517_HideSeek_PB3_U2_12-19.indd 14

12/16/14 3:25 PM

Strong Development of early literacy, numeracy and science
– The syllabus is based on the United Kingdom Statutory
Framework for Early Years Development Standards (EYFS).

This is a

.
17

62517_HideSeek_PB3_U2_12-19.indd 17

Unit 2 • Lesson 7

12/16/14 3:26 PM

Stickers engage children and help develop
their coordination skills

Is this neat?

Neat and clean
Key language:
neat

• Warm up
• Reading
• Rhyme: Values .23
• Read and circle.
• Game: Stop the clock!
• Rhyme: Choose

Unit 2 • Lesson 8

My book about school

2

Key language:
read; play; snack; home;
fold; art

• Warm up
• Spelling
• Rhyme: Art .26
• Make, write and draw.
• Game: Choose
• Rhyme: Goodbye . 5
3

My school
things are neat.

yes

no

yes

4

no

18
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12/16/14 3:26 PM

The ideas of good citizenship through simple values
topics set in class, at school and with the family at home.

19
62517_HideSeek_PB3_U2_12-19.indd 19

12/16/14 3:26 PM

Age-appropriate art and craft activities to promote creativity,
motor skills, enthusiasm and enjoyment.

For Students / Parents

For Teachers

Activity Book with Audio CD

Set of Class CDs containing

supporting the Pupil’s Book
themes and including regular
revision.

Online Activity Book audio
including class activities, parent
and child activities to do at home,
and songs and chants for
bedtime.

Online Parent Booklet providing
course background and guidance
for the parent and child activities
to do at home.

Can you
spell ‘this’?

dialogues, pronunciation models,
and many chants and songs.

Can you spell?
Key language:
three; this; Tuesday; word;
spelling; thin; last

Teacher’s Guide with full lesson
notes and differentiated learning
outcomes for mixed-ability classes.
Language support for teachers,
what to say in the classroom and
classroom management tips, audio
scripts, photocopiable progress
tests and assessment sheets.

Unit 2 • Lesson 2

• Warm up
• Seek and say: th .3
• Rhyme: Sounds .32
• Look, listen and say. .33
• Game: Rhyming words
• Rhyme: Sound out words .34
Good, Sam.
Thank you.

th

FREE Online resources with extra
games, templates, literacy practice
and art activities to support the
Pupil’s Book and Activity Book
lessons.

13
62517_HideSeek_PB3_U2_12-19.indd 13

Teacher’s Resource Pack with 96
flashcards with key vocabulary
pictures and 12 posters.

12/16/14 3:24 PM

Phonics are presented and practised in each lesson
through the audio material, topic vocabulary and
phonics activities.

Interactive Whiteboard software
for classroom presentation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/hideandseek 19

YOUNG
LEARNERS

20

LOOK
OUR WORLD

22
26

SECOND EDITION

EXPLORE OUR WORLD

SECOND EDITION

OUR WORLD PHONICS & ABC

SECOND EDITION

29
30

OUR WORLD READERS

31

WONDERFUL WORLD

32

SECOND EDITION

ALL TOGETHER

34

“To bridge cultures you must mix
people together. Education and
travel are the best teachers.”
Joseph Lekuton
Teacher, Emerging Explorer
Our World, Level 5

21

Gregg Schroeder, Katherine Bilsborough, Stephen Bilsborough, Rachel Wilson,
Daniel Barber, Rob Sved, Katherine Stannett, Mary Charrington

BEGINNER - LOW PRE-INTERMEDIATE

CEFR PRE-A1 - B1 | 7 LEVELS

Get up close with Look, a seven-level series for young learners of English.
With Look, learners experience the world as it is and life as people all
over the world live it, through authentic content, relevant readings, and
impactful photography. Every lesson is an opportunity for students to
see something real and expand their world.
Look gives young learners the core language, balanced skills foundation
and confidence-boosting exam support they need to use English
successfully in the 21st century.
See something real with amazing photography, authentic stories and

video, and inspiring National Geographic Explorers.
Help learners make connections in English between their lives and the

world they live in through high-interest, global topics that encourage
them to learn and express themselves.
With a balanced-skills curriculum, an emphasis on grammar instruction

and a focus on phonics, teachers can be sure students’ language
needs are covered.
With comprehensive coverage of international exam task types and

parent-teacher support materials, Look helps learners perform at their
best and prepares them for assessment success.
Enrich your lessons with flexible digital support materials.
CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

Starter
1
2
3
4
5
6

EXAM SUPPORT
Every task type from the Cambridge English Qualifications exams
for young learners is represented through the Student’s Book and
Workbook activities, ensuring student exposure and practice.

22

YOUNG LEARNERS

SCHOOL TRIPS
Take your students to amazing locations
and meet incredible people. Every
School trip lesson includes a reading,
video and comprehension activities and
ends with project work.

EXTRAORDINARY EXPLORERS
Get closer to the world with the help of
National Geographic Explorers.
Share their stories and missions with your students and
teach language through their compelling, real-world
experiences.

EXTENSIVE READING
Introduce learners to longer texts
with stories about real people, places
and events as well as fables, myths
and legends from around the world.
Every Reading extra lesson reinforces
the content taught in the units, with
activities covering all four skills.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/look 23

A man spreading out peppercorns to dry in the sun at a pepper plantation in Phu Quoc, Vietnam.

ASSESSMENT SUCCESS

Task guidance notes in the Teacher’s Book to help

With comprehensive coverage of international exams
task types and parent-teacher support materials, Look
helps learners perform their best and prepares them for
assessment success.
Assessment support includes:

instructors break down exam tasks and build student
confidence
Guidance on evaluating student performance, with

formative assessment and remedial activities in the
Teacher’s Book
ExamView Assessment Suite, unit progress tests, mid-

year and end-of-year tests available online

Coverage of every task type from the Cambridge

English Qualifications exams for young learners in the
Student’s Book and Workbook

An exam practice test available in every Workbook

AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Student's Book

9781337710824

9781337710831

9781337710848

9781337710855

9781337710862

9781337710879

9781337710886

Combo Split A

9780357027202

9780357027080

9780357027103

9780357027127

9780357027141

9780357027165

9780357027189

Combo Split B

9780357027219

9780357027097

9780357027110

9780357027134

9780357027158

9780357027172

9780357027196

Workbook

9781337712002

9781337711944

9781337711951

9781337711968

9781337711975

9781337711982

9781337711999

Workbook with Online Practice

9780357122136

9780357122129

9780357122112

9780357122105

9780357122099

9780357122082

9780357122075

Reading Anthology

9780357027578

9780357027516

9780357027523

9780357027530

9780357027547

9780357027554

9780357027561

Online Practice Access Code

9780357027073

9780357027011

9780357027028

9780357027035

9780357027042

9780357027059

9780357027066

Online Practice PAC

9780357122235

9780357122242

9780357122259

9781337712422

9781337712439

9781337712446

9781337712453

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

9781337797863

9781337797870

9781337797887

9781337797894

9781337797900

9781337797917

9781337797924

9781337798471

9781337914833

9781337914826

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Book with Student's
Book Audio CD and DVD
Classroom Presentation Tool

9781337914819

9781337914857

9781337914864

9781337914840

Flashcards

9780357030325

9780357030332

9780357030349

9780357030356

ExamView Assessment Suite
Learning Management System
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AVAILABLE ONLINE
AVAILABLE FOR ONLINE PRACTICE USERS AT LEARN.ELTNGL.COM

N/A

YOUNG LEARNERS

DIGITAL TEACHING SUPPORT

Classroom Presentation Tool

Online Practice

BEYOND THE BOOK
Teaching with Look is easy with its
flexible digital support materials
Classroom Presentation Tool
Enrich your lessons with interactive Student’s Book and
Workbook pages with embedded audio, video, and
activities on the Classroom Presentation Tool.

Online Practice, including audio, video and games for
practice and workbook activities for assessment and
exam preparation.
Learning Management Platform
Manage your classroom and track students’ Online
Practice progress with a Learning Management System.

Online Practice
Keep students engaged with a mobile-responsive

BRITISH ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS
Student's Book

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

9781337710954

9781337710893

9781337710909

9781337710916

9781337710923

9781337710930

9781337710947
9781337797795

Combo Split A

9781337797818

9781337797832

9781337916325

9781337797702

9781337797726

9781337797771

Combo Split B

9781337797825

9781337797849

9781337797672

9781337797719

9781337797740

9781337797788

9781337797801

Workbook

9781337908634

9781337908573

9781337908580

9781337908597

9781337908603

9781337908610

9781337908627
9780357122006

Workbook with Online Practice

9780357122068

9780357122051

9780357122044

9780357122037

9780357122020

9780357122013

Reading Anthology

9780357021606

9780357021545

9780357021552

9780357021569

9780357021576

9780357021583

9780357021590

Online Practice Access Code

9780357028599

9780357028650

9780357028643

9780357028636

9780357028629

9780357028612

9780357028605

Online Practice PAC

9780357122174

9780357122167

9780357122150

9781337908757

9781337908740

9781337908733

9781337908726

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

9781337915052

9781337915113

9781337915106

9781337915090

9781337915083

9781337915076

9781337915069

9781337914772

9781337914765

9781337914758

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Book with Student's
Book Audio CD and DVD
Classroom Presentation Tool
Flashcards
ExamView Assessment Suite
Learning Management System

9781337914741

9781337914802

9781337914796

9781337914789

9780357030387

9780357030400

9780357030370

9780357030363

N/A

AVAILABLE ONLINE
AVAILABLE FOR ONLINE PRACTICE USERS AT LEARN.ELTNGL.COM
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CEFR PRE-A1 - B1 | 7 LEVELS

TRUE BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Learn Your World
Achieve more with Our World, Second Edition, a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.
Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners to use English, including surprising
photography, meaningful stories and readings, immersive video, and incredible National Geographic
Explorers.
Learn more about the world through cross-curricular topics that challenge learners and deepen their
understanding of the world in English.
Help learners achieve more through collaborative projects, extensive critical thinking and visual literacy work,
and activities that inspire meaningful thinking and sharing.
Our World truly brings the world into the classroom and improves learning outcomes, motivating learners to
use English to show the world what they can do — and achieve more.
AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Student's Book

9781337613569

9780357031957

9780357031964

9780357031995

9780357031971

9780357031988

9780357032008

Student’s Book with Online Practice

9780357373514

9780357373521

9780357373538

9780357373545

9780357373552

9780357373569

9780357373576

Workbook

9780357032350

9780357032367

9780357032374

9780357032381

9780357032398

9780357032404

9780357032411

N/A

9780357036877

9780357036884

9780357036891

9780357036907

9780357036914

9780357036921

N/A

9780357040270

9780357040287

9780357040294

Online Practice Printed Access Code

9780357039496

9780357039502

9780357039519

9780357039526

9780357039533

9780357039540

9780357039557

Online Practice Electronic Access Code

9780357036716

9780357036723

9780357036730

9780357036747

9780357036754

9780357036761

9780357036778

A Combo Split

9780357036570

9780357036594

9780357036617

9780357036631

9780357036655

9780357036679

9780357036693

B Combo Split

9780357036587

9780357036600

9780357036624

9780357036648

9780357036662

9780357036686

9780357036709

Grammar Workbook
ABC Book
Phonics Book

FOR TEACHERS

N/A
N/A

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD

9780357034231

9780357034248

9780357034255

9780357034279

9780357034286

9780357034293

9780357034309

Classroom Presentation Tool

9780357036099

9780357036105

9780357036112

9780357036129

9780357036136

9780357036143

9780357036150

Flashcards

9780357104873

9780357036846

9780357036853

9780357036860

Posters

9780357039427

9780357039458

9780357039434

9780357039441

Phonics Teacher’s Guide with Audio CDs
ExamView Assessment Suite
Learning Management System
Professional Development Program
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9780357105474

N/A

N/A
9780357039472

9780357040379
Available online on Teacher’s Companion Site
Available for Online Practice users at learn.ELTNGL.com
Available online at ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD

9780357039465
N/A

9780357039489

is perfect for the content-rich classroom, with more content, longer units,

a balanced, four-skills curriculum, and lots of project work .

Units

Vocabulary

Reading

Writing

Phonics

Projects

Nine,
16-page units
per level

Up to 24
words per unit

Longer readings;
Extended Reading
lessons

Writing lessons in
Student’s Book

Phonics Books
available

Projects in
every unit

Unit 7

YOUNG LEARNERS

OUR WORLD

In this unit, I will . . .
• talk about inventions.
• talk about past habits.
• describe how to use an invention.
• write facts and opinions about a
favorite invention.

Good Idea!

Look and answer.

Unit Opener
Cross-curricular topics, with unit
goals and a goal-setting activity,
are introduced through stimulating
photos that encourage speaking
and discussion.

1. Where are these people?
2. What are they doing?
3. What are they wearing?
4. Write a caption for this photo.

Space projection helmets,
Washington, DC , USA

114

115

Vocabulary 1
Target vocabulary is presented in
meaningful contexts to help students
build fluency and confidence to discuss
relevant real-world topics.

BRITISH ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Student's Book

9780357032077

9780357032060

9780357032053

9780357032046

9780357032039

9780357032022

9780357032015

Student’s Book with Online
Practice

9780357105344

9780357105337

9780357105320

9780357105313

9780357105306

9780357105290

9780357105283

Workbook

9780357373583

9780357373590

9780357373606

9780357373613

9780357373620

9780357373637

9780357373644

N/A

9780357037270

9780357037287

9780357037294

9780357037300

9780357037317

9780357037324

Grammar Workbook
ABC Book
Phonics Book

9780357418956

N/A

N/A

9780357103524

9780357103531

9780357103548

Online Practice Printed Access
Code

N/A

9780357108116

9780357108109

9780357108093

9780357108086

9780357108079

9780357108062

9780357108055

Online Practice Electronic Access
Code

9780357108185

9780357108178

9780357108161

9780357108154

9780357108147

9780357108130

9780357108123

A Combo Split

9780357039977

9780357039991

9780357040010

9780357040034

9780357040065

9780357040072

9780357040096

B Combo Split

9780357039984

9780357040003

9780357040027

9780357040041

9780357040058

9780357040089

9780357040102

FOR TEACHERS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Lesson Planner with Student’s
Book Audio CD and DVD

9780357045060

9780357045008

9780357045015

9780357045022

9780357045039

9780357045046

9780357045053

Classroom Presentation Tool

9780357039908

9780357039915

9780357039922

9780357039939

9780357039946

9780357039953

9780357039960

Flashcards

9780357104507

9780357104576

9780357104583

9780357104590

Posters

9780357104767

9780357104774

9780357104781

9780357104798

Phonics Teacher’s Guide with
Audio CDs
ExamView Assessment Suite
Learning Management System
Professional Development
Program

N/A

N/A
9780357104804

9780357103562

9780357104811

9780357104828

N/A

Available online on Teacher’s Companion Site
Available for Online Practice users at learn.ELTNGL.com
Available online at ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD
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SONG
1

2

Discuss. Work with a partner.
1. What inventions are mentioned in
the song?
2. Which invention do you think is
the most important? Why?

Listen, read, and sing. TR: 7.3

Inventions
Creativity!
Electricity!
Creativity changes the world!
Inventions solve problems.
Problems that we used to have are gone!
The wheel and the cell phone
help to make our world go around!
Inventions are useful,
every day, in every way.
Computers, cars, and airplanes
help to make our world go around.
CHORUS
You used to have to walk
to get from place to place.
Years ago, you could only talk
face to face.
You could take only boats
to get across the sea.
Now, we fly across the sky.
Inventions are the reason why.
CHORUS
Imagination and ideas
can change the world, every day.
Can you solve a problem?
Can you help our world today?
CHORUS

Lion lights.
Nairobi, Kenya

118 Unit 7

119

Song
Original songs support the unit theme, model natural
rhythm and intonation, and incorporate target
vocabulary and grammar.
Writing
Students are introduced to a variety of writing types
through level-appropriate models and provided
opportunities to share their work.

Grammar 1
Target grammar is presented and
practiced in context, with natural
examples of real-world language and
opportunities for real communication
using all four language skills.

Vocabulary 2/Grammar 2
Additional thematic vocabulary
and target grammar are
presented with sticker activities
and communicative
grammar games.

Reading
Meaningful, relevant
real-world readings, with
infographics, ‘Weird But True’
facts, and graphic organizers,
develop language through
cross-curricular topics such as
science, nature, history, art,
culture, music, and sports.

Value/Mission
In levels 1-3, ‘Think. Pair. Share.’ routines help students
consider universally-recognized values. In levels 4-6, the
routines help students consider the missions of National
Geographic Explorers and discuss and share their
thoughts with classmates.
Project
A project ends every unit, providing tangible evidence of
student learning, with ‘Now I can...’ statements to help
measure student knowledge.
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TRUE BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY/HIGH BEGINNER

EXPLORE OUR WORLD is perfect for the communicative classroom, with shorter units and a focus
on listening, speaking, and pronunciation.

Units

Vocabulary

Reading

Writing

Phonics

Projects

Eight,
10-page units
per level

Up to 17
words per unit

Shorter
readings

Writing instruction
and practice in
Workbooks

Sounds of English
in Song lesson;
Phonics Books
available

Projects
available
online

FOR STUDENTS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Student’s Book

9780357038239

9780357036990

9780357037003

9780357037010

9780357037027

9780357037034

9780357037041

Student’s Book with Online
Practice

9780357373231

9780357373453

9780357373460

9780357373477

9780357373484

9780357373491

9780357373507

Workbook

9780357049532

9780357049525

9780357049471

9780357049488

9780357049495

9780357049518

9780357049501

N/A

9780357037331

9780357037355

9780357037348

9780357037379

9780357037362

9780357037386

Grammar Workbook
ABC Book
Phonics Book

9780357105474

N/A

N/A

9780357040270

9780357040287

9780357040294

Online Practice Printed Access
Code

N/A

9780357427217

9780357427224

9780357427231

9780357427248

9780357427255

9780357427262

9780357427279

Online Practice Electronic Access
Code

9780357436912

9780357427156

9780357427163

9780357427170

9780357427187

9780357427194

9780357427200

A Combo Split

9780357102602

9780357049983

9780357049969

9780357049945

9780357102619

9780357102633

9780357102657

B Combo Split

9780357049990

9780357049976

9780357049952

9780357049938

9780357102626

9780357102640

9780357102664

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

9780357438527

9780357049808

9780357049815

9780357049822

9780357049839

9780357049846

9780357049853

Classroom Presentation Tool

9780357049860

9780357049877

9780357049884

9780357049891

9780357049907

9780357049914

9780357049921

Flashcards

9780357104873

9780357435946

9780357436851

9780357436882

Posters

9780357039427

9780357105498

9780357105504

9780357105511

FOR TEACHERS
Lesson Planner with Student’s Book
Audio CD and DVD

Phonics Teacher’s Guide with
Audio CDs
ExamView Assessment Suite
Learning Management System
Professional Development
Program

N/A

N/A
9780357105528

9780357040379

9780357105535

9780357105542

N/A

Available online on Teacher’s Companion Site
Available for Online Practice users at learn.ELTNGL.com
Available online at ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD
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SECOND EDITION

Our World Phonics with ABC is a 3-level series plus alphabet
book that uses National Geographic content to introduce young
learners to the English alphabet and help them learn, practice, and
understand the sounds of English and sound/spelling relationships in
the English language.
Lessons introduce students to the letters and sounds of English
Activities explore how sounds and letters connect, including

listening and repetition, sound-discrimination, letter and word
recognition, reading, and writing practice Chants and stories
reinforce sound/spelling relationships and the rhythm of English
Five pages of pre-writing practice
Alphabet presentation with real-world photos and examples
13 pages of guided letter-writing practice
Numbers 1-10 presentation and practice
Eight pages of writing practice

PRE-WRITING PRACTICE

INDIVIDUAL SOUNDS LESSONS

CHANTS AND STORIES

GUIDED LETTER-WRITING PRACTICE

AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS
ABC Book
Phonics Book

FOR TEACHERS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

9780357105474

LEVEL 3

N/A

N/A

9780357040270

9780357040287

9780357040294

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Teacher’s Guide with Audio CDs

9780357040379

BRITISH ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS
ABC Book
Phonics Book

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Guide with Audio CDs
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STARTER

LEVEL 1

9780357418956

N/A

N/A

9780357103524

9780357103531

9780357103548

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

9780357103562

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/OWPhonics2E
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 9 READERS/LEVEL

BEGINNER TO LOW PRE-INTERMEDIATE

The Our World Readers are six levels of original stories, folk tales,
myths, and non-fiction from around the globe.
Used alone or to support the Our World and Explore Our World
series, the Our World Readers are a great way to encourage
reading for fun and bring storytelling into the English languagelearning classroom.

STORY TIME
DVD

BRITISH
ENGLISH

Facts and activities spreads close each reader and tie the story to

the real-world
Big Books are available for each Level 1 and 2 reader
Story Time Video is available on the Story Time DVDs
British
English
LEVEL 1

READERS

READERS

BIG BOOKS

LEVEL 2

9781285445977

9781285461991

9781285446004

LEVEL 3

9781285461984

9781285446035

9781285461496

9781285455280

LEVEL 5

9781285461489

9781285455297

LEVEL 6

9781285461472

9781285455327

READERS

Little Red Hen is Cooking 9781285190686 9781285191645 9781133730415 9781133939573 Art Class
My Body, Your Body

9781285462004

British
English

The Ant and the Grass9781285190655 9781285191614 9781133730385 9781133939450
hopper

The King’s New Clothes

LEVEL 1
LEVEL 2

LEVEL 4

American
English

BIG BOOKS

AMERICAN
ENGLISH

American
English

BIG BOOKS

READERS

BIG BOOKS

9781285190730 9781285191676 9781133730453 9781133939658
9781285190709 9781285191751 9781133730439 9781133939221

A Big Lesson for Little
9781285190679 9781285191638 9781133730408 9781133939566
Frog

9781285190778 9781285191713 9781133730491 9781133939757

The Toys

9781285190662 9781285191621 9781133730392 9781133939467 Hare Is Scared

9781285190761 9781285191706 9781133730484 9781133939733

The Three Bears

9781285190648 9781285191607 9781133730378 9781133939436 My Day

9781285190754 9781285191690 9781133730477 9781133939719

Too Many Animals

9781285190693 9781285191652 9781133730422 9781133939627

We All Pull

9781285190631 9781285191591 9781133730361 9781133939405 Stone Soup

The North Wind and
the Sun

9781285190723 9781285191669 9781133730446 9781133939641
9781285190792 9781285191737 9781133730514 9781133939801

What's in My Classroom?

9781285190617 9781285191744 9781133590088 9781133939238 The Three Pigs

9781285190747 9781285191683 9781133730460 9781133939689

Where Are the Animals?

9781285190624 9781285191584 9781133730354 9781133939306 What Jobs Do They Do?

9781285190785 9781285191720 9781133730507 9781133939771

British
English
LEVEL 3

American
English

British
English
LEVEL 4

READERS

American
English

READERS

Anansi’s Big Dinner

9781285191270

9781133730576

The Empty Pot

9781285191324

Country Mouse Visits City Mouse

9781285191232

9781133730538

The Green Rabbit

9781285191355

9781133730651

Getting to School Around the World

9781285191249

9781133730545

Hurum’s Hobby

9781285191386

9781133730682

Coyote’s Weekend

9781285191300

9781133730606

The Mirror

9781285191317

9781133730613

The Four Blind Men

9781285191256

9781133730552

Rhodopis

9781285191331

9781133730637

Holiday Colours and Lights

9781285191294

9781133730590

Stormalong and the Giant Octopus

9781285191362

9781133730668

Mouse Deer in the Rainforest

9781285191263

9781133730569

Sweet Surprises

9781285191379

9781133730675

Caring for Elephant Orphans

9781285191225

9781133730521

Tender Flower and the Medicine

9781285191348

9781133730644

Tortoise and Hare’s Race

9781285191287

9781133730583

The Tug-of-War

9781285191393

9781133730699

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

READERS

9781133730620

READERS

Amazing Beaches

9781285191485

9781133730781

Advertising Techniques:
Do You Buy It?

9781285191546

9781133730842

The Cave People of the Karawari

9781285191447

9781133730743

Better Lives wtth Bionics

9781285191560

9781133730866

How the Milky Way Began

9781285191430

9781133730736

How Quetzalcoatl Brought Chocolate to the
People

9781285191515

9781133730811

How Tiger Got His Stripes

9781285191416

9781133730712

King Midas and His Golden Touch

9781285191508

9781133730804

Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl

9781285191461

9781133730767

Odon and the Tiny Creatures

9781285191539

9781133730835

The Songbirds' Fulte

9781285191423

9781133730729

The Flying Dutchman

9781285191577

9781133730873
9781133730828

The Tailor and His Coat

9781285191478

9781133730774

The River Dragons

9781285191522

The Tale of Thunder and Lightning

9781285191409

9781133730705

The Shark King’s Cave

9781285191553

9781133730859

Two Brothers, Two Rewards

9781285191454

9781133730750

Young Cú Chulainn

9781285191492

9781133730798
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CEFR A1 - B1 | 6 LEVELS
Explore the world with your students and discover its
wonders – all while developing the English skills they need
to become successful global citizens. Through spectacular
National Geographic video and inspiring photography,
students will travel the globe, learning about different
countries, cultures, people and their customs.
With clearly structured methodology and explicit grammar
instruction, this six-level series is packed with fascinating facts
that spark curiosity, personalisation activities that get your
students talking, and new online resources that make it even
easier to bring the world to the classroom and the classroom
to life.
Say it! activities relate lesson content to students’ lives and

get them talking

Captivating unit opening photos engage, focus and

inspire students
Sounds of English activities support pronunciation and

sound recognition

A fresh, modernized design makes the series simple to use

and a joy to teach
Additional online resources for teachers and students help

to further extend learning opportunities

CEFR correlation
A1

A2

B1

1
2
3
4
5
6

FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

9781473760431

9781473760448

9781473760455

9781473760462

9781473760479

9781473760486

Workbook

9781473760615

9781473760622

9781473760639

9781473760646

9781473760653

9781473760660

Grammar Book

9781473760806

9781473760813

9781473760820

9781473760837

9781473760844

9781473760851

Alphabet Book

9781473760790

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

9781473760776

9781473760783

Student’s Book

FOR TEACHERS
Lesson Planner with Class Audio CD, DVD,
and Teacher's Resource CDROM
Flashcards

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

9781473760738

9781473760745

9781473760752

9781473760769

9781473760868

9781473760875

Posters

32

Classroom Presentation Tool

N/A

N/A
9781473759626

9781473759633

N/A
9781473760882

9781473760899

9781473760905

9781473760912

9781473759640

9781473759657

9781473759664

9781473759671

YOUNG LEARNERS

Travel the globe and learn about different
countries, cultures, people and their customs.

Clearly structured methodology

GRAMMAR SUPPORT FOR EVERY LEVEL
With a clearly structured approach and explicit
grammar instruction, Wonderful World, Second
Edition provides grammar support for both
students and teachers.

NEW VIDEO LESSONS
Bring the wonders of the world
directly into your classroom!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/wonderfulworld2e 33

All
Together
Jennifer Heath, Michele Crawford, Michael Gough

BEGINNER - ELEMENTARY

CEFR A1 - A2 | 6 LEVELS
All Together is an exciting six-level course that helps
primary-age students learn English while discovering
the world around them. Powered by National
Geographic photographs and videos, All Together
weaves the skill-building, grammar, and phonics
young learners need into content-rich lessons and
projects.
National Geographic photography and videos

motivate learners by bringing the world to the
classroom
Step-by-step language development gives learners

essential skills, phonics, and grammar for real-world
practice
Wonderful World projects teach 21st century skills—

communication, collaboration, critical thinking, and
creativity
Classroom eBook lessons put class structure and

fun-filled activities at the teacher’s fingertips
Teacher’s Resource Pack includes an interactive

classroom presentation tool and an extensive
assessment bank

“Our young learners love the All Together series.
They are attracted by the characters in the books,
amazed by real-life photos, and encouraged to
speak more by all these audios, especially the
songs. What’s more, they don’t get bored easily
since the course covers a wide range of topics.
This course surely helps the students progress in
English, step-by-step.”
Katrina Li, Acadsoc, China

FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Student Book with Audio CD Package

9781473757332

9781473757349

9781473757356

9781473757363

9781473757370

9781473757387

Workbook

9781473757578

9781473757592

9781473757615

9781473757639

9781473757653

9781473757677

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Flashcards

9781473757691

9781473757707

Teacher’s Guide

9781473763722

9781473763746

9781473763807

9781473763821

FOR TEACHERS

DIGITAL RESOURCES

34

N/A
9781473763760

9781473763784

TEACHER’S GUIDE + TEST BANK + POWERPOINT PRESENTATION TOOL (CLASSROOM EBOOK LESSONS WITH
STUDENT BOOK AND WORKBOOK ACTIVITIES, AUDIO AND VIDEOS) + FLASHCARDS

4

Can I have some chicken,
please?

1

Food

fish and chips
chocolate cake
delicious

vegetable
one more
glass of milk

1 Listen and say.

1

3 Match and say.
some fish and chips
some vegetables
a pizza
some chicken
some chocolate cake
some tomato soup
an egg sandwich
some cheese
some milk

tomato soup
Enjoy your meal.
Help yourself.

1/47

2 Listen and read.

1/48

Can I have some fish and
chips, some vegetables and
a pizza, please?

2

What are you eating?

YOUNG LEARNERS

Lesson

Unit

Can I have an egg sandwich
and some cheese, please?

4 Read and write.
Can I have an egg sandwich, please?
Here you go.

I’m eating some fish and chips,
some vegetables and a pizza.

You will learn:
✹ to order in a restaurant
✹ the names of food
✹ to describe and prepare dishes
✹ phonics rules: long vowel—o

1 Listen and say.

3

cheese

4

Here you go. A glass of milk and
some chocolate cake for you.

My chicken is delicious.
Help yourself, Snap.

chicken

tomato soup

1 Can I have some

milk

, please?

2 Can I have some

, please?

3 Can I have a glass of

, please?

4 Can I have some

, please?

1/46

2 Make and say.

Oh no, my tummy,
my tummy.

Poor Snap!

Thank you.

50

51
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I love pizza.
49

48
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Impactful Unit Openers build students’ interest
and introduce the learning aims of the unit
Lesson

Pumpkin farm

2

farmer
potato

grow
pumpkin

1 Listen and say.
2 Listen and read.

Additional vocabulary presented
and practiced in context
Lesson

lettuce
sales clerk

1/49
1/50

1 Jessica’s father:
a sells vegetables.
b grows vegetables.
c drives a truck.

2 Jessica’s father grows:
a potatoes.
b apples.
c tomatoes.

3 Jessica’s mother is:
a a farmer.
b a sales clerk.
c a teacher.

4 Jessica has:
a one brother and two sisters.
b one sister.
c one brother and one sister.

5 John is Jessica’s:
a brother.
b father.
c uncle.

Jessica lives on a farm with her family. Her father works on the
farm. He is a farmer. He grows carrots, lettuce, potatoes and
pumpkins. Her mother sells the vegetables in a store in the
town. She is a sales clerk. Jessica has a brother, John, and a
baby sister. Jessica and John help their parents on the farm
and in the store.

Gingerbread cookies

3

3 Read and circle.
carrot
town

Key language of the unit introduced
through simple, fun activities

2017/4/12 下午9:51

cup
tablespoon

flour
put

1 Listen and say.

sugar
bowl

butter
add

3 Read and stick.
ginger
mix

bake

Gingerbread cookies

1/51

2 Listen and read.

1/52

Linda: Let’s make gingerbread cookies!
Gina: Good idea! What do we need?
Linda: We need one cup of flour, one cup of sugar, some
butter, two eggs and one tablespoon of
ginger. Let’s put the flour and ginger into
a bowl.
Gina: OK.
Linda: Now add the butter, sugar and
eggs, and mix it all together.
Gina: Ready!
Linda: Now bake the cookies for
ten minutes.

6 Jessica:
a rides a bike.
b helps in the store.
c plays in the garden.

4 Read and draw.

✓ one cup of
✓

of sugar

✓ some
✓ two
✓ one

of ginger

4 Read and number.
Add the butter, sugar and

Lesson

Lesson

4

I grow vegetables in my garden: pumpkins, tomatoes and lettuce.
There are two apple trees and three pear trees.
52

53

5

s
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boat

and sa

2 Listen

y.

1/54

2 Read
an
bone

2

coat

sock /

4

s

ome

4 Listen
Joan

and re

goes

1/58
* Let’s =

2

1/57

3
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Put
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1 Read and match.

a bowl.

it all
minutes
.

her 3 SB.in

Naan bread is very
popular in India. You
mix water, butter, flour and
yeast and bake it. It’s delicious
and very easy to make.

Let us

Let’s m
some flo

and eg

3 Read
an
1

ad.

Bake

r, sugar

together.

1/56

I

In England, children
often have fish and
chips. You fry some fish and
potatoes for 10 to 15 minutes.
It’s a great meal!

55

!

me butte

h

u go.

cookies

Add so

d say.

In America, children like
making pumpkin pies.
To bake a pumpkin pie, you
need some eggs, sugar, salt,
milk, flour, ginger and pumpkin.
It’s easy to make and yummy!

Here yo

2017/4/12 下午9:52

mix

soak

t an
, poin
3 Listen

Children in Italy
love spaghetti
and meat sauce.
You need some tomatoes,
onions, meat and pasta to
cook it. It’s delicious!

Put

/ bean

bay
bow /

3

minutes.

d write.

1/55

rcle.
and ci

cat /

1

Children’s favorite food

d say.
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Vocabulary presented
through reading, listening,
and speaking practice

into a bowl.

Mix it all together.

All Together 3 SB.indd 54
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eggs.

Put the flour and ginger

Bake the cookies for ten
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Phonics and grammar lessons to
support essential language skills

2017/4/13

下午4:00

Class project
salt

pasta

yeast

sugar

Strawberry desserts

2 Look and write.

58
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2 aslt

3 mmyuy

4 sgura

5 titehgaps

6 iep

1 Watch and match.

• Make a strawberry dessert using
playdough.
• Then write down a recipe for a real
dessert made of strawberries.
• Exchange your recipes with other
groups.

Viewing
59

salad
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cup of tea

Wonderful World projects teach 21st century skills—
communication, collaboration, critical thinking, and creativity
box

2 Watch, read and circle.
1 Becky and Sam are / aren’t very hungry.
2 Becky’s dad calls the chef / waiter .

ice cream

National Geographic photography and
videos motivate learners by bringing the
world to the classroom

picking
plate
60

All Together 3 SB.indd 60

3 Becky likes / doesn’t like her pizza.
4 Sam likes / doesn’t like salad with fish and chips.

greenhouse
61
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
www.cengageasia.com/all-together/home 35

TEENS
36

TIME ZONES

SECOND EDITION

38

PERSPECTIVES

40

IMPACT

42

CLOSE UP

SECOND EDITION

44

“There remains so much to explore.
We live in an incredible world. So
go out. Be curious.”
ANDRÉS A. RUZO
Geothermal Scientist & Amazon Conservationist
Perspectives (level 4)

37

Time Zones
Second Edition

Nicholas Beare, Tim Collins, Mary Jane Maples, Ian Purdon, Catherine Frazier, Richard Frazier, Jennifer Wilkin, David Bohlke

BEGINNER – LOW PRE-INTERMEDIATE

PRE-A1 – B1 | 5 LEVELS

Time Zones, Second Edition is a four-skills program designed to
teach teenage learners how to use English effectively, developing
them into successful global citizens. Time Zones, Second Edition
combines a communicative approach to learning English with
National Geographic content, images and video. It features:
An

all-new Starter level, introducing students to the essential
English language skills and vocabulary necessary for true
beginners

Engaging real-world content that brings National Geographic

Explorers and 21st century topics into the classroom
A communicative approach that offers students the

opportunity to learn about and critically discuss global issues
National Geographic video in every unit, introducing amazing

places, culture and information from around the world

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1

A1

A2

B1

Starter
1
2
3
4

FOR STUDENTS
Combo (Student Book with Workbook)

STARTER

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

N/A

Student Book with Online Workbook

9781305509245

9781305510722

9781305510739

9781305510746

Student Book Only

9781305259843

9781305259850

9781305259867

9781305259874

Student eBook

9781305260245

9781305260252

9781305260269

9781305260276

Workbook

9781305259928

9781305259935

9781305259942

9781305259959

Online Workbook

9781305260085

9781305260092

9781305260108

9781305260115

9781305260122

9781305260146

9781305260160

9781305260184

9781305260139

9781305260153

9781305260177

9781305260191

Combo Split 1A

N/A

Combo Split 1B
Combo Split with Online Workbook 1A

9781305509252

9781305510753

9781305510777

9781305510791

Combo Split with Online Workbook 1B

9781305509269

9781305510760

9781305510784

9781305510807

Combo Split Online Workbook 1A

9781305509276

9781305510814

9781305510838

9781305510852

Combo Split Online Workbook 1B

9781305509283

9781305510821

9781305510845

9781305510869

FOR TEACHERS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

TEACHER WEBSITE

9781305259881

9781305259898

9781305259904

9781305259911

Classroom Audio CD and DVD

9781305878785

9781305260009

9781305260016

9781305260023

9781305260030

Classroom Presentation Tool (on USB)

9780357032619

9780357032572

9780357032589

9780357032596

9780357032602

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

N/A

Teacher’s Edition
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LEVEL 1

9781305260313

9781305260290

9781305260283

TEENS

9

Preview
A

WHAT ARE YOU

DOING?

2–19

Listen. Number what each person is doing in the order you hear
them (1–6).

taking
a photo

checking
email

calling
a friend

chatting

playing
a game

texting

Unit themes selected
according to current
interests and
relevance to teenage
students.

1
B How techie are you? Complete the survey on page 132 and see
your results.
C Talk with a partner.
Compare your results.

I send seven or more texts in a day.
Really? I only send three or four texts!

The Real World

Robots and

Microrobots
Visitors playing a computer
game during a games fair

Robert Wood is a National Geographic Explorer.
He is also an electrical engineer. He makes many
different types of robots—from robots that fly to
robots you can wear. He is now working on
making new robots at Harvard University.

Feliks Zemdegs
won the World
Rubik’s Cube
Championship
in 2013.

88

WHAT MAKES A

A Look at the photo below and the caption. What is a “microrobot”?

FAD?

a. a small robot

B

2–23

b. a flying robot

c. a robot that look like a bee

Listen to the
89article about Robert Wood.
Then answer the following questions.

1. Wood is also a (professor / student).
2. RoboBees are the size of a (bird / fly).
3. RoboBees can (go into dangerous places /
help in cooking food).
4. Millibots are some of the (fastest / smallest)
robots in the world.

2–25

Hula hoops. Pet rocks. Tamagotchis. These things used to be very
popular. Did you ever own any of these? If you didn’t, don’t feel too
bad. They were all fads. A fad is something that becomes very
popular among a large number of people, but only for a short time.
5 Something can become a fad very quickly, but can stop being
popular just as quickly. When it is no longer “cool,” a fad goes away.
Anything can become a fad—fashion, food, entertainment,
technology, even language.

Microrobots called Robobees

Discussion. What else do you think RoboBees can help in doing?

92 Unit 9

In the late 1970s, a Hungarian professor of architecture named Erno
Rubik was looking for a creative way to teach his students about 3D
objects. He invented a six-color plastic object that would be called
the Rubik’s Cube. The objective was to get each side of the cube a
different color. It was very challenging. It took a few years for the toy
to become popular, but then suddenly, in 1982, it seemed everyone
15 had one. Consumers bought over a hundred million of the toys.
There were 50 books available that year offering solutions. Then, just
as suddenly as the craze started, it ended. By 1983, people were not
interested in the Rubik’s Cube anymore, perhaps because so many
people already had one in their home.
10

Reading

B Read the first paragraph.
Underline the meaning of “fad.”

Reading

Psy performing live on
stage. More than 2 billion
people have seen his
video “Gangnam Style.”

C Discuss. Work with a partner. What
are some fads you have heard of?

A Look at the photo and scan the article. Who made Leon’s new
hand? Check (P) the correct answer.
Leon’s dad

a doctor

The Real World sections share
recent discoveries, research and
experiments, allowing students
to look at the unit’s theme from
a new perspective.

In 2012, a South Korean musician named Psy released a song called
“Gangnam Style.” The music video shows Psy pretending to horse-ride
while he is dancing. In six months, it became the first YouTube video
ever to reach a billion views. Six months after that, it went on to reach
two billion views. The song and video started a worldwide dance
25 craze, similar to the “Macarena” dance fad from the 1990s. “Gangnam
Style” had a huge influence on world popular culture. U.S. President
Barack Obama and U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron even tried out
the dance. Although “Gangnam Style” faded in popularity, the “Korean
Wave” of culture remains popular all over the world.
20

A Read the title and look at the
pictures. What do you think the
article is about?

an engineer

B Read the title. What do you think the title means?

92 Unit 91
C Read quickly. Underline the things that 3D printers can make.

Unit 9

93

HOW 3D

PRINTERS
ARE CHANGING LIVES

V I D E O

2–26

A New Photographer

Leon McCarthy has no fingers on his left hand, so his dad made a
new hand on a 3D printer at home. His new low-cost hand is
changing his life. Now he can pick up things. He can also throw a
ball, and ride a bike—with both hands!
5

10

What is a 3D printer?

ABOUT
THE VIDEO

A 3D printer uses plastic to print 3D objects. It can make hands,
fingers, or feet at a cheap price. It can make jewelry, toys, and
sunglasses, too! 3D printers are becoming very popular because they
can make almost everything! Some designers are even using 3D
printers to print food and houses! Schools are also using 3D printers
to teach students design.

A photographer
shows us how to take
close-up photographs
of lions.

How does a 3D printer work?

15

There are three main steps in 3D printing. First, a person uses
software or a scanner to design an object. Then, the printer checks
the object’s shape and size. Finally, the printer uses plastic to print
the object.

94

B E F O R E YO U WATC H
Circle the correct answer. Who do you think took the photo of the
lions below?
a. a photographer

b. a remote-controlled car

c. an animal

W H I L E YO U WATC H
A Check your answer to the Before You Watch question.

Leon McCarthy using
his new plastic hand

Unit 9

B Watch the video again. Complete the information below using
the words in the labels.
Unit 9

95

buggy

High-interest content provides motivation for teenagers to
think and learn about real issues, and gets them talking in English as early
as possible... while not forgetting fun, everyday, relatable topics for teens!

Student Book

Teacher’s Guide

Real-world content is used as

Full of suggestions and ideas for

a springboard for introducing
the language students need to
become effective communicators
in English.

Practice of all four skills and
exposure to high-frequency
vocabulary over 12 units

how to get the most out of class
time

remote control

Lions in Botswana

camera

Chris McLennan puts the
in a small car. This small car is also
. McLennan is using a
to control the car.
called a
The car is taking photographs of lions in the wild.

A F T E R YO U WATC H
Talk with a partner. Describe the car to a partner. If you had a car like
this, what photographs would you take?

Unit 9

97

Teacher’s Editions feature reduced
Student Book pages, content
notes, suggestions for additional
activities, answer keys and more.

NEW Video lessons in EVERY unit
prompt discussion while expanding
students’ knowledge of the world.

Every unit ends with a Video
page, which helps to reinforce
and consolidate language from
the unit.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/TimeZones 39

An Open Mind. A Critical Eye. A Clear Voice.
Daniel Barber, Hugh Dellar, Andrew Walkley, Lewis Lansford, Amanda Jeffries

LOW-INTERMEDIATE - ADVANCED

PRE-A2 – C1 | 4 LEVELS
Perspectives teaches learners to think critically and to
develop the language skills they need to find their own voice
in English. The carefully-guided language lessons, real-world
stories, and TED Talks motivate learners to think creatively
and communicate effectively.
In Perspectives, learners develop an open mind, a critical eye
and a clear voice in English.
Every unit explores one idea from different perspectives,

giving learners opportunities for practicing language as
they look at the world in new ways.
Students learn the critical thinking skills and strategies

they need to evaluate new information and develop their
own opinions and ideas.
Students respond to the unit theme and express their own

ideas confidently in English.
Exam-style task types and test-taking strategies prepare

students for a range of international exams.

CEFR correlation
A2

B1

B2

1
2
3

C1
Exam-style activities and
test-taking strategies prepare
students for a range of
international exams.

4

AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Student Book with Online Workbook

9781337808057

9781337808033

9781337808095

9781337808071

Student Book

9781337277129

9781337277136

9781337277143

9781337277150

Student Book Combo Split A

9781337297387

9781337297400

9781337297424

9781337297448

Student Book Combo Split B

9781337297394

9781337297417

9781337297431

9781337297455

Workbook

9781337297318

9781337297295

9781337297301

9781337297325

MyELT Online Workbook (Printed Access Card)

9781337297868

9781337297875

9781337297882

9781337297899

MyELT Online Workbook (Electronic Access Code)

9781337297820

9781337297837

9781337297844

9781337297851

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

FOR TEACHERS

40

Lesson Planner with Audio CD and DVD

9781337297639

9781337297646

9781337297653

9781337297660

Classroom Presentation Tool (USB)

9781337297592

9781337297608

9781337297615

9781337297622

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781337297677

TEENS

5D What does it mean to be a
citizen of the world?

are ultimately global issues, and
they can ultimately only be solved
“They
by global citizens demanding global
solutions from their leaders.
”

Every unit explores one idea
from different perspectives,
giving students opportunities for
practicing language as they look at
the world in new ways.

HUGH EVANS

Read about Hugh Evans and get ready to watch his TED Talk.

AUTHENTIC LISTENING SKILLS
Rhetorical questions

1

Look at the Authentic Listening Skills box. Listen and
read the first rhetorical question from the TED Talk. What
do you expect the speaker to talk about next? Listen and
34
check your idea.
But how did we actually go about recruiting and engaging
those global citizens?

2

Complete the extracts from the talk with the questions.
35
Then listen and check.

6

VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT

8

5.3

Work in pairs. What kind of citizen do you identify as?
Rank the descriptions in the correct order for you
(1 = most; 4 = least). Say why.

Online Crime

2B Risky Business

2B Risky Business

a So where are we?
b But have we achieved our mission?
c How will that achieve anything?

Watch Part 3 of the talk. Complete the sentences.

a Watch the clips from the TED Talk. Choose the correct
1 According to research,
of people who are
5.5
meaning of the words and phrases.
concerned about the world’s problems have taken action
to change them.
b Complete the sentences in your own words.
of people in
2 Hugh wanted to encourage
Then compare your sentences in pairs.
as a member of your local community
countries to become global citizens.
1
I
didn’t
sleep
a
wink
the
day
before
/
after
as a citizen of your town, city, or region
3 Hugh found that many different kinds of people were
.
as a citizen of your country
.
concerned about the same
2 I wonder why some people find it so hard to
as a global citizen
4 Hugh organized the Global Citizen music festival at the
. After all, it’s not rocket science.
.
same time as the
4 Watch Part 1 of the talk. Choose the correct option to
person. Far from it. I’m actually
3 I’m not a
on
5 People earned tickets for the festival by
5.1
complete each sentence.
.
very
a global issue.
1 Davinia is unusual because she works selflessly for other
people in New York were able to
6 Last year,
CHALLENGE
people / became a politician at a very young age.
get tickets to the festival.
2 She donated / raised money for girls’ education.
Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
7 Members of Global Citizen come from
READING
VOCABULARY
BUILDING
3 Global citizens are defined by their actions / their
beliefs
people joined
countries, and last
year
8 you
1 Which of these words would
use to
describe
The world
becomes
more connected every day. It’s now easier than
and their actions.
1 Complete the sentences with these pairs of every
words.week.
Adjective and noun collocations
ever to keep
in touch
with friends and family around the world. Online banking
Hugh’s ambitions for Global
Citizen?
Why?
4 Working with others worldwide is the best way / the only
allows people to access their accounts from anywhere that has an internet
people
raised
enough
8 Davinia and
We usuallyother
place the
adjective
before
the noun; however, the
confirm + scam
deleted + permission
People don’t
even have to leave the house to go shopping! However,
c ambitious
d achievable
way of solving the world’s problems.
money to encourage
donations
from the
US after
government.
adjective
can sometimes
come
the noun. For example, a idealistic b realisticconnection.
3

Speakers sometimes announce what is coming next by
asking a rhetorical question (a question they don’t expect an
answer to), then answering it themselves. This can introduce
a new topic or section to the talk.

5.0

WATCH

emails + filter

Laura One day last year, I got a call

Online Crime

inbox + attached

with greater connectivity comes greater risk. Every year, hundreds of thousands

from what I thought was my bank. They said
someone was trying to take money from my
account without my permission, and that
they needed to confirm my personal details
to stop it. I’ll be honest—I didn’t really
understand what was going on and wanted
to stop anything bad from happening, so I
gave them my name and address and date
of birth. I didn’t hear back, but a month later
I got my credit card statement and found
someone had spent over 11,000 pounds on
flights and luxury hotels!

Laura One day last year, I got a call

the adjective comes after the noun when describing units 2 ”Think globally, act locally.“
of people
become
of online
crime. We asked our readers to share some of
What
canvictims
you do
at a local
profile
+ edit
Watch Part 2 of the talk. Are the sentences true orinfected
false? + backups
7 Watch
5.4
Part 4 of theoftalk.
measurement.
their terrible tech tales, and we examine where the crimes originate.
social media + posting
store + flash drive
level to change the world?
5.3
Her brother is five feet tall.
1 What does Hugh mean by these statements?
1 As a boy, Hugh was not interested in social issues.1 Some of my posts were
without
a Thosemyof us who7 look
beyond
our
borders
are
on
the
right
9
Match the adjectives with the nouns they are used MY PERSPECTIVE
Origin of crime: The United States
. I have no idea why!
2 Sonny Boy's family was rich.
side of history. with in the stories on page 25.
manage to
2 I can’t believe how many
Work in pairs. Do you think younger
people
havebecomes
a more
3 The family slept together in a tiny room.
8 The
b We have such a long way to go.
world
more connected every day. It’s now easier than
.
get through my spam
1 the normal
a hotels
Romania
global outlook than older people? Why? What are the
(2)
We1 runComplete
this amazing festival,
we've scored with4 these
Meetingpairs
Sonny Boy
Hugh aware of inequalities.
the sentences
of made
words.
to keep in touch with friends and family around the world. Online banking
. He’s
alwaysthe future hopes
3 Adjective
He’s very active onand noun collocations
2 Label
the order that Hugh
2 a in
secondhand
b mentions
relative
advantages of thinkingever
globally?
some big policy wins, and citizens are signing up all over
5 Hugh says that governments did not cause Sonny
The United States
new updates and addingthem.
photos.Global Citizen3 will:
my personal
c PlayStation
allows people to access their accounts from anywhere that has an internet
No. We have such a long way
the world. (3)
Boy’s problems.
place the
adjective
the
noun; however,d the
very private,
and I oftenbefore
go
4 We
I keepusually
my
4 luxury
documents
be recruited
from every country in the
world.
confirm + scam
deleted
permission
to go.
connection. People don’t even have to leave the house to go shopping! However,
6 He believes
money can+solve
the problems.
things I’ve written.
back and
5 common
e fees
become
more
determined.
adjective
can sometimes
come after
the
noun.
For example,
This strange email just arrived in my
7 He says that
communities
cannot find their own 5solutions
6 a distant
f price
West risk.
Africa Every year, hundreds of thousands
emails + filter
inbox
+ attached
with greater connectivity comes greater
check that7world
leaders achieve new
goals.
to it, so
I deleted
with aadjective
file
g sense
to their problems.
the
comes
after
theit. noun
whenofficial
describing
units
of people become victims of online crime. We asked our readers to share some of
increase in8numbers.
infected + backups
profile
+
edit
my
bank
6
When
they
asked
me
to
legal
h
details
8 Hugh decided to start the Global Citizen movement
of
measurement.
work
to eradicate illnesses.
.
details,
I started to think it must be a
their terrible tech tales, and we examine where the crimes originate.
when he got back to Australia.
5

1

1 Some of my posts were
without my
. I have no idea why!
2 I can’t believe how many
manage to
get through my spam
.
3 He’s very active on
. He’s always
new updates and adding photos.
4 I keep my
very private, and I often go
back and
things I’ve written.
5 This strange email just arrived in my
with a file
to it, so I deleted it.
6 When they asked me to
my bank
details, I started to think it must be a
.
7 I
all my documents in the cloud now,
rather than using a
.
8 My computer got a virus that
a lot of
my files and I didn’t have any
.

all my documents in the cloud now,
7 I
.
rather than using a
a lot of
8 My computer got a virus that
.
my files and I didn’t have any

Her brother is five feet tall.

Who are you?
2

Work in pairs. How do you think the things in Activity 1
can happen? Why would people do them?

3

Look at the infographic and read the stories. Then
answer the questions.

2

3

with in the stories on page 25.

4

5

Look at the infographic and read the stories. Then
answer the questions.

1 the normal
a
1 What mistake did each person make?
2 a secondhand
b
2 What was the result of each mistake?
myAnswer
personal
c
Work3
in pairs.
the questions.
4didn’t
luxury
d
1 Who
realize they’d made a mistake for a long time?
2 Who received several emails from the same person?
5 common
e
3 Who thought they had found a bargain?
4 Who
into responding to an email too quickly?
6wasascared
distant
f
5 Who accepted the blame for what happened?
7didn’t
official
g
6 Who
read a product description carefully enough?
legalagain to check your ideas in Activityh4.
Read 8
the stories

6

5

6

9

MY PERSPECTIVE
Make a list of the different ways you could protect
yourself from the same kinds of online crimes that Laura,
Bruno, and Janella encountered.

Cybercrime by type (US)

70

70

60

60

50
40
30
20
10
0

Under 20

20–29

30–39

40–49

50–59

Over 60

50
40
30
20
10
0
Auction
fraud

Non-payment/
Non-delivery

Credit card
fraud

1

Bruno I was surfing the web one

MY PERSPECTIVE

day when I found a site selling Xboxes and

1 Which of the three mistakes do you think is the most
serious? the least? Why?
2 Why do you think each person acted as they did?
3 What do you think each person did after realizing
their mistake?
4 Have you heard any stories about similar mistakes?
If so, what happened?

bought what
was advertised
funny
happy
honestas a “PlayStation
intelligent
4 original box
I assumed
mean
niceand receipt.”
popular
shyit was
secondhand and, since it was only 150 euros,

3 Think of two or three wordsIthat
other itpeople
might
use to describe
you. You
bought
without
checking
the details.
4 Were your answers to questions 2 and 3 the same or different? Why?

can imagine how I felt a few days later when

2

Match the pairs of words thatthe
have
a similar brought
meaning.me
Usejust
yourthe
dictionary
if the
postman
box and
necessary. Then think of someone
you know who you can describe with each
receipt!
pair of words.
1
2
3
4

3

smart
calm
helpful
cheerful

a
b
c
d

Identity
theft

Students learn essential critical
Origin of crime: West Africa
thinking
strategies to evaluate
new information
Cybercrime by typeand
(US) develop
their own opinions and ideas.

Origin of crime: Romania

relaxed
friendly
intelligent
kindCybercrime by age (US)

Choose the correct option to complete
70 each sentence.

70

1 I’m active / lazy on the weekends. I60
usually play sports and go out with my friends.
2 He’s confident / nervous about giving presentations because he doesn’t like
50
making mistakes.
3 She’s very sociable / shy and has a40
lot of friends.
4 Our coach is serious / easygoing and lets us listen to music before basketball
30
practice.
5 Kenji is very hard-working / talented.
20 He isn’t the best, but he really wants
to succeed.
10 know when he’s in a room!
6 Luis is really loud / quiet. You always
4 Work in pairs. Take turns describing0people in your class, but don’t say their
30–39
40–49
Under
20 about?
20–29
names. Can your partner guess who you’re
talking

50–59

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Over 60

Auction
fraud

She’s calm, helpful, and cheerful.

Is it Li?

No. She’s also very active−but a little bit shy.

• learn about occupations, interests,
and descriptions.

• speak and write about what you like
to do.

Credit card
fraud

Malware/
Scareware

Phishing

Identity
theft

Unit 2 The Business of Technology

Work in pairs. Think of a famous person together. Then, working separately,
each make a list of words to describe this person. Use your dictionary if
necessary. Then compare your lists. Did you use any of the same words?
Do you agree with your partner’s description? Why?

6

Work with the same partner. Make one list for your person from Activity 5
using all the words you agree on. Read your list to the class. Can the class
guess your person?

8

25

Oh, is it Ana?

5

• read about how people show
emotions.
• watch a TED Talk about people’s
secrets.

Non-payment/
Non-delivery

Source: U.S. Department of Justice / Federal Bureau of Investigation Statistics shown are for 2015.

IN THIS UNIT, YOU...

• talk about yourself and others.

25

own fault, but when I got an email saying
a distant relative had died and left me
millions of dollars, common sense went
out of the window! It was from someone
claiming to be a lawyer in West Africa.
I know my dad’s side of the family had
connections there, so I thought it must be
true. They attached documents that looked
official and kept writing, so eventually I sent
them 8,000 dollars to pay the legal fees. Of
course, it was a scam and I never heard from
them again… or got my money back!

theywould
were.
They
had
stuff on
for half
1 Look at the photo. What words
you
use to
describe
thisthere
person?
2 Circle two or three of the words
to price!
describe
yourself.on one item and
the below
normal
I clicked
friendly
loud

Phishing

Unit 2 The Business of Technology

Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
PlayStations. I couldn’t believe how cheap

cool
kind

Malware/
Scareware

Janella Looking back, it was my

VOCABULARY Personality

Work in groups. Discuss the questions.

24 Unit 2 The Business of Technology

Origin of crime: West Africa

Origin of crime: The United States
Romania

Cybercrime by age (US)

Source: U.S. Department of Justice / Federal Bureau of Investigation Statistics shown are for 2015.

Work in groups. Look at the cybercrime graphs on
page 25. Discuss the questions.

Many people use their
physical appearance to
say something about
themselves.

Origin of crime: Romania

1A He’s really into music.

1 Where does the data come from? Do you think this is a
reliable source?
2 What crimes do the graphs focus on? What do you know
about them?
3 What’s the most common crime? Why do you think
that is?
4 Which age groups are the least affected? the most? Why
do you think that is?
5 Do you think the statistics would be different for your
country? Why? Do you know where to find this data?

Who didn’t realize they’d made a mistake for a long time?
Who received several emails from the same person?
Who thought they had found a bargain?
Who was scared into responding to an email too quickly?
Who accepted the blame for what happened?
Who didn’t read a product description carefully enough?

Read the stories again to check your ideas in Activity 4.
Underline the parts that helped you decide.

their mistake?
4 Have you heard any stories about similar mistakes?
If so, what happened?

You will often see visuals and charts in newspapers, books,
and articles online to add information and support the text.
Unit
2 The
Businessto
of Technology
You
need
check that these statistics are from a reliable
source and interpret the data for yourself before you read.

8

own fault, but when I got an email saying
a distant relative had died and left me
millions of dollars, common sense went
out of the window! It was from someone
claiming to be a lawyer in West Africa.
I know my dad’s side of the family had
connections there, so I thought it must be
true. They attached documents that looked
official and kept writing, so eventually I sent
them 8,000 dollars to pay the legal fees. Of
course, it was a scam and I never heard from
them again… or got my money back!

West Africa

1 Which of the three mistakes do you think is the most
serious? the least? Why?

MY PERSPECTIVE

day when I found a site selling Xboxes and
PlayStations. I couldn’t believe how cheap
they were. They had stuff on there for half
the normal price! I clicked on one item and
bought what was advertised as a “PlayStation
4 original box and receipt.” I assumed it was
secondhand and, since it was only 150 euros,
I bought it without checking the details. You
can imagine how I felt a few days later when
the postman brought me just the box and the
receipt!

The United States

2 Why do you think each person acted as they did?
Make a list of the different
ways you could protect
CRITICAL
THINKING
Interpreting
3 What dodata
you think each person did after realizing
yourself from the same kinds of online crimes that Laura,
Bruno, and Janella encountered.

24

Work in groups. Look at the cybercrime graphs on
page 25. Discuss the questions.

hotels
1 Where does the data come from? Do you think this is a
relative
reliable source?
PlayStation
2 What crimes do the graphs focus on? What do you know
about them?
documents
3 What’s the most common crime? Why do you think
fees that is?
4 Which age groups are the least affected? the most? Why
price do you think that is?
Do you think the statistics would be different for your
sense5 country?
Why? Do you know where to find this data?
details
9 Work in groups. Discuss the questions.

Underline the parts that helped you decide.

Work in pairs. Answer the questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

8

Janella Looking back, it was my

Bruno I was surfing the web one

source and interpret the data for yourself before you read.

from what I thought was my bank. They said
someone was trying to take money from my
account without my permission, and that
they needed to confirm my personal details
to stop it. I’ll be honest—I didn’t really
understand what was going on and wanted
to stop anything bad from happening, so I
gave them my name and address and date
of birth. I didn’t hear back, but a month later
I got my credit card statement and found
someone had spent over 11,000 pounds on
flights and luxury hotels!

65

Unit 5 Global Citizens

You will often see visuals and charts in newspapers, books,
and articles online to add information and support the text.

can happen? Why would people do them?

1 What mistake did each person make?
2 What was the result of each mistake?
4

CRITICAL THINKING Interpreting data

7 Match
adjectives
the
they
arethatused
You need
to check
these statistics are from a reliable
Work
in pairs. Howthe
do you
think the thingswith
in Activity
1 nouns

Number of victims (thousands)

store + flash drive

64 Unit 5 Global Citizens

Number of victims (thousands)

social media + posting

VOCABULARY BUILDING

Number of victims (thousands)

READING

Number of victims (thousands)

Now, maybe that doesn't sound like a lot to you.
Well, it achieved a lot because she
(1)
wasn't alone.

Unit 1 Who are you?
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TEENS

hing

VIDE
A leopard seal

23 Before you watch, discuss in pairs. Look at this

photo. How would you feel if you were near this
animal? What would you do?
24 Write. The video you’re going to watch is called

Face-to-Face with a Leopard Seal. From the title, predict
what will happen when the photographer comes face-to-face
with the animal in the photo.

Make an Impact

27 Work in pairs. Look at your answers from Activity 24. Did you

correctly predict the outcome of the video? Explain how the
leopard seal’s actions help classify it as a misunderstood animal.

A Design a flying machine.

28 Discuss in groups. Why do you think Paul wanted to photograph

used in the video to describe the leopard seal.
aggressive
caring

big
disgusting

nervous
terrified

useless

3. Work in groups. Many people consider the leopard seal
a dangerous, deadly predator. Create an advertisement to
educate people about the leopard seal and persuade them to
change their opinions.

Explore Your Interests
—Ryan Carney

• Hold a question-and-answer session
with the class after your performance.

r"SSBOHFZPVSESBXJOHTJOPSEFSPOBQPTUFS%JTQMBZUIFQPTUFSJODMBTT

35

“As an evolutionary biologist, I get to combine both childhood
interests into my research: dinosaurs and animation!”

B interview a performer.

3/9/16 3:33 PM

Explorers
C Advertise a flying machine.
appear
r$IPPTFBGMZJOHNBDIJOFUIBUZPVMFBSOFEBCPVU
r5IJOLBCPVUUIFCFOFGJUTBOESJTLTPGVTJOHUIBUNBDIJOF
throughout
r.BLFBOBEWFSUJTFNFOUGPSUIFNBDIJOF5SZUPQFSTVBEFZPVS
to fly in it.
eachaudience
unit
to
promote 21st
century skills.

National Geographic Explorer, Paleontologist/Evolutionary Biologist

• Think of a performing artist in your
community. Prepare ten questions
to ask the artist about the type of work
he or she does.

• Before you perform, explain what you’re
doing. Give background on the history
and popularity of your performing art
form. Talk about what you need to know
and have to perform.

r3FTFBSDIIPXUIJTBOJNBMIBTFWPMWFEPWFSUJNF%SBXBOEMBCFMBU
least four steps in its evolution.

2. Work in pairs. Compare and contrast the leopard seal with
another misunderstood animal from this unit. Use a Venn
diagram to show the two animals’ similarities and differences.

Make an Impact
• Choose a type of performing art to
perform for the class.

r$IPPTFBOBOJNBMUIBUIBTFWPMWFEUIFDBQBCJMJUZPGGMJHIU

1. Work independently. Research leopard seals. Learn about
their role in the Antarctic ecosystem. What animals do they
prey on? Who are their predators? Prepare a short presentation
to share with the class.

Where does the leopard seal live?
How does Paul Nicklen feel when he first gets into the water?
What does the leopard seal do to Paul to show a threat?
What does the leopard seal first bring to Paul?
Why does the leopard seal seem disgusted?
Why does Paul say that the leopard seal is panicked? What
does she start doing at this point?
7. What are the misconceptions that Paul had about the animal?
How does she change his ideas?

A perform for your class.

r1SFTFOUZPVSNBDIJOFUPUIFDMBTT&YQMBJOIPXJUXPSLT
B Make an evolution poster.

29 Choose an activity.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

OWI_2_SE_62951_024-041_U02_CR2.indd 34-35

r6TFZPVSQMBOTUPDSFBUFBNPEFMPGUIFNBDIJOF

predatory

26 After you watch, work in pairs to answer the questions.

34

r1MBOBOEEFTJHOBGMZJOHNBDIJOF

the leopard seal? What can he teach others about this animal
with his photos and his story? Explain using examples from
the video.

25 Watch scene 2.1. While you watch, circle three words that are

1. Watch scene 5.2.

Meet the Explorers

• Conduct your interview. Audio record or
film it.

2. What are your interests? How have they
changed over the years? Is there anything
that you were interested in as a child that
you are still learning about? What is it?

• Play your interview for the class.
C make a timeline.

3. The people you read about in this unit,
from Leonardo da Vinci to Ryan Carney,
made their interests their life’s work. How
could you turn your own interests into a
career? What would you need to do?

A pilot guiding a homemade machi
a flying competition in Moscow, Ru

90

• Choose a type of performing art.
Research its history.
OWI_2_SE_62951_076-091_U05_CR2.indd 90-91

• Make a timeline to illustrate the history
of this performing art. Use photos to
show how it’s changed.

world define
lize another

• Present your timeline to the class.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 5

Unit 6

JACK ANDRAKA Inventor
When Jack Andraka was 15 years old, he invented a test to
detect certain types of cancer. Jack hopes he can inspire
other young people to pursue their passions. He believes that
everyone has the power to make a difference. What are you
passionate about?

JENNY DALTRY Herpetologist and Conservationist
Jenny Daltry has always loved reptiles. She collected lizards,
frogs, and snakes near her home when she was a child. She also
volunteered at a zoo. When Jenny was 18, she traveled to India
to work on a crocodile farm. There she realized she wanted to
become a herpetologist: someone who studies reptiles.

RYAN CARNEY Paleontologist/Evolutionary Biologist
Ryan Carney’s hero is Leonardo da Vinci. Most people know that
da Vinci was a painter and an architect. Did you know that he
also designed flying machines? Ryan is a little like his hero. He’s
also an artist, and studies the evolution of flight. Ryan examines
flying dinosaurs and compares them with modern-day birds using
x-ray machines.

BETHANY EHLMANN Planetary Geologist
Bethany Ehlmann studies planets and explores our solar system
and beyond. She works on the NASA Mars Rover Curiosity
mission. Bethany helps Curiosity navigate to collect rocks and
minerals on Mars. She hopes we can study these samples to find
signs of life on Mars and on other worlds. Do you believe there’s
life beyond Earth?

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 7

Unit 8

IAIN COUZIN Behavioral Ecologist
Iain Couzin uses math to study how animals behave in groups.
With mathematical models, he can take a closer look at bird
migrations, insect colonies, and schools of fish. Iain thinks we
can use this research to answer questions about our world, such
as “How do animals benefit from working in groups?” and “Can
humans learn from animal behavior to work better in groups?”

ASHER JAY Creative Conservationist
Do you think about where your clothes come from? Asher Jay
does! She paints, writes, and designs fashions that help raise
awareness for sustainability and conservation. Asher feels very
connected to the environment and to all living things, even plants
and bugs. That’s why she wants to reduce her fashion footprint
and inspire others to do the same.

AMI VITALE National Geographic Photographer
Ami Vitale is more than just a photographer—she’s a visual
storyteller. Ami has visited more than 90 countries to take
photographs. She’s lived in mud huts, interacted with giant
pandas, and traveled through war zones. Ami thinks photos have
the power to tell stories and create change. Do you enjoy taking
photos? What story would you like to tell?

PAUL D. MILLER AKA DJ SPOOKY Artist/Writer/Musician
Artist, writer, and musician Paul D. Miller performs under the
name DJ Spooky. He uses technology to create unique blends
of sound for his songs. He’s developed a DJ app to let others do
the same. Paul looks at music as information, not just sound.
He hopes his musical compositions can raise awareness about
environmental and social issues.

d define you? Or do
u are? Or both? Explain
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Cross-curricular topics
and themes engage
learners and prepare
them for future
academic success

6

7
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National Geographic Explorers feature as role
models of successful global citizens

BRITISH ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Student Book

9781337280310

9781337281065

9781337281072

9781337281089

9781337281096

Student Book with Online Workbook

9781337504041

9781337504003

9781337504010

9781337504027

9781337504034

Workbook with Workbook Audio CD

9781337293969

9781337293921

9781337293938

9781337293945

9781337293952

Online Workbook Printed Access Code

9781337293709

9781337293716

9781337293723

9781337293730

9781337293747

Combo Split A with Workbook with Audio CD

9781337553919

9781337553834

9781337553858

9781337553872

9781337553896

Combo Split B with Workbook with Audio CD

9781337553926

9781337553841

9781337553865

9781337553889

9781337553902

Combo Split A

9781337554015

9781337553933

9781337553957

9781337553971

9781337553995

Combo Split B

9781337554022

9781337553940

9781337553964

9781337553988

9781337554008

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with Audio CD, Teacher Resource
CD-ROM and DVD

9781337293891

9781337293853

9781337293860

9781337293877

9781337293884

Classroom Presentation Tool (USB)

9781337293600

9781337786317

9781337786324

9781337786331

9781337786348

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781337293808

9781337293815

9781337293822

9781337293839

9781337293846

FOR TEACHERS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/Impact 43

SECOND EDITION
Angela Healan, Katrina Gormley, Diana Shotton, Karen Ludlow, Montse Watkin

BEGINNER – PROFICIENT

CEFR A1+ – C2 | 7 LEVELS

Develop students’ English with Close-up, a flexible course
suitable for secondary and exam preparation now with a
brand-new A1+ level! Close-up brings English to life through
spectacular National Geographic photography and facts
carefully selected to appeal to the inquisitive minds of
students. They will discover real places, real people and real
English through a ‘Close-up’ on the world around them.
Key features include:
The integrated Exam Close-up feature gives students and

teachers step-by-step advice and strategies for how best
to approach exam tasks so students have an opportunity
to put the advice into practice on the page
The Learning Focus feature introduces ‘learning to

learn’ tips so students can see what they need to do for
themselves outside of the classroom to progress
Students’ abilities to think, form, express and justify

personal opinions are developed further in the Ideas Focus
sections
The Online Zone contains downloadable audio and video

for students and teachers as well as additional material
including wordlists, tests and quizzes –
ELTNGL.com/closeup
CEFR correlation
A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

A1+
A2
B1
B1+
B2
C1
C2

FOR STUDENTS
Student Book with Online Student Zone

LEVEL A1+

LEVEL A2

LEVEL B1

LEVEL B1+

LEVEL B2

LEVEL C1

LEVEL C2

9781408098196

9781408096840

9781408095546

9781408095638

9781408095720

9781408095812

9781408098332

9781408095645

9781408095737

9781408097915

9781408097922

9781408095829

9781408098455

Student Book with Online Student Zone and
DVD eBook (HTML)

N/A

Student Book with Online Student Zone and
DVD eBook (Flash)

9781408098233

9781408096956

9781408095553

Workbook

9781408098240

9781408096895

9781408095560

9781408095652

9781408095744

9781408095836

9781408098387

Workbook with Online Workbook

9781408098264

9781408096901

9781408095881

9781408095898

9781408095904

9781408095911

9781408098417

LEVEL A1+

LEVEL A2

LEVEL B1

LEVEL B1+

LEVEL B2

LEVEL C1

LEVEL C2

Teacher’s Book with Online Teacher Zone and
Audio CD+Video CD+ Interactive Whiteboard

9781408098295

9781408096963

9781473755512

9781473755529

9781473755536

9781473755543

9781408098431

Teacher’s Book with Online
Teacher Zone

9781408098288

9781408096925

9781408098509

9781408098516

9781408098523

9781408098530

9781408098424

9781408096413

9781408096420

FOR TEACHERS
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N/A

Interactive Whiteboard (HTML)

N/A

N/A

Read�ng
A

What do people do in their free time?
Below is a list of popular free-time
activities for young people in the UK.
Put them in the order of popularity from 1
(most popular) to 10 (least popular).
Listening to music

Going for a day out

Shopping

Exercising

Reading

Going to after school clubs

Watching TV

Going to the cinema

Eating out

Spending time with friends /
family

Stormchaser Herb Stein of the
Center for Severe Weather Research
with DOW 7, a specially-equipped
research vehicle

Work with a partner. Think of some activities
people enjoy that can be very dangerous.
What makes them dangerous?

C

Read the title of the text. Where do you think
this activity is taking place?

Read the Exam Close-up. Then read the text again
and think of words which could go in each gap.

E

Now complete the Exam Task. Remember to check
if each word fits in the gap before choosing the
correct one. Your teacher will give you the words.

F

Find these words in the text and use them to
complete the definitions below.
capture crawl destroy explore flow surround
1 To
someone.

means to be all around something or

means to damage something
2 To
completely.

Your teacher will give you the correct answers.

B

D

3 To

means to catch someone or something.

4 To
about it.

means to travel around an area to learn

means to move slowly along the ground
5 To
on hands and knees.
6 To

means to move easily in one direction.

TEENS

8 Time to Spare

Exam Close-up
Reading around the gap
• Read the text quickly to get a general
understanding of it.
• Then re-read the sentences with gaps and try
to think of a word that could fit before you
look at the answer options.
• Read the answer options, start by eliminating
the obviously wrong answers, and then focus
on the options that are left.
• Sometimes, two answers seem possible, so
read ‘around’ the gap so you understand the
complete sentence.

The integrated
“Exam Close Up” feature
gives students and
teachers step-by-step
advice and strategies for
how best to approach
exam tasks so students
have an opportunity
to put the advice into
practice on the page.

Exam Task
Read the text and choose the correct word for each
space. For each question, mark the correct letter
a, b, c, or d. Your teacher will give you the words.

Word Focus
headlamp: a large, powerful light that you wear on
your forehead
victim: someone who has been hurt or killed
threat: something that can cause damage or danger

Meet a Caver
Stephen Alvarez is a caver. He
travels the world exploring and
photographing caves. He (1)
to climb mountains to
reach some caves or dive deep
down to search for underwater
caves. He has photographed some
very impressive caves including the
longest in the world, Mammoth Cave
has 580
in the USA, (2)
kilometres of tunnels.
Underground Danger
People sometimes ask Alvarez
caving is dangerous.
(3)
It is. ‘Caves are dangerous if you
don’t know what you’re doing,’ he
says. Staying safe is important.
Alvarez goes into caves with other
cavers, never by himself. That way,
team members can look out for
each other.

Deep underground,
under
ergr
ground, darkness
ss surrounds
su
you. Wher
Where
e ar
are you?
You’re inside on
one of Earth’s
’s millions
m
of caves. Wh
Why
y ar
are you there?
You’re a caver and
and you want
wan to explore its twisting
twist
wist
stin
ing tunnels, study its
strange rock forma
mations and
an look for the animals
anima
animals that live in it.
formations

There are fantastic shapes to see in caves. These
shapes are called decorations and they form
when rainwater drips onto stone. Examples of
these are stalactites, which hang down from
a cave ceiling, and stalagmites, which grow
upwards from the cave floor. But Alvarez says
, including some
there are many (6)
that look like popcorn and some that look like a
nest of eggs.
Cave Creatures
Beautiful cave decorations are not all that you’ll
see in caves. Animals live in caves, too. Many of
are eyeless. They don’t need eyes
(7)
because there is no light in the cave. Alvarez
has seen fish and spiders without eyes. Because
they can’t see, these creatures can hear, touch or
smell very well. They can move around and they
know what’s nearby. They can capture their food
without ever seeing the victim!

Ben Caddell descends into
Majlis al Jinn cave in Oman

Cavers light the entrance passage
of Ora Cave. New Britain Island,
Papua New Guinea

Cave Threats

Cavers carry the right (4)
for all situations. Knee pads and
gloves are important, and they must
to protect the
wear a (5)
head. Most cavers use headlamps to
provide light. This leaves their hands
free to climb and crawl. They also
carry extra torches and they know
how to use ropes.

96
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Explorers like Alvarez know how important it is
caves. Pollution is one threat.
to (8)
Polluted water from farms or businesses can flow
into caves, destroying decorations and killing
animals. Human visitors can also be a threat.
caver can destroy in minutes
A (9)
what took thousands of years to form. That’s
responsible cavers say, ‘Take
(10)
nothing but pictures. Leave nothing but
footprints. Kill nothing but time!’

•
•

Would you like to try caving? Why? / Why not?
Do you enjoy doing all of the activities in Exercise A?
Why? / Why not?

Ideas Focus

6000_CU_B1_SB_ch08_095-108.indd 97
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Students’ abilities to think, form,
express, and justify opinions are
developed further in the “Ideas
Focus” sections – a core skill for
success at First and a constant
challenge for teachers to do at
this age.

The reading texts have been
carefully aligned with CEFR
levels and the Cambridge First
exam, and chosen to relate to
students’ own areas of interest.

ONLINE STUDENT AND TEACHER ZONE
All the online resources for Close Up can be
found on the super-to-use Close Up microsite
which is home to the Online Student Zone and
Online Teacher Zone.
Online Teacher Zone Resources:

11
Reading:
Vocabulary:
Grammar:
Listening:
Speaking:
Writing:

Answer Keys

It’s Raining Cats & Dogs

End-of-year Test
Mid-Year Tests

multiple-choice & matching, understanding questions
weather-related words, open cloze, deciding what kind of word is missing
comparative adjectives & adverbs, superlative adjectives & adverbs, open
cloze, writing the correct word
gap-fill (monologue), listening for numbers, adjectives & common words
asking & answering questions about the weather, expressing differences
& similarities
a postcard, using a variety of tenses, planning your answer, talking about
present, past & future activities

Extra Tasks for early finishers
Progress Chart
Progress Tests
Quizzes
Recording Scripts
Interactive Whiteboard

A local farmer
stranded on his tractor
after flooding in
Gloucestershire, England

Engaging topics are introduced
through stunning photography to
appeal to the inquisitive minds of
teenagers.

135

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
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K-12 SCHOOL

PROGRAMS

46

REACH HIGHER

48

INSIDE

52

EDGE

54

EXPLORING SCIENCE

56

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SCIENCE

58

“We believe textbooks should be
as interesting as the world in which
students live.”
Dennis Hogan
National Geographic Learning
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Gretchen Bernabei, David W. Moore, Ph.D. , Deborah J. Short, Ph.D. , Michael W. Smith, Ph.D. ,
Alfred W. Tatum, Ph.D. , Josefina Villamil Tinajero, Ph.D.

BEGINNER – PROFICIENT

CEFR A1+ – C2 | 6 LEVELS
Reach Higher guides students to learn English, learn
about the world, and learn about themselves through
authentic content with a global perspective. Primary
students develop the academic language skills and
content knowledge they need to get an education
in English.
Cross-curricular, six-level program showcases original

fiction, science, and social studies content to develop
English literacy skills
Academic skill-building with phonics support

develops students’ understanding of different cultures
while fostering independent learning
All-in-one Classroom Presentation Tool provides

the resources teachers need to prepare
for, address, and assess a comprehensive range of
instructional priorities and requirements
Read On Your Own phonics readers use fiction and

nonfiction texts to reinforce the phonics and high
frequency words in Reach Higher through science and
social studies content

FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1B

LEVEL 2A

LEVEL 2B

LEVEL 3A

LEVEL 3B
9780357366899

Student’s Book

9780357366547

9780357366561

9780357366813

9780357366837

9780357366875

Practice Book

9780357366554

9780357366578

9780357366820

9780357366844

9780357366882

9780357366905

Student’s Book/Practice Book Package

9780357367186

9780357430668

9780357430675

9780357430682

9780357430644

9780357430699

Read on Your Own Pack

9780357494806

9780357494813

9780357494820

9780357494837

9780357494844

9780357494851

Read on Your Own Bundle (All Readers Levels
1A-3B)

9780357484692

9780357484692

9780357484692

9780357484692

9780357484692

9780357484692

LEVEL 1A

LEVEL 1B

LEVEL 2A

LEVEL 2B

LEVEL 3A

LEVEL 3B

Teacher’s Book

9780357430651

9780357430668

9780357430675

9780357430682

9780357430644

9780357430699

Classroom Presentation Tool

9780357366585

9780357366592

9780357366851

9780357366868

9780357366912

9780357366929

FOR TEACHERS

48

LEVEL 1A

K-12 SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Paired reading passages
build language, reading, writing,
and vocabulary through science
and social studies content and
authentic literature

New reading selections from around the world
help students to learn about the world, and learn
about themselves through authentic content
with a global perspective

Exclusive National Geographic nonfiction selections
motivate and prepare students for reading in the content areas

FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 4A

LEVEL 4B

LEVEL 5A

Student’s Book

9780357366936

9780357366950

9780357366998

Practice Book

9780357366943

9780357366967

9780357367001

Student’s Book/Practice Book Package

9780357430705

9780357430712

9780357430729

9780357430736

FOR TEACHERS

LEVEL 5B

LEVEL 6A

LEVEL 6B

9780357367018

9780357367056

9780357367070

9780357367025

9780357367063

9780357367087

9780357430743

9780357430750

LEVEL 4A

LEVEL 4B

LEVEL 5A

LEVEL 5B

LEVEL 6A

LEVEL 6B

Teacher’s Book

9780357430705

9780357430712

9780357430729

9780357430736

9780357430743

9780357430750

Classroom Presentation Tool

9780357366974

9780357366981

9780357367032

9780357367049

9780357367094

9780357367100

49

High-utility content and academic vocabulary
are introduced through text and visual support
to make them accessible to learners

Share What You Know provides opportunities
for students to take part in an ongoing
conversation and share their experiences with
classmates about academic content
Big Question introduces the theme of the unit and
encourages students to make personal connections
with academic topics
Respond and Extend
helps students to draw connections
between the paired fiction and nonfiction
readings and their own experiences

Share Your Ideas provides open-ended projects for
students to demonstrate content and language mastery as
they respond to the Big Question

50

Interactive and animated content helps teachers to present and practice
learning goals in a fun and focused way

Extra on-page language support and resources include extra
class activities and teaching materials, games, and teaching tips

K-12 SCHOOL PROGRAMS

TEACHING SUPPORT
Classroom Presentation Tool for each level provides all-in-one support for teaching

Classroom Presentation Tool is compatible with a range
of common operating systems and devices.

Additional teaching resources include Lesson Plans,
Pacing Guides, Word Lists, assessment resources, and
Family Newsletters

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/reachhigherseries 51

INSIDE
Gretchen Bernabei, David W. Moore, Ph.D., Deborah J. Short, Ph.D., Michael W. Smith, Ph.D.
Alfred W. Tatum, Ph.D., Josefina Villamil Tinajero, Ph.D.

Reading, writing, and vocabulary instruction helps striving readers move to grade-level proficiency.
Increase reading/writing skills and content knowledge through National Geographic content paired with
engaging literature, informational texts, and intensive instruction.
Teach with new explorations and discovery.
Engage students with National Geographic exclusive content.
Achieve success with the Common Core State Standards.

Learn the Fundamentals
Students who begin in Fundamentals volumes 1 and 2
need sequential work in phonemic awareness, phonics,
decoding, and spelling as well as foundational work in
vocabulary, language, and writing.
Student Book
9 units cover 18 weeks of instruction.
Each unit contains four sections: Language

Development, Language and Literacy, Language
and Content, and Writing.

Fundamentals Volume 1

Fundamentals Volume 2

Reading Level 1.0–2.5
Lexile®: BR–550L

Reading Level 2.0–3.5
Lexile®: 400–650L

Visuals and audio lessons guide vocabulary

development and language learning.
Three kinds of readings reinforce vocabulary and

language, provide decodable text, and develop
strategies for reading informational text.
The book supports spiraling comprehension skills.

FOR STUDENTS

9781285806600

Student Book + eBook (6-year license)

9781285806587

Student Book

9781285439426

Student eBook, 6-year license

9781285769264

myNGconnect, 6-year license

9781285775937

Practice Book

9781285734712

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher Support Pack

INSIDE FUNDAMENTALS, VOLUME 1

contains Theme Books Set A CDs (2 CDs), Practice Book Blackline Masters, Practice Book Teacher’s Annotated
Edition, and Folk Tales Single-Copy Set (1 copy each of 16 titles)

9781285948409

Teacher Support Pack with Inside Phonics Kit

9781285948416

Inside Phonics Kit

contains Sound/Spelling Cards, Decoding eVisuals, Teacher Scripts, Letter and Word Tiles, Word Builder CD-ROM,
6 Write-On/Wipe-Off Boards and pens, and Sounds and Songs CDs (2 CDs)
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INSIDE FUNDAMENTALS, VOLUME 1

Student Book + myNGconnect (6-year license)

9780736261104

Level B

Level C

Reading Level 4.0–5.5
Lexile®: 600–850L

Reading Level 5.0–6.5
Lexile®: 750–900L

Inside Level A - C

K-12 SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Level A
Reading Level 3.0–4.5
Lexile®: 450–750L

Writing Book offers in-depth writing instruction

Student Books
Reading and Language Book features

including model study, writing traits, writing
strategies, and applications connected to the
units in the Reading and Language Book.

motivating content in 8 units, all at an
appropriate reading level, and valuable
supports for accessing texts.
Digital Resources for Students

myNGconnect.com for Teachers

• Student eEdition

• Teacher’s eEdition

• Build Background Videos

• Online Lesson Planner

• Comprehension Coach®

• eAssessment and Progress Reports

• My Assignments

• Transparencies

• Language CDs and MP3s

• Teaching and Learning Resources

• Selection Recordings, Fluency Models, and
Close Readings CDs and MP3s

• Online Extension Activities

• Links to Online Resources

• Online Professional Development

• Family Newsletters in 8 Languages
• Presentation Tool

FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL A

Reading & Language Student Book and Writing Student Book + myNGconnect (6-year license)

9781285806747

Reading & Language Student Book and Writing Student Book + Reading & Language Student eBook (6-year license)
and Writing Student eBook (6-year license)

9781285806716

Reading & Language Student eBook (6-year license) and Writing Student eBook (6-year license) + myNGconnect
(6-year license)

9781285806808

Reading & Language Student eBook (6-year license) and Writing Student eBook (6-year license)

9781285806778

Reading & Language Student eBook, 6-year license

9781285769233

Writing Student eBook, 6-year license

9781285769288

Reading & Language Student Book and Writing Student Book

9781285806686

Reading & Language Student Book

9781285437095

Writing Student Book

9781285437149

Practice Book

9781285438948

Writer’s Workout

9781285439020

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Edition Set (2 volumes) with Language CDs and Selection and Fluency CD
Teacher Support Pack

LEVEL A
9781285806839

contains Practice Book Blackline Masters, Practice Book Teacher’s Annotated Edition, Writer’s Workout Blackline Masters, Writer’s Workout
Teacher’s Annotated Edition, Selection & Close Readings CD Set (4 CDs), Leveled Library Single-Copy Set

9781285948447

Teacher Support Pack with addition of Leveled Library Classroom Set (6 copies of 24 titles, 144 books total)

9781285948454

Comprehension Coach® Classroom Set

9781285769318

contains 25 per student 12-month subscriptions to the Online Coach®

Selection & Close Readings CD Set (4 CDs)

9781285745824

Assessment Handbook

9781285439242
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EDGE
David W. Moore, Ph.D., Deborah J. Short, Ph.D., Michael W. Smith, Ph.D., Alfred W. Tatum, Ph.D.

Reading, Writing, and Language
Prepare all students for college and career success with dynamic National Geographic content and authentic,
multicultural literature.
Edge is a leveled core Reading/Language Arts Program designed for ESL students and striving readers in
Grades 9–12.
Teach with relevant, motivating and accessible content
Prepare students for Common Core State Standard success with complex texts
Utilize systematic and focused teaching materials

Student Book
6 units, each organized around a motivating Essential Question
Focused, in-depth instruction in reading strategies and literary analysis
Relevant literature that students can and want to read
Scaffolded, real-world writing projects

Fundamentals
Lexile®: BR–650L

FOR STUDENTS
Student Edition + myNGconnect

FUNDAMENTALS
9781285806884

Student Edition + eBook

9781285806891

eBook + myNGconnect

9781285806907

Student Edition

9781285439600

myNGconnect, 6-year license

9781285775265

Interactive Practice Book

9781285760476

Grammar & Writing Practice Book

9781285735696

FOR TEACHERS

FUNDAMENTALS

Teacher's Edition Set (2 Volumes)

9781285806914

Grammar & Writing Practice Book Teacher's Annotated Edition

9781285735702

Teacher Support Pack

includes Interactive Practice Book Teacher’s Annotated Edition; Selection Readings and Fluency Models CDs, Leveled Library Single-Copy
Set, Language & Grammar Lab Teacher’s Edition, Grammar & Writing Practice Book Blackline Masters, and Grammar & Writing Practice Book
Teacher’s Annotated Edition

Inside Phonics with Teacher’s Editions

includes Phonics Decoding eVisuals, Teacher Scripts, Sound-Spelling Cards, Letter and Word Tiles, Word Builder CD-ROM, 6 Write-On/
Wipe-Off Boards and pens, Sounds & Songs CDs, Reading Practice Book Teacher’s Annotated Edition, and Teacher’s Guide
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9781285948676

9780736261111

K-12 SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Level A

Level B

Level C

Lexile®: 450L–750L

Lexile®: 600L–850L

Lexile®: 750L–900L

Student Book
7 units, each organized around a motivating Essential Question
Focused, in-depth instruction in reading strategies and literary analysis
Relevant literature that students can and want to read
Scaffolded, real-world writing projects

FOR STUDENTS
Student Edition + myNGconnect

LEVEL B
9781285806969

Student Edition + eBook

9781285806976

eBook + myNGconnect

9781285806983

Student Edition

9781285439587

myNGconnect, 6-year license

9781285775241

Interactive Practice Book

9781285443423

Grammar & Writing Practice Book

9781285734859

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher's Edition Set (2 Volumes)

LEVEL B
9781285806990

Interactive Practice Book Teacher’s Annotated Edition

9781285443485

Grammar & Writing Practice Book Teacher's Annotated Edition

9781285734880

Teacher Support Pack

interactive Practice Book Teacher’s Annotated Edition; Selection Readings, Fluency Models, Close Readings CD Set; Leveled Library
Single-Copy Set; Language & Grammar Lab Teacher’s Edition; Grammar & Writing Practice Book Blackline Masters; Grammar & Writing
Practice Book Teacher’s Annotated Edition

9781285948690

Interactive Practice Book Teacher’s Annotated Edition

9781285836577

Assessments Handbook

9781285443775

contains 25 per student 12-month subscriptions to the Comprehension Coach
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Randy Bell, Malcolm Butler, Kathy Cabe Trundle, Judith Lederman

Built for the Next Generation Science Standards
The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) are changing the
way science is taught by incorporating a 3-Dimensional approach to
instruction. Teachers now need to combine Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI),
Science and Engineering Practices (SEP), and Crosscutting Concepts
(CCC) into each lesson to prepare students to master the Performance
Expectations.
In-depth mastery of 100% of the NGSS for grades K–5
Introduce real-world science practices with National Geographic

Explorers, scientists, and photographers
Balance NGSS content with hands-on investigations, STEM projects,

citizen science projects, and interactive digital labs
National Geographic Explorers and Scientists
Exclusive features and videos show students how scientists use NGSS
practices and methods in their real-world research. Explorers inspire
students to engage in the NGSS practices by asking questions and
solving problems.

Kindergarten

Hands-on STEM Practice
Investigate activities guide
students through the steps to
prepare for the Science and
Engineering Practices in the
Performance Expectations

Grade 1

Grade 3

STEM Projects provide unique,
real-world challenges for
students to solve using research
and engineering practices

Grade 2

Grade 4

Grade 5

Think Like a Scientist and
Think Like an Engineer are
Performance Expectation
activities where students apply
their knowledge and skills in
3-D, hands-on performances

KINDERGARTEN
Big Book Set 1 each of Earth, Life and Physical, and Let’s Do Science Big Books

9780357073384

MindTap™ , 6-year license

9780357060360

Teacher’s Edition

EXPLORING SCIENCE
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9781337915670

GRADE 1

GRADE 2

GRADE 3

GRADE 4

GRADE 5

Student Edition + MindTap™, 6-year license

9780357073124

9780357073162

9780357073209

9780357073247

9780357073285

MindTap™, 6-year license

9780357060391

9780357060421

9780357060452

9780357060483

9780357060513

Teacher's Edition

9781337915625

9781337915632

9781337915649

9781337915656

9781337915663

K-12 SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Interactive Technology
MindTap™ for Exploring Science turns the NGSS into
an engaging and interactive student experience,
and provides teachers with powerful assessment and
analytics to help students master the Performance
Expectations.

Authentic Content
Concise text focuses exclusively
on the NGSS; all content is
authentic and newly written

Built from the NGSS
Disciplinary Core Ideas and
Performance Expectations
appear on each page;
all content and handson activities are based
exclusively on the NGSS

National Geographic Images and Graphics
Vibrant images and National Geographic
photography capture student interest

STEM and Hands-On
Support NGSS content and assess Performance
Expectations with extensive hands-on
investigations and engineering activities

Science Notebooking
Explorers guide students in keeping
their own science notebooks to
mirror how real scientists work;
students record data, ask questions,
draw, write, and express thoughts
about their learning.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
NGL.Cengage.com/ExploringScience 57

National Geographic
Science
Randy Bell, Ph.D., Malcolm Butler, Ph.D., Judith Lederman, Ph.D., Kathy Cabe Trundle, Ph.D,
Nell K Duke, Ed.D., David W. Moore, Ph.D.

National Geographic Science is a research-based, core program that brings science learning to life through
the lens of National Geographic.
Connect to science content and STEM resources in print and online through our award-winning digital solution,
myNGconnect.com.
National Geographic Science Kindergarten
Life, Earth, and Physical Science Units
Life Science

Earth Science

Physical Science

Day and Night /
Weather and Seasons

Plants / Animals

Observing Objects /
How Things Move

Classroom Sets contain 8 copies each of 12 titles (96 books), Teacher’s Edition, 2 Big Ideas Big Books, Science
Inquiry Big Book, Write About Big Book, Learning Masters, Big Ideas & Vocabulary Cards,
Assessment Handbook.
KINDERGARTEN UNITS
Life Science Classroom Set: Plants/Animals

9781305454989

Earth Science Classroom Set: Day and Night/Weather and Seasons

9781305454996

Physical Science Classroom Set: Observing Objects/How Things Move

9781305455009

National Geographic Science Grades 1–2
Modular Units to Match your Science Standards
Life Science

Earth Science

Physical Science

Living Things

Sun, Moon, and Stars Properties

Plants and Animals

Land and Water

Pushes and Pulls

Habitats

Weather

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

Life Cycles

Rocks and Soil

Forces and Motion

Customize your science curriculum by selecting individual instructional units to align to your specific science
standards at grades 1 and 2. Each comprehensive unit can be paced to provide from 30 to 45 days of instruction,
giving you a simple, tailor-made solution to your core science curriculum needs.

LIFE SCIENCE
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EARTH SCIENCE

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Living Things Classroom Set

9781305455016

Sun, Moon, and Stars Classroom
Set

9781305455054

Properties Classroom Set

9781305455092

Plants and Animals Classroom Set

9781305455023

Land and Water Classroom Set

9781305455061

Pushes and Pulls Classroom Set

9781305455108
9781305455115
9781305455122

Habitats Classroom Set

9781305455030

Weather Classroom Set

9781305455078

Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Classroom Set

Life Cycles Classroom Set

9781305455047

Rocks and Soil Classroom Set

9781305455085

Forces and Motion Classroom
Set

National Geographic Science Grades 3–5
Life, Earth, and Physical Science

Support Literacy Through Science
Build literacy skills throughout National Geographic Science to help students succeed across content areas.
Teacher’s Editions support reading and writing skills and strategies at all grade levels.
Informational text reading comprehension
Expository writing activities for science
Discussion opportunities using learned vocabulary

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SCIENCE

GRADE 3

GRADE 4

GRADE 5

Big Ideas Student Book Set 1 each of Life, Earth, and Physical Science Big Ideas Student Books

9781305839953

9781305839960

9781305839977

Science Inquiry and Writing Book

9781305120433

9781305120501

9781305120570

Life Science Teacher’s Edition

9781305120440

9781305120518

9781305120587

Earth Science Teacher’s Edition

9781305120457

9781305120525

9781305120600

Physical Science Teacher’s Edition

9781305120464

9781305120532

9781305120617

Learning Masters

9780736277419

9780736277877

9780736278256

Assessment Handbook

9780736277433

9780736277891

9780736278270

Science ExamView® CD-ROM

9780736277501

9780736277525

9780736277549

Science Methods and Process Skills Big Book

9780736277310

9780736277778

9780736278157

Science Methods and Process Skills Teacher’s Guide

9780736277471

9780736277938

9780736278317
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ADULTS

/ GENERAL ENGLISH
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WORLD ENGLISH
LIFE

THIRD EDITION

SECOND EDITION

KEYNOTE

64
68

WORLD LINK
OUTCOMES

62

THIRD EDITION

70

SECOND EDITION

72

“It turns out, if you want to read the
world, if you want to encounter it
with an open mind, the world will
help you.”
Ann Morgan
Writer, TED speaker
Keynote level 2

61

NEW

John Hughes, Martin Milner, Becky Tarver Chase, Christien Lee

LOW BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE

CEFR A1 – B1 | 4 LEVELS
Real People • Real Places • Real Language
With World English, learners experience the world through
content and ideas from National Geographic and TED, providing
the motivation to talk about what’s most important to them.
World English, Third Edition features:
Stories from real people that inspire learners to make

connections to their own lives.
Journeys to real places so learners experience the world.
Real language that helps learners communicate confidently.

New and updated in the Third Edition:
Content and ideas from sources like National Geographic and

TED.
My World activities guide learners to personalize and

share their opinions about real-world topics.
Extended Writing and Communication lessons.
An extended, optional Video Journal section at the end of

each unit.
A new Grammar Reference section in the appendix.

CEFR correlation
A1

A2

B1-

B1

INTRO

Updated technology includes My World English Online for

independent practice and the Classroom Presentation Tool for
in-class support.

1
2
3

FOR STUDENTS

INTRO

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

9780357113660

9780357113684

9780357113677

9780357113691

Student Book with My World English Online

9780357130193

9780357130209

9780357130216

9780357130261

Student Book/Learn English with TED Talks App Package

9780357520536

9780357520543

9780357520550

9780357520567

Student Book with My World English Online/Learn English with TED
Talks App Package

9780357520574

9780357520581

9780357520598

9780357520604

Combo Split A with My World English Online

9780357130278

9780357130292

9780357130315

9780357130339

Combo Split B with My World English Online

9780357130285

9780357130308

9780357130322

9780357130346

Workbook

9780357113707

9780357113714

9780357114148

9780357113721

Student Book Audio

9780357114155

9780357114162

9780357114179

9780357114186

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Student Book

FOR TEACHERS
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Teacher’s Guide

9780357113776

9780357113783

9780357113790

9780357113806

Classroom Presentation Tool USB

9780357113813

9780357113820

9780357113837

9780357113844

Classroom DVD

9780357113936

9780357113943

9780357113950

9780357113967

Online Placement Test (Levels Intro-3)

9781305659605

With World English, learners experience the world through content and ideas from National Geographic and TED, providing
the motivation to talk about what’s most important to them.

ADULTS

REAL PEOPLE • REAL PLACES • REAL LANGUAGE

VIDEO JOURNAL
D Watch the rest of the video and match the
numbers with what they describe.

A Discuss the question in pairs. What kind of art do you
like?
drawing
photography

WHY ART THRIVES
AT BURNING MAN

graffiti
sculpture

NORA ATKINSON
Craft Curator

2. throw your back into
something

b. it won’t match or look
good in your home

3. marketable

c. be very successful

4. it doesn’t go with
the sofa

d. try really hard to do
something

300

the number of words that
describe a piece of art in a museum
price of a painting by Jean-Michel Basquiat
the time Nora has been studying the meaning of the
art of Burning Man
E Discuss the questions in pairs.

C Watch the first part of the video. Circle T for true and F
for false.

Nora Atkinson’s idea worth spreading is
that museums often miss out on inspiring
curiosity and engagement. Watch Atkinson’s
TED Talk on TED.com.

several years
80

the price of a painting by
da Vinci

a. people will want to
buy it

$450 million
30

the number of seconds a
person spends looking at
a work of art in a museum

B Match the words and expressions to their meanings.
Write the letter.
1. thrive

$110 million

the number of art installations
on the playa at Burning Man

painting

1. Nora is describing a large piece of
art that was created in the desert.

T

F

2. A group of people pulled ropes
to stop the wheel from moving.

T

F

3. Peter Hudson is an artist.

T

F

4. Nora thinks people will want to buy
this work of art.

T

F

1. Do they sell the art created at Burning Man?
2. What does Nora think is more important, the price of a work of art
and who created it, or how it makes you feel?
3. What do you think is more important?

141

140

Burning Man is an annual, week-long art festival celebrated
on an empty lake bed in Nevada’s Black Rock Desert.

D

GOAL Plan a Vacation

Reading
A When you go on vacation, which activities do you like
to do? Tell the class.

✓ Dance in the evening
✓ Eat local food
Go camping

✓ Go sightseeing
✓ Meet local people
✓ Play sports

✓ Go to festivals

Suntan on the beach
Visit museums

Go shopping

B Read the article. Which activities in A are in
the article?
C Read the article again. Does the author agree or
disagree with this advice? Circle A for agree or
D for disagree
1. You should plan everything
before your vacation.

A

D

2. Visit new places out of the
city center.

A

D

3. Always buy food from
supermarkets.

A

D

4. Get all your information from
guidebooks and the internet.

A

D

5. Talk to local people for
advice and suggestions.

A

D

Make your
Vacation

More
Interesting

Journeys to real places allow learners to experience the world.

Aziz Abu Sarah has a travel company and often
gives advice to tourists. Here he answers the
question: “How can a vacation be more interesting?”

culture. It’s much more interesting than going to a
supermarket—and the food is better!

Don’t plan everything

When you arrive in a new place, find out about
festivals and events. Local magazines and posters
have information about art galleries and live music.
If you like sports, find out where people play. A few
years ago, I was in Tunisia and I played soccer on
the beach with a group of local men.

Tourists often study maps and plan everything before
they go on vacation. It’s fun to go sightseeing, but
sometimes it’s interesting to leave the map at the
hotel. For example, you can leave the city center and
visit new places. When I was in Tokyo for the first time,
I traveled to the suburbs. Two hours later, I was in a
bar singing karaoke and dancing with local people.
Try the local food

Eating local food always makes a vacation more
interesting. Go to food markets where local people
sell fresh food that they grew or cooked. In these
places, you learn more about their food and

Find out where local people go

Ask for advice and suggestions

All around the world, people are always happy to give
advice. Don’t always use the guidebook or the internet.
Ask local people for suggestions on where to go or
where to eat. Once, in Curitiba, Brazil, I asked a local
group where I should have dinner in the city. They
invited me for dinner and I am still friends with them!

D MY WORLD Do you agree with the writer’s advice?
Why?

GOAL CHECK
Plan a Vacation
In small groups, plan an interesting vacation for friends
visiting your country.
1. Your friends have three days in your country. Write
down what they can do on each day:
Day one:

Day two:

Day three:

Aziz Abu Sarah at a small
village in Switzerland.

2. Present your plan to another group. Do you think the
other group has an interesting vacation?
38

Unit 3

Stories from real people inspire learners to make connections to their own lives.

Going Places 39

Aziz Abu Sarah is a cultural educator, National
Geographic Explorer, and TED Fellow. He cofounded a travel company designed to redefine
tourism and build peaceful connections among
different cultures.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
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Second Edition
Paul Dummett, John Hughes, Helen Stephenson

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED

CEFR A1 – C1 | 6 LEVELS
Connect with the world and bring
your classroom to life
Through stunning National Geographic content, video and
engaging topics, Life inspires students who can think critically and
communicate effectively in the global community.
With exciting new features, such as the Student Web App, the
second edition has been updated based on extensive research
and consultation with teachers and learners from around the world.
New to the Second Edition:
An extended critical thinking syllabus is now featured

throughout all six levels, encouraging learners to develop and
share well-informed opinions
Updated and relevant National Geographic content,

photography, and video engages learners by connecting them
to people and places from around the world
New ‘My Life’ sections help learners explore the connections

between the content and their own lives

CEFR correlation
A1

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

1
2
3
4
5
6

AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

Student Book with Web App

9781337905626

9781337905633

9781337905640

9781337905657

9781337905664

9781337905671

Student Book with Web App and My Life Online

9781337905688

9781337905695

9781337905701

9781337905718

9781337905725

9781337905732

Workbook with Audio

9781337908030

9781337908023

9781337908016

9781337908009

9781337907996

9781337907989
9781337906456

MyLife Online Printed Access Card

9781337906401

9781337906418

9781337906425

9781337906432

9781337906449

MyLife Online Instant Access

9781337906463

9781337906470

9781337906487

9781337906494

9781337906500

9781337906517

E-Book Printed Access Card

9781337906524

9781337906531

9781337906548

9781337906555

9781337906562

9781337906579

E-Book Instant Access

9781337906586

9781337906593

9781337906609

9781337906616

9781337906623

9781337906630

Combo Split A with Web App

9781337908108

9781337908122

9781337908146

9781337908160

9781337908184

9781337908207

Combo Split B with Web App

9781337908115

9781337908139

9781337908153

9781337908177

9781337908191

9781337908214

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Teacher’s Guide

9781337908054

9781337908061

9781337908078

9781337908085

9781337908092

9781337908047

Classroom Audio CD

9781337908283

9781337908290

9781337908306

9781337908313

9781337908320

9781337908337

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9781337908221

9781337908238

9781337908245

9781337908252

9781337908269

9781337908276

FOR TEACHERS
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LEVEL 6

DVD Levels 1-6

9781337908870

Examview 1-6

9781337909129

Online Placement Test

9781337909143

An updated video program features interesting,

contemporary, and high-quality National
Geographic video

includes the Workbook pages, extra support, and
extension activities

A new Student Web App with each Student Book

New ‘Memory Booster’ activities improve

students’ ability to retain and use new language

A refined grammar syllabus provides increased

ADULTS

An enhanced Classroom Presentation Tool now

Also in the Second Edition:

includes video, audio for the Student Book and
Workbook, grammar practice, interactive reading
practice, expanded wordlists, and games

scaffolding and an enhanced reference sections

From the Authors of the Second Edition

Paul Dummett

“We wanted to take learners on a journey, discovering
and celebrating the world — its peoples, their customs
and ideas — in all its rich diversity. But we needed to
‘bring it home,’ to make the issues more relatable, so
as to maximize the opportunity for learners to express
themselves meaningfully in English. That, for me, is the
success of this edition.”

John Hughes

“ In the second edition we’ve really expanded the range
of videos so there are new interviews, documentaries,
infographics, and even short feature films. And the
videos come from such creative people, so it really
inspires you when you are writing the book.”

Helen Stephenson

“ It’s been hugely satisfying to produce the new edition
with user feedback from all over the world in mind. This
edition gets the balance between the students’ needs
and the topic and language accessibility just right, I
believe.
I especially like the renewed focus on practice activities
and opportunities for production that bring the focus to
the individual student and their own context.”

BRITISH ENGLISH
BEGINNER

ELEMENTARY

PRE
INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

UPPER
INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Student Book with Web App Code

9781337285285

9781337285490

9781337285704

9781337285919

9781337286121

9781337286336

Student Book with Web App Code and Online
Workbook Printed Access Code

9781337285421

9781337285636

9781337285841

9781337286053

9781337286268

9781337286473

FOR STUDENTS

Workbook without Key and Audio CD

9781337285452

9781337285667

9781337285872

9781337286084

9781337286299

9781337286503

Workbook with Key and Audio CD

9781337285445

9781337285650

9781337285865

9781337286077

9781337286282

9781337286497

Student eBook

9781337285391

9781337285605

9781337285810

9781337286022

9781337286237

9781337286442

Combo Split A with App Code and Workbook
Audio CD

9781337285407

9781337285612

9781337285827

9781337286039

9781337286244

9781337286459

Combo Split B with App Code and Workbook
Audio CD

9781337285414

9781337285629

9781337285834

9781337286046

9781337286251

9781337286466

Student Split A with Web App Code

9781337631419

9781337631433

9781337631457

9781337631471

9781337631495

9781337631518

Student Split B with Web App Code

9781337631426

9781337631440

9781337631464

9781337631488

9781337631501

9781337631525

BEGINNER

ELEMENTARY

PRE
INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

UPPER
INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Teacher’s Book with Class Audio CD and DVD ROM

9781337285469

9781337285674

9781337285889

9781337286091

9781337286305

9781337286510

Classroom Presentation Tool (USB)

9781337285360

9781337285575

9781337285780

9781337285995

9781337286206

9781337286411

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® Pro

9781337285377

9781337285582

9781337285797

9781337286008

9781337286213

9781337286428

FOR TEACHERS

65

Introducing the new Life Student Web App!
The Student Web App contains:
The video and audio for the Student
Book and Workbook
Grammar practice activities
Interactive reading practice
Expanded vocabulary lists
Games

FOR STUDENTS
Student’s Book + Web App

Student's eBook

Engaging tasks with fascinating National Geographic content

e-version of the Student's Book with integrated audio and
video

Grammar reference with additional practice activities
Login details to access the Student's Web App
Workbook + Audio CD

Online Workbook
Consolidates the Student’s Book's contents

Further content-rich practice of the language aims in the
Student’s Book

Includes activities for vocabulary, grammar, writing, speaking
and pronunciation

Grammar extra sections to extend students’ understanding
of how grammar works

MyELT platform allows teachers to set up classes and monitor
students’ progress via a gradebook.

A focus on learning skills to encourage independent learning
A graded IELTS test to allow students to benchmark their
learning

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Book + Class Audio CD + DVD Rom

Classroom Presentation Tool

Detailed teaching notes, answer keys, background
information and teacher development tips

Includes IWB tools, ‘zoomable’ pages and easy-to-access
audio and video

Photocopiable communicative activities
Progress tests for every unit

ExamView®
Make paper and online tests in minutes!

Includes Student's Book and Workbook pages
Online Resources
The Life resource website contains a wealth of extra teaching
material including video, audio, tests, wordlists and much
more.

LIFE RESOURCE WEBSITE FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS!

NEW LIFE STUDENT WEB APP

Placement and progress tests
Student’s Book and Workbook
audio
Student’s Book video
Audio and video scripts
Communicative worksheets
Wordlists
Ready-made lessons
And much much more!

66

The Life Student Web App
is an exciting new feature
of the second edition, it
contains the video and audio
for the Student’s Book and
Workbook, grammar practice
activities, interactive reading
practice, expanded wordlists,
and games.

Comprehension
A reading section begins with classic
comprehension tasks and provides a
context to introduce new vocabulary
and/or grammar.

ADULTS

Classic presentation, critical thinking, and memorization
Life presents grammar both inductively and deductively. Sometimes the rule is presented and
sometimes students are asked to discover the rule though questioning. This kind of guided
discovery requires higher-order thinking and makes learning more memorable. It asks the student
to think critically about the grammar and how they will use it to communicate.

Personalization and Creative Thinking
This new ‘My Life’ activity is a personalization task where students practice the grammar
in relation to their own lives. The task allows them to create their own questions as well by
using the prompts on the page. Students are given the opportunity to take some risks in
their learning and use creativity in their communication in English.

Personalization
This listening pair work exercise requires some student thinking and preparation time as the task is not mechanical.
The language is on-level, but students will need to reflect on their own lives and experiences to appropriately
complete the task.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/life 67

David Bohlke, Paul Dummett, Lewis Lansford, Helen Stephenson

HIGH-BEGINNING TO PROFICIENT

CEFR A1/A2 – C2 | 6 LEVELS
Inspiring communication
A series that explores big ideas through real content, including TED
Talks, to help learners develop the confidence and skills needed to
express themselves powerfully and proficiently in English.
Authentic Listening – carefully selected, supported and

exploited. Tailored to work in the classroom. Both Native Speakers
and Non-Native Speakers

21st Century Skills Syllabus – Critical Thinking, Visual Literacy,

Digital Literacy, Global Citizens

Real World Inspiration – Not only through TED Talks but also

through the reading texts, and inforgraphics

Functional and Practical Output – focus on everyday language

and enabling clear communication with speaking, writing and
pronunciation syllabus

Presentation Skills Syllabus – a bag of transferable tools to

develop fluency, confidence and engaging delivery

Creative Thinking – a safe place to try, learn and practice and

a way for students to find their own voice through ideas and
language

CEFR correlation
A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

1
2
3
4

Note: For levels 5 & 6, please refer to Advanced
and Proficient levels of British English edition.
AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Student Book

9781305965034

9781305965041

9781305965058

9781305965065

Student Book with MyKeynote Online Electronic Access Code

9781337104104

9781337104111

9781337104128

9781337104135

Workbook

9781337104142

9781337104159

9781337104166

9781337104173

MyKeynote Online Electronic Access Code

9781337109352

9781337109369

9781337109376

9781337109383

MyKeynote Online Printed Access Code

9781337109000

9781337109017

9781337109024

9781337109031

Student Book Split A

9781337108768

9781337108782

9781337108805

9781337108829

Student Book Split B

9781337108775

9781337108799

9781337108812

9781337108836

Student Book/MyKeynote Online Combo Split A

9781337108928

9781337108942

9781337108966

9781337108980

Student Book/MyKeynote Online Combo Split B

9781337108935

9781337108959

9781337108973

9781337108997

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

FOR TEACHERS
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Teacher’s Edition

9781337104227

9781337104234

9781337104241

9781337104258

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9781337786362

9781337786379

9781337786386

9781337786393

Audio DVD/CD Package

9781337107730

9781337107747

9781337107754

9781337107761

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781337104180

9781337104197

9781337104203

9781337104210

ADULTS

Intermediate – Proficient: Paul Dummett, Lewis Lansford, Helen Stephenson
Elementary – Pre-intermediate: David Bohlke with Stephanie Parker

KEYNOTE RESOURCE WEBSITE FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS!

The Keynote resource website contains a wealth of teaching resources
including:
Sample units

Wordlists

Author videos

CEFR correlations

Bank of TED Talk worksheets

Mid-year and end-of-year tests

TED Talks and audio

BRITISH ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

ELEMENTARY

PRE
INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

UPPER
INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

PROFICIENT

Student Book with DVD-ROM and Online Workbook
Printed Access Code

9781337388696

9781337388702

9781305880610

9781305880603

9781305880627

9781305880634

Student Book with DVD-ROM

9781337273916

9781337273923

9781305399099

9781305399136

9781305399150

9781305399181

Workbook with Workbook Audio CD

9781337273978

9781337273985

9781305578326

9781305578333

9781305578340

9781305578357

Interactive Student eBook without Key

9781337274036

9781337274043

9781305880566

9781305880573

9781305880580

9781305880597

MyELT Online Workbook Printed Access Code

9781337274074

9781337274081

9781305880511

9781305880528

9781305880535

9781305880542

Split A with DVD-ROM

9781337561488

9781337561501

9781337561402

9781337561426

9781337561440

9781337561464

Split B with DVD-ROM

9781337561495

9781337561518

9781337561419

9781337561433

9781337561457

9781337561471

Student Book/Workbook Combo Split A with
DVD-ROM and Workbook Audio CD

9781337561365

9781337561389

9781337561280

9781337561303

9781337561327

9781337561341

Student Book/Workbook Combo Split B with
DVD-ROM and Workbook Audio CD

9781337561372

9781337561396

9781337561297

9781337561310

9781337561334

9781337561358

FOR TEACHERS

ELEMENTARY

PRE
INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

UPPER
INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

PROFICIENT

Teacher’s Book with Classroom Audio CDs

9781337274012

9781337274029

9781305578418

9781305579590

9781305579606

9781305579613

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9780357109298

9780357109304

9780357109328

9780357109359

9780357109373

9780357109403

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
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World Link
Third Edition
Susan Stempleski, Nancy Douglas, James R. Morgan

LOW BEGINNING TO HIGH-INTERMEDIATE

CEFR A1 – B2 | 4 LEVELS
World Link builds confident communication!
World Link, Third Edition helps adult learners communicate
fluently and confidently in English.It develops language
skills through use of dynamic vocabulary, essential grammar,
engaging topics, and fascinating images. Learners will
experience the topics and language comealive through an
expanded video program.
New technology encourages classroom communication!
A Warm-Up Video for each unit from authentic sources

like National Geographic and YouTube can be used to
introduce the unit topic and provide examples of real
language.
The Classroom Presentation Tool features interactive
student book pages, customization options, seamlessly
integrated audio and video, and new presentations of
key lessons taught in the student book.

CEFR correlation
A1

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

INTRO
1

“The topics in World Link are interesting
and related to students' real lives. The
pictures are gorgeous. Thank you for
creating such a nice book like this.”
Dr. Suneeta Kositchaivat
Deputy Head of Curriculum and Instruction Department,
Faculty of Education, Silpakorn University, Thailand

2
3

AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

INTRO

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Student Book

9781305647749

9781305650787

9781305650992

9781305651203

Student Book with MyWorldLink Online

9781305647756

9781305650794

9781305651005

9781305651210

Workbook

9781305647848

9781305650879

9781305651098

9781305651302

MyWorldLink Online PAC (Printed Access Code)

9781305647879

9781305650978

9781305651128

9781305651333

Combo Split A with MyWorldLink Online Sticker Access Code

9781305647794

9781305650831

9781305651043

9781305651258

Combo Split B with MyWorldLink Online Sticker Access Code

9781305647800

9781305650848

9781305651050

9781305651265

FOR TEACHERS

70

INTRO

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Lesson Planner with Classroom Presentation Tool

9781305647831

9781305650862

9781305651081

9781305651296

Classroom Audio CD

9781305647855

9781305650886

9781305651104

9781305651319

Classroom DVD

9781305647923

9781305650947

9781305651166

9781305651371

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9781337906999

9781337907002

9781337907019

9781337907057

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781305647947

9781305650954

9781305651173

9781305651388

ADULTS

My World Link Online offers personalized instruction and practice that prepares
learners for meaningful classroom communication!

Within the learning path, My World Link Online provides cuttingedge support for real-world communication using speech
recognition technology. Learners can practice their speaking and
listening skills independently in meaningful contexts!

New Grammar Tutorials integrated into the personalized learning
path in My World Link Online make independent practice more
accessible, preparing learners for effective classroom participation!

For contextualized listening practice, the new Warm-Up videos
from authentic sources like National Geographic and YouTube are
integrated into the learning path along with related activities.

Perfect for traditional, flipped, blended, and online classrooms, My World Link Online is the
flexible, one-stop solution for all instructional needs!
With My World Link Online, instructors can….

Track individual learner and class
progress through the gradebook.

Create assignments and monitor learner
progress.

Access all of the audio, video,
and instructional support
materials needed for classroom
preparation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/worldlink 71

Second Edition
Hugh Dellar, Andrew Walkley

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED

CEFR A1 – C1 | 6 LEVELS
Real situations • Real language • Real outcomes
The second edition of Outcomes is the only course that is
consistently focused on helping students achieve the real world
communicative outcomes they want and need. This lexically rich
course emphasizes students’ need to have the conversations in
English that they would in their own language.
This new edition contains more contemporary and global content,
reflecting English as it is used in the world and is visible via rewritten
texts and new National Geographic photos and videos.
There is a strong emphasis on real and natural English usage so
students can develop the English language skills necessary for the
real world.
Outcomes Second Edition contains:
A clear, evenly paced grammar syllabus with strong links to

context that is presented and practised through a consistent
guided discovery approach
Inspiring National Geographic videos that provide real global

language, while Conversation Practice videos provide a model for
real, natural output

An integrated pronunciation syllabus to help students speak and

understand authentic English with accuracy and fluency
An expanded and updated online Vocabulary Builder with

pronunciation support and phonetic script to allow students to
personalize and engage with vocabulary and language learning

BRITISH ENGLISH
BEGINNER

ELEMENTARY

PREINTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

UPPERINTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Student Book with Access Code & Classroom DVD

9780357043431

9781305093461

9781305090101

9781305093348

9781305093386

9781305093423

Student Book with Classroom DVD

9780357033999

9781305651913

9781305651883

9781305651890

9781305651906

9781305651920

Workbook with CD-ROM

9780357042243

9781305102255

9781305102156

9781305102187

9781305102194

9781305102286

N/A

9781305633414

9781305633421

9781305633438

9781305633445

9781305633452

Combo Split A with Workbook and Class DVD
and Audio CD

9780357043448

9781337561143

9781337561082

9781337561105

9781337561129

9781337561167

Combo Split B with Workbook and Class DVD
and Audio CD

9780357043462

9781337561150

9781337561099

9781337561112

9781337561136

9781337561174

Combo Split A with DVD

9780357043479

9781337561242

9781337561181

9781337561211

9781337561235

9781337561266

Combo Split B with DVD

9780357043486

9781337561259

9781337561198

9781337561204

9781337561228

9781337561273

BEGINNER

ELEMENTARY

PREINTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

UPPERINTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

FOR STUDENTS

eBook PAC (Printed Access Code)

FOR TEACHERS

72

Teacher’s Book with Classroom Audio CD

9780357043455

9781305265752

9781305268227

9781305268210

9781305268203

9781305268197

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9780357030110

9780357103739

9780357103708

9780357103715

9780357103722

9780357103692

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9780357030127

9781305103924

9781305103993

9781305103948

9781305103931

9781305103917

ADULTS

10

IN THIS UNIT YOU LEARN HOW TO:
t UBMLBCPVUFYIJCJUJPOT mMNTBOEUIFUIFBUSF
t FYQMBJOFYBDUMZXIFSFQMBDFTBSF
t EJTDVTTOJHIUTPVU
t VTFJEJPNTDPOOFDUFEUPEJʹFSFOUQBSUTPGUIFCPEZ
t EFTDSJCFEJʹFSFOULJOETPGFWFOUT
t UBMLBCPVUQMBOTUIBUGBJMFEUPIBQQFOBOEFYQMBJOXIZ

SPEAKING
1

Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
t %PZPVMJLFUIFBSUJOUIJTQIPUP 8IZ 8IZOPU
t 8IBUQPJOUEPZPVUIJOLUIFBSUJTUJTUSZJOHUPNBLF
XJUIUIJTQJFDF
t )PXPGUFOEPZPVHPUPBSUFYIJCJUJPOTUIF
DJOFNBUIFUIFBUSF

Stunning National Geographic
images open each unit to engage
students’ interest.

t 8IBULJOEPGBSUmMNTUIFBUSFEPZPVMJLF
t "SFUIFSFBOZFYIJCJUJPOTQMBZTPOBUUIFNPNFOU
UIBUZPVXPVMEMJLFUPTFF

2

Work with a new partner. Can you think of
an example of each of the different kinds of
people below? Do you have any favourites?
BĥQBJOUFS
BĥEJSFDUPS
BĥTUBOEVQĥDPNFEJBO

BĥTDVMQUPS 
Bĥ%+

BĥTJOHFSTPOHXSJUFS

IN THIS UNIT YOU LEARN HOW TO:

15

• talk about the economy
• use time phrases to say when things happen
• compare prices
• talk about money issues and problems
• say different kinds of numbers

SPEAKING
1

GOING OUT

Look at the photo. Discuss the questions:
• Why do you think the illustration on this twentydollar bill was chosen?
• Do you know any other places or people that
appear on American banknotes? If so, why do you
think they were chosen?
• What illustrations are there on the banknotes
in your country? Do you think they are a good
choice? Why / Why not?
• Do you know of any other illustrations of different
foreign notes?

2

Work in groups. Imagine you are designing
new banknotes. For each of the categories
below, choose three illustrations. Explain
your choices.
• famous people
• buildings

86

Unit 10

Going out

87

• cultural images

MONEY
132

8

Find words in the email that
mean the same as the words in
italics.
� It was very kind of Nina to let me
stay at her house for free.
� The city was completely full of
tourists.

VIDEO 2

� It’s not surprising most costumes
look so good.
� The locals generally continue with
traditional costumes.
� The Plague Doctor costume is
quite scary and threatening and
evil.
� The food is delicious, but high in
calories.
� Venice is completely changed in a
good way during carnival.
� People light and explode ﬁreworks
all the time.

A CARNIVAL ATMOSPHERE

9

Work in pairs. Discuss the
questions.
• Do you have a carnival or festival
in your town, city or area?
• Do you usually go to it?

VOCABULARY Festivals and carnivals

READING

1

5

Look at the photo above. In pairs, discuss the
following questions:
• Where do you think it was taken?
• What do you think is going on?

6

• What might the event be celebrating?

2

Which of these words can you see in the photo?
a band
a bonﬁre
confetti

a costume
a ﬁreworks display
a ﬂoat

Before you read, discuss the question in groups.
• What do you know about Venice? Can you say ten
things about its history, location, sights or carnival?

Read the email about the Venice Carnival. Add
the relative clauses (a–j) in the spaces (1–10) in
the email.

• What does it involve? Use some
words from Exercises � and � to
describe what happens.
• Have you ever been to any other
carnivals or festivals? Where?
When? What were they like?

a which are very ornate and beautiful

a mask
a parade
a sound system

b during which time people fasted
c which I hope you enjoy
d which would’ve been almost impossible

3

Match the nouns above with the groups of
words they go with.

e which can give you a real shock
f which are these pastry things full of cream and stuff

� make your own ~ / wear a ~ / hide behind a ~

g where they hold the big costume parade

� build a ~ / ride on a ~ / a ~ in the shape of a ﬁsh

133

VIDEO 2

j who used to look after the dead and dying

7

� watch a ~ / a spectacular ~ / cancel a ~ / miss a ~
� hold a ~ / take part in a ~ / a ~ through town

4

Money

The Understanding Fast Speech
feature in the video lesson helps
students understand authentic
English.

i who I’m sure you remember

� dress up in a ~ / a very ornate ~ / wear national ~
� listen to a ~ / form a ~ / play in a ~ / book a ~

Hi Kyeong Jin,
I hope this ﬁnds you well. I’m really sorry I haven’t written for so long,
but the beginning of the year was really busy for me – and then I went
off to Venice for the carnival. In fact, I only got back to Boston last night!
Venice was absolutely amazing. You would’ve loved it. I stayed with
from uni. It was really kind of her to put me
Nina, �
up – and it meant I didn’t have to struggle with trying to ﬁnd a hotel,
�
. The city was completely packed with tourists for
the whole ten days, and prices really shoot up.
Nina lives with her family, about ten minutes’ walk from the main square,
�
on the ﬁrst day of the carnival. Some of the
costumes were just incredible – people spend months and months
preparing, so it’s no wonder they look so good, really. Lots of tourists
were dressed up in all kinds of crazy outﬁts – giant rabbits, pirates,
even hot dogs – but the locals tend to stick to traditional costumes,
�
and they all wear masks as well. My favourite
costume is called the Plague Doctor. It’s really scary and sinister and
I was told it’s based on real doctors, �
when the
plague hit Venice.
Apparently, carnevale, the word the Italians use, comes from
Latin and means ‘farewell to meat’. Traditionally, the carnival took
place in the week leading up to Lent, the �� days before Easter,
�
. That’s why food is really important during
carnival, and I ate lots and lots of frittelle, �
–
fattening, but really delicious!
Venice is as beautiful as everyone says: very romantic and
atmospheric. All through the carnival, though, it’s transformed as they
have big ﬁreworks displays, bonﬁres, parties and so on, and all the
kids throw confetti and spray shaving foam and stuff everywhere,
�
– unless it lands on you! Mind you, we ended
up buying a few cans and joining in ourselves! Attack is the best
form of defence, right? People also set off ﬁreworks all the time,
�
if you’re not expecting it. I nearly had a heart
attack a couple of times.
. I was going to send
I’ve attached a few photos, ��
more, but I didn’t want to make your computer crash like I managed to
last time! I’ve uploaded loads more onto my website, if you fancy having
a look.
Anyway, hope to hear from you soon.
All the best,
Chiaki

h which is great fun

� set up a ~ / a really loud ~ / hire a ~
� make a ~ / sit round a ~ / throw wood on a ~

Unit 15

To
KyeongJin@hotmail.ml
Subject Re: Hello there

Decide if these sentences about the email are
true (T) or false (F). Then look back at the email
and underline the sentences that support your
decisions.

� throw ~ / be showered with ~ / sweep up all the ~
afterwards

� Chiaki, Kyeong Jin and Nina all studied together.

Work in pairs. For each of the nouns in
Exercise 2 choose one of the collocations in
Exercise 3. Think of an example from your own
life. Tell your partner your example. Find out if
your partner has had similar experiences.

� Chiaki preferred the modern costumes.

A: I went to a fancy dress party last year and wore a
scary monster mask.

� She was shocked at the way people behaved.

� Hotels are a bit more expensive during carnival.
� Carnival celebrates the end of Lent.
� Traditionally, people ate a lot less during Lent.
� Chiaki sprayed some strangers.
� Chiaki plans to send more photos.

B: Really? I’ve never been to a fancy dress party.

18

Unit 2

Sightseeing

19

FORBIDDEN FRUIT
FORBIDDEN FRUIT
More
contemporary
content,
1 Work
in pairs. Look and
at theglobal
photo. Discuss
these
reflecting
English as it is used in the world
questions.
Do youvia
know
what this fruit
is? Have
younew
ever tried it?
and •visible
rewritten
texts
and
• Where
do you think itphotos
might be most
National
Geographic
andpopular?
videos.

6

3

2

• Are there any smelly foods that you really like? �

Watch the video. Find three problems
caused by the fact that this fruit is so popular.

7

� where the smell of durians can spread to if people
eat them in hotels?
� the ways of removing the smell of durians?

� The durian is a seasonal fruit.
� Durians are awful.
� Durians are banned from some hotels.
� They smell like a rubbish dump.
� Asian people think cheese smells disgusting.

• Would you try durian – if you haven’t already? Why? /
Why not?
• Are there any smelly foods that you really like?

Watch the video. Find three problems

• What other problems with guests do you think hotel
staff sometimes face?

UNDERSTANDING FAST SPEECH
7

why cheese was mentioned?

�

Other CULtures / LOVE / FOODS / that SMELL
STRONGly // CHEESE / a FAvourite / in the WEST // is
ACtually ROtted MILK // a SMELL PEOple in Asia / ﬁnd
disGUSting

Watch the video again to check your ideas.

Decide which sentences below are facts and
which are opinions. Work in pairs. Compare
your ideas and discuss how you reached your
decisions.

� Read and listen to this extract from the
� The durian is a seasonal fruit.
video said at natural pace and then slowed � Durians are awful.
� Durians are banned from some hotels.
down. To help you, groups of words are marked
� They smell like a rubbish dump.
with / and pauses are marked //. Stressed � Asian people think cheese smells disgusting.
� Durians don’t bear fruit for at least ﬁfteen years.
sounds are in CAPITALS.
40

� Read and listen to this extract from the
video said at natural pace and then slowed
down. To help you, groups of words are marked
with / and pauses are marked //. Stressed
sounds are in CAPITALS.

8

Now you have a go! Practise saying the extract
at natural pace.

Other CULtures / LOVE / FOODS / that SMELL
STRONGly // CHEESE / a FAvourite / in the WEST // is
ACtually ROtted MILK // a SMELL PEOple in Asia / ﬁnd
disGUSting

Watch the video again to check your ideas.

Decide which sentences below are facts and
which are opinions. Work in pairs. Compare
your ideas and discuss how you reached your
decisions.

5

Work in groups. Discuss these questions.
• What’s your favourite fruit? Are there any fruits you
really don’t like? Why?

� the ways of removing the smell of durians?

4

UNDERSTANDING FAST SPEECH

� the price of durian?

5

6

� the price of durian?
• What other problems with guests do you think hotel
� where the smell of durians can spread to if people
eat them in hotels?
staff sometimes face?

Work in pairs. Can you remember:

�

�

� the four different ways people described the smell
of durian?

� why cheese was mentioned?

4

Work in pairs. Look at the photo. Discuss these
questions.

caused by
• Would you try durian – if you haven’t already? Why?
/ the fact that this fruit is so popular.
3 Work in pairs. Can you remember:
Why not?

�

� the four different ways people described the smell
of durian?

1

• Do you know what this fruit is? Have you ever tried it?

• What problems might be connected to the fruit?

2

Work in groups. Discuss these questions.

• What’s your favourite fruit? Are there any fruits you
• Where do you think it might be most popular?
• What problems might be connected to the fruit?
really don’t like? Why?

8

Now you have a go! Practise saying the extract
at natural pace.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/outcomes 73

SKILLS
FOR ACADEMIC LEARNING

74

READING EXPLORER

THIRD EDITION

INSPIRE
PATHWAYS

76
79

SECOND EDITION

80

21 ST CENTURY COMMUNICATION

82

21 ST CENTURY READING

84

GREAT WRITING

86

FIFTH EDITION

WEAVING IT TOGETHER

89

“Curiosity comes first. Questions can
be windows to great instruction, but
not the other way around.”
Ramsey Musallam
Chemistry Teacher
21st Century Communication level 1

75

NEW
Third Edition
David Bohlke, Nancy Douglas, Helen Huntley, Paul MacIntyre, Bruce Rogers

LOW BEGINNING TO ADVANCED

CEFR A2 – C1 | 6 LEVELS
Bringing the world to your reading classroom
Reading Explorer prepares learners for academic success with
highly visual, motivating National Geographic content that
features real people, places, and stories.
Reading Explorer, Third Edition:
Introduces a variety of reading genres to prepare learners

for academic study.
Uses real stories to captivate learners and help them

understand the world.
Provides the essential reading, academic, and critical

thinking skills that learners require.
Features engaging National Geographic video to enhance

the learning experience.
CEFR
A2

B1-

B1

B2

C1

F
1
2
3
4
5

FOR STUDENTS

76

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

Student Book

9780357116289

9780357116258

9780357116265

Student Book with Online Workbook

9780357124727

9780357123515

9780357124703

Student Book/Learn English
with TED Talks App Package

9780357520611

9780357520628

9780357520635

Student Book with Online Workbook/
Learn English with TED Talks App Package

9780357520673

9780357520680

Split Edition A with Online Workbook

9780357124611

Split Edition B with Online Workbook

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

9780357116272

9780357116296

9780357116302

9780357124710

9780357124734

9780357124741

9780357520642

9780357520659

9780357520666

9780357520697

9780357520703

9780357520710

9780357520727

9780357123485

9780357124550

9780357124574

9780357124598

9780357124635

9780357124628

9780357123492

9780357124567

9780357124581

9780357124604

9780357124642
9780357126127

eBook

9780357126080

9780357124819

9780357126097

9780357126103

9780357126110

FOR TEACHERS

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

Teacher’s Guide

9780357124673

9780357123508

9780357124659

9780357124666

9780357124680

9780357124697

Classroom DVD and Audio CD Package

9780357125250

9780357123546

9780357125182

9780357125243

9780357125267

9780357125274

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9780357125359

9780357123584

9780357125335

9780357125342

9780357125366

9780357125373

SKILLS

Reading Explorer prepares learners for academic success with highly visual, motivating
National Geographic content that features real people, places, and stories.
NEW TOPICS TO EXPLORE
Plastic Planet

New Tech

Fact or Fake?

Money and Trade

Plants and the Planet

Reasons for Hope

Finding Wonders

And many more…

Reading Skill Sections provide
the tools necessary to become an
effective and critical reader.

ADING COMPREHENSION
R E A D I RNEG
COMPREHENSION

READING SKILL

A. Choose the best answer for each question.
1. This passage generally consists of
.
A. Choose
the best answer for each
question.

GIST

a. suggestions

GIST

DETAIL

b. reasons

READING COMPREHENSION

DETAIL
DETAIL

b. about 100 billion

a. suggestions

1. This passage generally consists of

4. According to the passage, which of the following should we NOT do?

a. about 10 billion

b. about 100 billion

b. Get a metal straw.

c. Use liquid soap.

c. a trillion

REFERENCE 3. 5.
does They refer
to in thedoes
last sentence
of paragraph
VOCABULARY
InWhat
paragraph
B, what
average
mean?E?

a. plastic-free areas

b. supermarkets

a. typical or usual

.

Dealing
with
c. U.K.
leaders Unfamiliar Words

b. smart or intelligent

SCANNING

A.

WORDS IN
CONTEXT

B.

c. responsible or careful

word, first see if it is defined in the text or in a glossary.
in a dictionary, or look at the context—the words and
sentences around it—to guess its meaning. To guess the meaning of a word from context, first
identify
word’s
part of
speech (noun, verb, etc.). Then look to see if there are synonyms,
Look back at Reading B. Find and underline
the the
words
in bold below
(1–5).
antonyms, or examples in the sentence or the sentences before and after it that can help you
Now look at the context around each of the words in the passage. Choose the
option that is closest in meaning to each
word.
determine
its meaning.

1. roughly (paragraph B)

When
youfrom
come across
an unfamiliar
word, first see if ita.isonly
defined in the text b.
orunfortunately
in a glossary.
SUMMARIZING
B. Complete
the concept
with the which
correct city
country
names
c. predictions
DETAIL
4.
According
to themap
passage,
oforthe
following
should
we NOT
do?
c. approximately
the passage.
Review this
If it is not, you can check its meaning in a dictionary, 2.orskip
look
at the context—the words and
(paragraph C)
skill
a. Buy a reusable bag.
b. Get a metal straw.
c. Use liquid soap.
2. How many plastic bags are used in the United States every year?reading
SCANNING A. Look back at Reading B. Find and underline the words in bold below (1–5).
in Unit 4A
sentences around it—to guess its meaning. To guess thea. meaning
of a word from
context, first
share
b. reuse
c. stop using
a. about 10 billion
b. about 100 billion
c.
a
trillion
REFERENCE
5. What does They refer to in the last6 sentence
of the
paragraph
E? of speech (noun, verb, etc.). Then
identify
word’s part
look (paragraph
to see if D)there areWORDS
synonyms,
3. beverage
IN B. Now look at the context around each of the words in the passage. Choose the
1
and 2
antonyms,
or examplesc.
in the
and after it that
can
help you option
food
b. drink
c. bottle
CONTEXT
3. In paragraph B, what does average mean?
almost
all of
a. made
plastic-free
b.• recycles
supermarkets
U.K.sentence
leaders or the sentencesa. before
• these cities
it impossibleareas
or
that is closest in meaning to each word.
its plastic determine
bottles
harder to buy bottled water
its
meaning.
4. partially (paragraph D)
a. typical or usual
b. smart or intelligent
c. responsible or careful
a. suggestions

DETAIL

c. a trillion

b. reasons
c. predictions
R E A D I Nc.Gresponsible
S K I L Lor careful
a. typical
or usual
smart
or intelligent
2. How
many
plastic bagsb.are
used
in the United
States every
year?
3. In paragraph B, what does average mean?

a. Buy a reusable bag.

A. Choose the best answer for each question.
GIST

Dealing with Unfamiliar Words

When you come across an unfamiliar word, first see if it is defined in the text or in a glossary.
If it is not, you can check its meaning in a dictionary, or look at the context—the words and
sentences around it—to guess its meaning. To guess the meaning of a word from context, first
identify the word’s part of speech (noun, verb, etc.). Then
look to
see come
if there are
synonyms,
When
you
across
an unfamiliar
antonyms, or examples in the sentence or the sentences before and after it that can help you
If it is not, you can check its meaning
determine its meaning.

c. predictions

Howpassage
many plasticgenerally
bags are usedconsists
in the United
. year?
1. 2.This
ofStates every
a. about 10 billion

VOCABULARY

READING SKILL

Dealing with Unfamiliar Words

b. reasons

VVOCABULARY
OCABULARY PRACTICE

a. in part

b. unfortunately

A. Complete the information with the correct form of the words in the box.
6

and 2
• thesefrom
cities made it impossible or
B. Complete the concept map with the correct city or country names
harder to buy bottled water
the passage.
1

SUMMARIZING
Review this
reading skill
in Unit 4A

excuse

honest

lie

participate
4

• may have sections in
supermarkets where no
plastic wrapping is allowed

1. roughly (paragraph B)

answers with a partner and give reasons for your
opinions.

• recycles almost all of
a. only
report
its plastic bottles

Quit using plastic bags.

b. unfortunately

2. skip (paragraph C)
a. share

To study the development of lying in children, psychologist Kang Lee 3.uses
a simple
beverage
(paragraph D)
USING
a. food
in theLESS
study play a simple
guessing
4. partially
(paragraph D)
PLASTIC
5

6

and 2
• these cities made it impossible or
harder to buy bottled water
1

1
• recycles
all of
experiment. Children
whoalmost
its plastic bottles

b. reuse

3

3

• banned plastic straws

Unit 11B

4

4

• may have sections in
supermarkets where no
plastic wrapping is allowed

W H I L E Y O U W AT C H

about it. But by Quit
ageusing
four,
plasticthe
bags. researchers

Avoid plastic packaging.

Skip looked
the straw. at the card lied
that more than 80 percent of children who

Don’t use plastic bottles.

Recycle.
to cover it up. The results of the experiment suggest that as children
get older, they

C.

DETAIL

Don’t use plastic bottles.

B. Match each word with its definition.

154 Unit 11B

WORD FORMS

Avoid plastic packaging.

more
often.
154 Unit
11B

5

Skip the straw.
Recycle.

opinions.

plastic wrapping is allowed

GIST

SMILE

A. Watch the video. Check your predictions and reasons in Before You Watch B.
A worker sorts plastic bottles at a

TRIAL

center in below
Wuhan, China.
B. Watch the video again. Does eachrecycling
statement
describe a real or a fake
smile? Circle the correct options.

1. involves the movement of muscles around the eyes

Real

2. also known as a “Duchenne
smile”
Unit 11B 155

Real

3. created by Duchenne using electricity to move the muscles

Real

A worker sorts plastic bottles at a
recycling center in Wuhan, China.

1. justify

●

●

a. (n) an amount (e.g., of money)

2. presumably

●

●

b. (n) a result; e.g., in a test or game

4. connected to the area of the brain related to emotion

Real

3. score

●

●

c. (v) to find an answer to a problem

5. connected to a part of the brain called “the motor cortex”

Real

4. solve

●

●

d. (adv) not certainly, but very likely

5. sum

●

●

e. (v) to give a reason for an action

Unit 11B 155

Fake
Fake
Fake
Fake
Fake

B E F O R E Y O U W AT C H
CRITICAL THINKING Applying Ideas

PREVIEWING

A. Read the information. The words and phrases in bold

Look at the emotions below. What body language and/or facial
dophrases
people use
theexpressions
words and
to to
their definitions.
express each one? Discuss with a partner.

Target Vocabulary Practice teaches the
When it comes to spotting lies and untruths, paying atten
The box below shows the different forms of the word honest. Complete the
mostinterest
usefuljoywords
and phrases needed
anger
disappointment
surprisecommunication can be very important. Body language and
sentences using the words in the box.
clues Strong
that someone
might be lying.
Blinking quickly, touch
for academic reading.
readers
have
In what situations might someone want to fake the emotionssweating
in A? Which
the hardest
are are
all thought
to to
be signs that someone is being
honest (adj)
honestly (adv)
honesty (n)
strong
vocabulary.
fake? Why? Discuss with a partner and note your ideas.
tell if someone is displaying genuine emotions. For examp
dishonest (adj)

dishonestly (adv)

1. The children were punished for their
2. I

4. It was a(n)

dishonesty (n)

they’re actually unhappy, the muscles in the face will beha

behavior.

don’t know what happened to the last piece of cake.

3. Parents shouldn’t encourage
child’s development.

VOCABULARY REVIEW

, but learning to lie is part of a
mistake. I didn’t mean to do it.

1. facial expression

●

●

a. to find or identify

2. genuine

●

●

b. without speaking

3. nonverbal

●

●

c. real, not fake

4. spot

●

●

d. a way of showing your

Do you remember the meanings of these words? Check (✓) the ones you know. Look back at the
unit and review any words you’re not sure of. PREDICTING B. Look at the pictures above. Which of these smiles do

fake? Discuss with a partner and explain your reasons

Reading A

170 Unit 11B

c. bags

155

Quit using plastic bags.

4

may have sections inanswers with a partner and give reasons for your
returns, they ask the child, “Did you look at the• supermarkets
card?” Among
two-year-olds who
where no
3

c. easily

b. containers

CRITICAL
c. easilyTHINKING Ranking Rank the five tips 1–5
(1 = easiest to do; 5 = hardest to do). Then compare
answers with a partner and give reasons for your
c. bags
opinions.

5

peeked, two-thirds were

DEFINITIONS

b. containers

to leave the room. Hidden cameras show that most

a. straws

c. bottle

CRITICAL THINKING Ranking Rank the five tips 1–5
children can’t stop themselves
from
looking at the next card.
When the researcher
• the first country
to make
(1 = easiest to do; 5 = hardest to do). Then compare
shoppers pay for plastic bags

c. bottle

b. totally

A worker sorts plastic bottles at a
recycling center in Wuhan, China.

b. totally

a. straws

b. drink

5. cartons (paragraph F)

Don’t use plastic bottles.

• banned plastic straws

USING
2
LESS
makes a(n)
PLASTIC

a. food
a. in part

c. stop using

Avoid plastic packaging.

5. cartons
shoppers
pay(paragraph
for then
plasticF)bags
guess the number, and if they guess correctly, they win a prize. The researcher

c. stop using

4. partially (paragraph D)

Recycle.

b. drink

b. reuse

3. beverage (paragraph D)

c. approximately

Skip the straw.

game. A card with a number on it is laid facedown on the table. The
child
must
try to
a. incountry
part
• the first
to make
154 Unit 11B

A fake smile and a
real smile. Can you
c. approximately
tell
which is which?

c. easily
1. roughly
(paragraph B)

b. totally

4. According to the passage, which of the following should
we NOT do?
5. cartons (paragraph F)
SUMMARIZING
B. Complete the concept map with the correct city or country names from
a. only
USING
a. straws
b. containers
c. bags
a. Buy a reusable bag.
b. Get a metal straw. Review this
c. Use liquid
thesoap.
passage.
SCANNING A. Look back at Reading B. Find and underline
the words in bold
below (1–5).
LESS
2. skip (paragraph C)
reading skill
PLASTIC
5
REFERENCE
5. What does They refer to in the last sentence of paragraph
E? 4A
3
in Unit
THINKING
Ranking
WORDS IN B. Now look at the contextCRITICAL
around
each of
the words
infive
the
Choose the
Rank the
tipspassage.
1–5
COMPLETION
• the first country to make
a. share
(1 = easiest to do; 5 = hardest to do). Then compare
• banned
plastic straws
CONTEXT
a. plastic-free areas
b. supermarkets
c. U.K.
leaders
that is closest in meaning
to each word.
shoppers pay for plastic option
bags
DETAIL

average

concept*

encounter*

experiment

individual

media*

norm*

rely on*

researcher*

volunteer

excuse

honest

justify*

lie

participate*

presumably*

psychologist*

report

score

sum*

Reading B

* Academic Word List

172 Video

Academic Word List
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11
11A

T H E KNOW L ED G E

A A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than

the ball. How much does the ball cost?
B If you answered 10 cents, you’re not alone—most people give

PLASTIC
PLANET

the same answer (the correct answer is 5 cents). It’s an example
of how we often rely on intuitive responses—answers we feel
are true. People give answers that “pop into their mind,” says
cognitive scientist1 Steve Sloman. We don’t spend much time
“reflecting and checking whether the answer … is right or
wrong.”
C The bat and ball question helps explain why we often believe in

fake news. It is part of human nature to believe, says Sloman. But
“the trick with fake news is to know to verify”—in other words,
to stop and question what you know.
D In one experiment, Sloman and a colleague invented a

discovery called helium2 rain. They told a group of volunteers
about it, but admitted they could not fully explain what it was.
They then asked the volunteers to rate their own understanding
of helium rain. Most volunteers rated themselves 1 out of 7,
meaning they did not understand the concept.
E The researchers then told another group of volunteers about

the discovery. This time, they said that scientists could fully
explain how it works. When asked to rate their understanding,
the volunteers gave an average answer of 2. The scientists’
confidence gave the volunteers an increased sense of their own
understanding, Sloman says.

BEFORE YOU READ
PREVIEWING

A. Read the question below and quickly note your answer.
A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball.
How much does the ball cost?

SCANNING

B. Compare your answer with a partner. Then scan the reading passage
to check if you were correct.

SKIMMING

C. Skim the rest of the reading. What answer do most people give?
Why?

A 3-D street painting in
Dún Laoghaire, Ireland,
creates an amazing
illusion.

1 A cognitive scientist studies the processes in the brain related to knowing,
learning, and understanding.
2 Helium is a very light, colorless gas.

WARM UP

160 Unit 11A

Discuss these questions with
a partner.

Unit 11A 161

1. What do you think
are some of the most
important issues facing
the environment today?
2. What are some things
that your community
is doing to help the
environment?

Plastic bags are one of the
biggest sources of trash in
the ocean.

VIDEO

xtra.

145

DIGGING INTO

THE PAST

Engaging National Geographic video
enhances the learning experience and allows
learners to apply their language skills.

en,
.
of

cies

Scientist Aubrey Jane
Roberts uncovers a fossil
in Spitsbergen, Norway.

5

FINDING
WONDERS

B E F O R E Y O U W AT C H
DEFINITIONS

ound.

A. The words in bold appear in the video. Complete the definitions by circling the
correct options.

FACT OR
FAKE?

1. A marine reptile is an animal such as a snake or lizard that lives in the sea / on land.

until the

2. If you have a passion for something, you really don’t like / like it.
3. Backbreaking work involves a lot of / very little physical effort.

te the

PREVIEWING

B. Look at the information about Aubrey Roberts below that appears in the video.
What words do you think complete the text? Discuss your ideas with a partner.
Name: Aubrey Jane Roberts

Job: P

l park.

Location: Spitsbergen, Norway

k

Objective: Uncover 250-million-year-old marine reptile b
Qualifications: Ability to d

y

Requirements: Love d

o

11

.
40 tons of earth.

, digging, and demolition.
Video

81

WARM UP

10B

LIF E

BEFORE YOU READ
PREDICTING

A. Read the photo caption and answer these questions
with a partner.
1. Where is Uummannaq? What kind of place is it?
2. How is Uummannaq different in the summer compared
to the winter?
3. How do you think climate change might be affecting
life in places like Uummannaq? Note some ideas.

PREVIEWING

B. Read the passage. Which of your ideas for question 3
are mentioned?

ON THE

Scientists hunt for
discoveries in the rocks
of Svalbard, Norway.

EDGE

A The old ways have little appeal for Malik

Løvstrøm. A slim twenty-four-yearold, Løvstrøm has lived his whole life in
Uummannaq. The people in this small town on
Greenland’s west coast survive mainly on seal
hunting and fishing. But Løvstrøm’s interests lie
elsewhere—in rock music and horror movies.
He taught himself English by listening to music,
and now dreams of working as a tour guide on
Greenland’s cruise ships. He knows he should
move to a larger town, as many of his friends
have done. But doing so would leave no one
to care for his 80-year-old grandmother. So, he
remains in Uummannaq.

B Small towns all over Greenland are losing

population. Niaqornat, a settlement near
Uummannaq, is now home to just fifty people.
The instability of towns like these has worsened
as a result of climate change. Ice loss has
shortened the hunting season, and as a result,
traditional hunting and fishing can no longer
pay for access to modern amenities.1 Long
before the sea ice disappears, economic and
social pressures may force people to leave these
settlements.

In1 1917,
two young girls from Cottingley, England, released a
Amenities are useful features or facilities provided in a certain
(e.g., supermarkets, supposedly
sports facilities). showing fairies they had seen
set place
of photographs
in their garden. The images were fake—the fairies were simply
paper cutouts—but people around the world believed the
Cottingley Fairies were real. In 2018, the original photos sold
at auction for over $25,000.

Discuss these questions
with a partner.
1. Why do you think scientists
are interested in finding
objects underground?
What kinds of objects
might be useful?
2. Think about the area you
live in. What do you think
it was like before humans
lived there?

WARM UP
Discuss these questions with
a partner.
1. Why do you think people
believed the Cottingley
Fairies photos were real?

67

2. Have you seen any
similar fake photos that
you thought were real?

159
The town of Uummannaq, Greenland, is home to just
over 1,000 people. During the summer, it is an island, but
when the sea freezes, residents can use dogsleds and
snowmobiles for hunting trips and visits to other islands.

Real-world stories captivate learners
and give them a better understanding
of the world and their place in it.
150 Unit 10B
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/readingexplorer3e

Pamela Hartmann, Nancy Douglas, Andrew Boon

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

CEFR A1+ – B1+ | 3 LEVELS
Build language skills to explore the world with National
Geographic!
Inspire is a listening and speaking course with additional content
reading designed to create a richer speaking experience,
enabling students to communicate about global issues on a
personal level.

Scope and Sequence

Unit

Topic

Lesson A: Listening

Conversation Focus

1

Food

Street Food

Talking About Food /
What’s your favorite street food?

The Problem with Sugar

Saying you agree or
disagree

Slow Food

Plan a Restaurant

2

Festivals

Messy Festivals

Talking About Festivals /
Which festival do you like?

Festival in the Desert

Lesson B: Reading

Making and responding
to suggestions

Discussion Focus

The Festival of Lights

Video

Organize a Festival

Expansion Activity

Review 1

The Big Picture 1

3

Cities

Istanbul Walking Tour

Talking About Your City /
What is an interesting area of your city?

Bogotá: Buses, Bicycles,
and People

Talking about problems

Urban Earth

Finding City Solutions

4

Jobs

Barrington Irving

Talking About Jobs /
What job would you like to do?

Future Occupations

Making predictions about
the future

A Day in the Life of a
Wildlife Photographer

Interview Someone
About Their Job

Review 2

The Big Picture 2

5

Music

6

Journeys

1

Music From Around
the World

Talking About Music /
What kind of music do you like?

Music with a Message /
Feliciano dos Santos

Giving reasons using
because

The Zawoses of
Tanzania

Write a Song!

Couch Surfing or Hostels?

Talking About Travel /
Have you ever been anywhere interesting?

Bus to Antarctica /
Andrew Evans

Talking about your dream
holiday

The Snowman Trek

Plan an Expedition

Food

Review 3

The Big Picture 3

7

Family

A Famous Family

Talking About Families / How many
people are there in your family?

Brazil’s Changing Families

Showing you are interested

Raising Otter Babies

Family Debate

Nature

My Adventure Bucket List

Talking about Adventure Travel /
What’s on your adventure bucket list?

Back to Nature / Juan
Martinez

Talking about pros and cons

American Frontier
Journey

Make a Public Service
Announcement

Happiness

What Makes You Happy?

Talking About Happiness / What do
you think people need to be happy?

The Happiest Places on Earth
/ San Luis Obispo, U.S.A.

Comparing and contrasting
two things

An Island Paradise

How to Be Happy

Conservation

Why Are They
Endangered?

Talking About Endangered Species / Did you
know that grizzly bears are endangered?

Solving Problems, Saving
Animals

Talking about problems
and solutions

Saving Orphan
Elephants

Give a Persuasive
Presentation

8

A plate
a 4
Review
4 of macarons
The Big from
Picture

9

restaurant in New York, U.S.A.

10
Review 5

The Big Picture 5

4

5

Street

LESSON A
WARM UP
LISTENING
Answer these questions with a partner.
A. Label the map. Where do you think the food on the next page comes from?
1. Would you like to eat the food in the photo?
Match the food (1 to 4) to the places.
2. What is your favorite food?
3. Which country’s food do you like most?
11
Morocco
China
Latin
America

Track 1-01

Vietnam

meat

B. Listen and check. Were your answers correct?
C. Listen for details. How does each food taste? Guess. Then circle the words you hear.

Plan a Restaurant

EXPANSION ACTIVITY

Track 1-01

1. The banh mi sandwiches taste spicy / sweet.
2. The grasshoppers taste crunchy and salty / sweet and spicy.

vegetables

3. The tea is really salty / refreshing.

4. The ceviche tastes delicious / gross.

D. Talk with a partner. Which one would you like to try?

You are starting a new restaurant, but you need people to give you money to start it.

CONVERSATION

I’d like to try ceviche.

A. Plan your restaurant. Work with a partner. A.
Answer
these
questions.
See page 111 for examples,
Listen
to the
conversation.
Track 1-02
or use ideas of your own.
1. Where is the restaurant?
A: What’s your favorite street food?
2. What kind of food do you sell? Give some examples.
B: I like banh mi. It’s from Vietnam.
3. What is interesting or special about your restaurant?
A: What is it?
B. Make a poster. With your partner, make a poster to show your restaurant ideas.
B: It’s a sandwich made with meat and vegetables.
C. Present your restaurant to another pair, using your poster. Then listen and take notes on their
A: to
What
restaurant. Ask questions. Then find another pair
talkdoes
to. it taste like?
B: It’s spicy and yummy.
D. Review your notes with your partner. Imagine you are giving money to a new restaurant.
In your opinion, which restaurant is the best? Why?

B. Practice with a partner. Use the words on the right.
E. Tell the class your answer. The restaurant with
Do an online search for “types
C. Practice again. Talk about
foods you
like.about
the most votes wins.
of restaurants”
to learn

CEFR correlation
A1+

A2

different places to eat. Use
this information to help you
create your own restaurant.

12

A2+

B1

mint tea / Morocco
ceviche / Latin America
grasshoppers / China

1

a drink made from mint and sugar
raw fish mixed with lime and chilies
a kind of insect
sweet and refreshing
spicy and delicious
salty and crunchy

banh mi sandwiches

2

grasshoppers

3

4

mint tea

ceviche

lime
mint
raw fish

Plurals
It’s
They’re
What is it?
What are they?
What does it . . . ?
What do they . . . ?

13

B1+

1
2
3

FOR STUDENTS
Student Book

FOR TEACHERS

18

Ithaa Undersea Restaurant at the Conrad Hotel, Maldives,
is five meters under the sea.

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

9781133963578

9781133963684

9781133963424

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Teacher’s Guide

9781133963554

9781133963653

9781133963387

Classroom CD/DVD

9781133963455

9781133963646

9781133963370

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781133963608

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/inspire 79

PATHWAYS

Listening, Speaking and Critical Thinking
Second Edition
Cindy Fettig, Kathy Najafi, Becky Tarver Chase, Christien Lee, Paul MacIntyre

HIGH-BEGINNER TO ADVANCED

CEFR A1/A2 – C1 | 5 LEVELS

Pathways, Second Edition is a global, academic English
program, with five books for listening and speaking,
and five books for reading and writing. Pathways uses
compelling National Geographic stories, photos, video,
and infographics to bring the world to the classroom.
Authentic, relevant content and carefully sequenced
lessons engage learners of English while equipping
them with all the skills they need for academic success.

Pathways: Listening, Speaking, and Critical Thinking
Explicit instruction and practice of listening,

speaking, note-taking, and critical thinking build
effective skills for the academic classroom
Slide shows of lectures and presentations enhance

listening activities and develop presentation skills
Exam-style tasks prepare students for a range of

international exams, including TOEFL® and IELTS
Listening passages have been
extensively updated and
incorporate a variety of listening
types such as podcasts, lectures,
interviews, and conversations.

A

Listening A Podcast about Strange Weather

1.

a whirling cloud like a tornado that forms over water

2.
3.
4.
CRITICAL THINKING

Activating Prior Knowledge

Prior knowledge means all the things you already know. When you think about a
topic or situation, you can use your prior knowledge to help you understand more.
Here is an example:

5.

a. snow roller

a tight whirling cloud of fire

b. water spout

a round shape in sky; can be red, orange, or blue

c. ice flower

a rare weather event that can occur when wind
moves over loose sticky snow, causing it to move

LISTENING FOR
D E TA I L S

d. ball lightning
e. fire tornado

a beautiful crystal that is formed by very low
temperatures and dry air moving over water

AFTER LISTENING

B

Topic: A TV show about dangerous weather
Ask yourself: What do I know about this topic? (Some storms are dangerous. Perhaps
they will talk about tornadoes or lightning or typhoons. They might give some advice
about staying safe.)
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

A

E

You will listen to a podcast about strange weather. Discuss the questions below with a
partner.

A water spout is a whirling cloud like a tornado that forms over water.
Today we’re going to talk about weird weather, or not your usual rain, sun, and snow.

WHILE LISTENING

F

a lot- әv snow

→

most- әv my friends

a ball of lightning

→

a ball- әv lightning

the rest of the podcast

→

the rest- әv the podcast

Practice saying the sentences below with a partner. Use reduced of.
1. I have a couple of questions for you.
2. A lot of people want to know if it will snow.
3. There are droughts in many parts of the world.
4. Suddenly, a strong gust of wind hit them.
5. Most of the storms were still far away.
6. We could get a lot of rain.

Caption TK

B

3. The speaker wants to
a. make listeners laugh
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UNIT 4

1. What does the infographic show?

CRITICAL THINKING:
A N A LY Z I N G V I S U A L S

2. Which countries is this information about?
3. What percentage of fruits and vegetables do people eat in those countries?
4. Which step in the process has the most loss? The most waste?
5. Does this information surprise you? Explain.

You are going to give a short presentation to a small group about how you can
personally prevent food waste. Discuss the information below; then develop a plan
to prevent food waste.
A

. Study the information about wasted fruits and vegetables again. What percentage
of food loss or waste occurs at each step or location?

With a partner, find and underline time signals and interesting details in the stories
from exercise A. Then tell your partner where you get your food and why. Use
interesting details.

farms

shipping/storage

supermarkets

homes

processing (juicing, baking)

c. snow rollers and ice
flowers

.
b. sell a product

Analyzing Visuals

. Study the infographic below. Then discuss the questions with your classmates.

FINAL TASK Presenting a Plan

SPEAKER 2
It might surprise you, but I grow a lot of my food myself. When I was a child,
I watched my parents and grandparents work in the garden from spring to fall. I
learned to love gardening. Later I discovered that home-grown food tastes much
better than food from the supermarket. My favorite things to grow are red, ripe
tomatoes and different kinds of lettuce. I also grow cucumbers, onions, and even
some strawberries. Everything is fresh! I raise a few chickens, too, and I buy special
food for them. That’s not all they eat, though, so I never throw much food away. If I
cut the top off a carrot, for example, the chickens are happy to eat it!

c. dangerous

b. fire tornadoes and ball
lightning

C

SPEAKER 1
I have always shopped for food at a large supermarket. As a child, I went there
with my parents, and now I shop there myself. They seem to have everything I need,
and I can get my shopping done quickly. Recently the supermarket added a section
with a lot of convenient foods like ready-to-eat salads, side dishes, and even main
dishes like chicken and lasagna. To be honest, I don’t do a lot of cooking these days!

2. The definitions of two weather situations in the podcast involve wind whirling, or
spinning around very quickly. They are:
a. waterspouts and
fire tornadoes

CRITICAL THINKING

Making meaning from visual information can help you understand a concept better.
To understand visuals, always read the title, the labels, and the key or legend that
explains what the colors and numbers mean.

5.X Read and listen to two people talking about where they get their food.

W H E R E D O E S YO U R F O O D CO M E F R O M ?

→ (sounds like)

most of my friends

weather.

1. The podcast is mostly about
b. unusual

A

Reduced of

a lot of snow

tr# Read the questions. Then listen and choose the correct word to
tr#
complete the main ideas.

a. ordinary

Speaking

tr# We reduce unstressed words in natural speech. The word of is reduced to /әv/.

Careful Speech

L I S T E N I N G S K I L L Listening for Definitions

C

CRITICAL THINKING:
A N A LY Z I N G

P R O N U N C I AT I O N Reduced of

Form a group with another pair of students. Share your ideas from exercise A. Then
discuss the photo on page 67. What do you think has happened? Why?

Speakers often explain or define terms that are important but may be unfamiliar to
their listeners. After an unfamiliar term, listen for forms of be in the simple present,
or the word or, as these are often followed by a definition.

LISTENING FOR
MAIN IDEAS

Discuss the question below in a group.
The meteorologist says, “Ball lightning moves fast and doesn’t last long, so it’s hard to
study.” Which of the other weather situations might be hard to study and why?

1. What strange weather do you know about? Why is it strange?
2. Have you ever experienced strange weather? Explain the situation.
B

Explicit instruction and practice
for note-taking, listening, speaking,
grammar, vocabulary, and
pronunciation develop language
proficiency and build academic skills.

tr# Listen again. Match the phrases to their definitions.

D

BEFORE LISTENING

Lost and Tossed

c. inform listeners

W I L D W E AT H E R

LESSON A

LOST Produce abandoned or discarded during harvesting, shipping, or processing
WASTED Produce discarded by vendors or consumers, often because of damage or expiration dates

67

Integrated listening and speaking activities help prepare
students for standardized tests like TOEFL® and IELTS.
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UNIT 5

FOCUS ON FOOD

LESSON B

LISTENING & SPEAKING
FOR STUDENTS

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Student Book with Online Workbook

9781337562508

9781337562515

9781337562522

9781337562539

9781337562546

Student Book

9781337407700

9781337407717

9781337407724

9781337407731

9781337407748

Online Workbook (Printed Access Code)

9781337562782

9781337562799

9781337562805

9781337562812

9781337562829

Split 1A with Online Workbook

N/A

9781337562553

9781337562577

9781337562591

9781337562614

Split 1B with Online Workbook

N/A

9781337562560

9781337562584

9781337562607

9781337562621

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Guide

80

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

9781337562454

9781337562461

9781337562478

9781337562485

9781337562492

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9781337562737

9781337562744

9781337562751

9781337562768

9781337562775

Classroom DVD/Audio CD Package

9781337689908

9781337689922

9781337689939

9781337689946

9781337689960

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781337562683

9781337562690

9781337562706

9781337562713

9781337562720
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PATHWAYS

Reading, Writing and Critical Thinking
Second Edition
Laurie Blass, Mari Vargo

HIGH-BEGINNER TO ADVANCED

CEFR A1/A2 – C1 | 5 LEVELS

Pathways: Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking

Vocabulary Extension activities, covering word

forms, collocations, affixes, phrasal verbs, and more,
boosts reading and writing fluency

Clear student writing models and guided online

writing practice train students to become stronger
and more confident writers

Exam-style tasks prepare students for a range of

international exams, including TOEFL® and IELTS

Expanded video “Viewing” section includes an

additional reading to give integrated skills practice
COOKING
THE WORLD

R E A D I N G S K I L L Identifying Subordinating Conjunctions
Subordinating conjunctions show relationships between ideas in clauses.
The subordinating conjunctions after, before, until, while, and as can show time
relationships:

10

A

Award-winning food writer Sasha Martin started her popular
Global Table Adventure blog in 2010. Her plan was simple: to
prepare a meal from every country in the world. Over the next
four years, she cooked over 650 dishes from 195 countries.
In this interview, Martin describes her experience of cooking
the world.
Was “cooking the world” a way to travel without leaving
home?

B

C

I decided to study photography after I saw Brent Stirton’s photographs.
independent clause

That’s right. I think the idea that exploration is for everyone
is really important. There are so many people who dream of
travel. But I think that you really can go on adventures without
leaving home.
With food, if you have the right ingredients, you can create
the flavor of another place. It’s like armchair travel, but it’s
faster and easier. I call it “stovetop travel.”

E

I wanted her to feel that she had a place in the world where
she belonged. But I also feel it’s important for children to
grow up knowing people from other countries—their global
neighbors.
I call them neighbors because the world is so small now.
I remember going on Facebook in its early days. I noticed there
were people from different parts of the world commenting
on posts, even arguing with each other. I feel that in that
environment, young people need to be able to respect and
understand each other.

F

1

gross: very unpleasant, disgusting

2

dependent clause

independent clause

THE RISE OF THE
Use a comma at the end of an independent clause if the subordinating conjunction
W o r d Pa r t n
e rfollows
s adjective
+ contribution
that
is introducing
a contrast.
FOOD BLOGGER
I like taking photos of nature, while my sister prefers taking portraits of people.

G

H

collocations
In July 1997, thereSome
was only
one food are in adjective + noun form. Adding an adjective before the word
contribution
blog on the Internet; today
there aregives
overmore
two information about the kind of contribution being described.
Below
are some
common
collocations with contribution.
million. That first blog,
Chowhound,
was
an
A .ideas
I D E Nboard
T I F Yfor
I N Gsharing
Readabout
the sentences below. What kind of information does each underlined
online discussion
positive
contribution
small contribution
C O NYork.
J U N CToday,
T I O N Sfood bloggers
subordinating
conjunction introduce? Write T for time and C for contrast.
eating in New
cover
contribution
large contribution
a wide variety of topics. scientific
Some examples:

PHOTO CAMP

to help contribution
his son after a big wave pulled the boy to sea.
significant
contribution
• When Adam Roberts was
in law school,
he1. Griffin rangenerous
needed a break from studying.
decided2.to Truong is an amateur photographer, while Stirton is a professional.
financialHe
contribution
teach himself how to cook. Roberts started
3. Griffin spoke about the photographs while showing them to an audience.
a blog to keep a record of his learning
adventure and share
with other
people. 4.
A it circle
the correct
word
complete
eachbecome
sentence.
Youtousually
cannot
a professional photographer until you have many
Eventually, his blog The Amateur Gourmet
years of experience.
led to a new career in cooking.
1. By taking part in scientific online experiments, participants feel like they are making a significant / financial

A

J

• A history student named
decided
tomakes a contribution to a crowdfunding campaign, even if it is a small / large contribution, can
4. Anje
Anyone
who
share her love for history and cooking.
On her
1. Paragraph
A:
make a difference.
websites, Kitchen Historic and Food Roots,
readers can find dishes 5.
from
the 13th
century
Time
/ Contrast
People
who
make large / scientific contributions to crowdfunding campaigns receive
certain
rewards. For
all the way to the 1980s.

Contrast.

example,2.donors
who gave
Paragraph
H: over $2,299 to one campaign received a 3D printer.

weird: strange

Time / Contrast

FOOD JOURNEYS

93

global

normal

190

U N I T 10

2. For many teenagers today, it is
media websites.
3. Some researchers think that
face-to-face.

tribal

Read the information about Photo Camp. Then circle the correct answers.
At National Geographic Photo Camp, young people from all over the world can learn
how to take pictures. But this project doesn’t just teach people how to take good
photos. Its goal is to give children in difficult situations a way to tell their own stories.
As the camp director Kirsten Elstner explains, “Photo Camp is about storytelling. We’re
focused on using the camera to see things and to tell a story.” Since 2003, Photo Camp
has taken place in over 70 different places and worked with over 1,500 young people.
The participants live in refugee1 camps, Native American reservations, and inner city
neighborhoods in locations like New York and Washington, D.C.

LEARNING ABOUT
THE TOPIC

Refugees are people who have to leave their homes, usually due to war or a natural disaster.

2. Photo Camp wants to help people tell their stories / make new friends through
photography.
3. The location of Photo Camp is / isn’t always the same.

virtual

groups use the Internet to inform the public about pollution issues.

4. The people who join the camp are usually people in difficult situations /
photography students.

to communicate with each other mainly through social

THE POWER OF IMAGES

communities are not a good substitute for meeting people

leaders in the remote areas of Brazil are concerned about the threat of logging to
4. Some
their traditional way of life.
5. English has become a(n)
the world today.

PREDICTING

1. National Geographic Photo Camp works mainly with young / elderly people.

Time / Contrast

using a subordinating conjunction.

environmental

1. Greenpeace and other

B

1

3. mean
Paragraph
H: to.” Add -al to some nouns to make them adjectives.
The suffix -al can
“relating
For example, global means “relating to the whole world” (i.e., the globe).

C each
APP
NG
Choose
two ofusing
the photographs
from
pages
185–188. Write a sentence about each one
BLY Icomplete
sentence
a word from the
box
below.

Reading passages incorporate a variety
of text types, charts, and infographics to
inform and inspire learners.

. Look at the title of the video and read the photo caption. Who do you think attends this
photo camp? What is its purpose?

5. Although the photo of the dead gorilla made many people sad, it made them

• In May of 2012, two friends
wanted to make
contribution
to advancing human knowledge.
each other laugh, so they created a blog for aware of an environmental issue.
Most
crowdsourcing
participants are not professional scientists. However, projects are carefully designed so
sharing pictures of ugly2.food.
Other
people
began to send in their ownthat
photos
of weirdmake
a generous
/ scientific
contribution.
Banyone
A N A LY Z I N G
Findcan
three
sentences
on pages
185–188
with subordinating conjunctions. Write the
looking food. By 2014, Someone Ate This was
sentences
and raise
underline
conjunction(s).
doescontributions
each one show?
or of people.
3. popular
Crowdfunding
projects
moneythe
through
financial /What
positive
from aCircle
largeTime
number
one of the Internet’s most
food blogs.

UNIT 5

Participants of the 2012
Photo Camp in the Bahamas

BEFORE VIEWING

I

W o r d L i n k -al
92

The Video section
includes video
clips from National
Geographic, and an
additional reading
to provide learners
with integrated skills
practice.

Although
the camera was old,
it took3excellent pictures.
Vocabulary
ExtEnsion
unit

So food is a great way to create that common ground?
Yes. I wanted to share recipes that were bridges to other
cultures. A lot of celebrity TV chefs tend to choose the most
shocking recipes. But I think you need a bridge first. Then
people won’t put up a wall in their mind about that culture.
They won’t just think, “Gross1! Those people eat such
weird2 things!”

dependent clause

Theher
subordinating conjunctions although, even though, though, and while can show
Sasha Martin and
daughter Ava contrast:

One of Sasha Martin’s
recipes—Peruvian
quinoa salad with
olives and avocado

What did you hope to teach your daughter by cooking the world?

D

Video

DEVELOPING READING SKILLS

language—there are English speakers in most countries around
Vo c a b u l a r y E x t E n s i o n

Pathway_RW_SB2_VocabExt_203-212.indd 205

57

191

Vocabulary Extension activities, covering word forms,
collocations, affixes, phrasal verbs, and more, boost
reading and writing fluency.

04/08/17 8:06 pm

READING & WRITING
FOR STUDENTS

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Student Book with Online Workbook

9781337625098

9781337625104

9781337625111

9781337625128

9781337625135

Student Book

9781337407755

9781337407762

9781337407779

9781337407793

9781337407809

Online Workbook (Printed Access Code)

9781337627009

9781337626996

9781337626989

9781337626972

9781337626965

Split 1A with Online Workbook

N/A

9781337624886

9781337624909

9781337624923

9781337624947

Split 1B with Online Workbook

N/A

9781337624893

9781337624916

9781337624930

9781337624954

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4
9781337624862

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Guide

9781337624824

9781337624831

9781337624848

9781337624855

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9781337625418

9781337625425

9781337625456

9781337625463

9781337625487

Classroom DVD/Audio CD Package

9781337626651

9781337626668

9781337626675

9781337626682

9781337626699

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781337625272

9781337625289

9781337625296

9781337625302

9781337625319

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/pathwaysseries 81

Lida Baker, Laurie Blass, Jessica Williams, Lynn Bonesteel, Christien Lee

LOW-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

CEFR B1 – C1 | 4 LEVELS

Using TED Talks to develop 21st century skills
21st Century Communication is a four-level series that
uses powerful ideas from TED Talks to teach learners to
think critically and communicate effectively. Through
authentic models of effective communication, students
build fluency in the listening and speaking skills needed
to achieve academic and personal success.
TED Talks are used to develop essential 21st century

skills, including critical thinking, collaboration, and
visual literacy.

Part 1 in every unit provides a variety of listening

inputs including lectures, interviews, podcasts, and
classroom discussions.
Real-world infographics engage students more

deeply with the unit theme and promote visual
literacy.
Put It Together sections help students connect

ideas, synthesize information, and consolidate
learning.

Speaking, pronunciation, and presentation skills,

inspired by TED speakers, prepare learners to
deliver successful presentations of their own.

CEFR correlation

Extended listening based on real-world situations

B1

and TED Talks provide listening and note-taking
practice.

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

1
2

Online Workbooks include the entire audio and

3

video program, and automatically graded language
practice activities.

4

LISTENING, SPEAKING & CRITICAL THINKING
FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Student Book with Online Workbook

9781337275804

9781337275811

9781337275828

9781337275835

Student Book

9781305945920

9781305955455

9781305955462

9781305955479

Online Workbook (Printed Access Code)

9781305955806

9781305955813

9781305955837

9781305955844

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

9781305955493

9781305955516

9781305955523

9781305955547

FOR TEACHERS
Teacher’s Guide

82

Classroom Presentation Tool on USB

9781337786423

9781337786416

9781337786430

9781337786409

Classroom Audio CD & DVD Package

9781305955486

9781305955660

9781305955677

9781305955684

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781305955509

9781305955530

• Education

• Conservation

• Design

• Business

• Technology

THINK AND
DISCUSS
1 Look at the photo and read

Lending a
Hand

Each unit focuses on a 21st century theme that
affects everyone in a global society, including:
• Innovation

6

SKILLS

U N I T

the caption. How do you think
the lives of these women
have changed?

2 Read the unit title. What do
you think “lending a hand”
means?

PART 1
Microloans: Breaking the Cycle of
Poverty
Note Taking
Use Symbols

• Visual Arts

Listening
Recognize Facts and Opinions
Speaking
Express an Opinion
Pronunciation
Speak in Thought Groups

PART 2

TALKS
Joy Sun
Should you donate differently?

PUT IT TOGETHER
Communicate
Participate in a Role Play

BEFORE YOU WATCH

PART 2

Presentation Skill
Be Personable

An organization in Rajat, India, teaches women the skills to
build and repair solar-powered lanterns.

A skateboard with a boost

A PREDICT Read the title and the information about the TED speaker. A boost is
an increase or improvement in something. What do you think the speaker will talk
about? Tell your class.

103

SANJAY DASTOOR Roboticist
102-121_TED21_SB2_55455_U6.indd 102-103

7/13/16 2:37 PM

Sanjay Dastoor holds a PhD in robotics from Stanford University. While he was at
Stanford, he and two friends often talked about the need for a better way to get
around campus. So they created an electric longboard and started a company
called Boosted Boards. This Silicon Valley company hopes to provide a new way
to commute for people who live close to work.

Listening and Note-taking

Sanjay Dastoor’s idea worth spreading is that with a little creative thinking, you
can turn an everyday object like a skateboard into a quick and ecofriendly way to
get around the city.

A variety of listening inputs, including lectures,
podcasts, and classroom discussions, provide a
realistic context for developing key listening skills.

B COMMUNICATE Read the following statements. Check [✓] the ones that you agree with.
1.

I have or would like to have a skateboard.

2.

Riding a skateboard is a fun hobby.

3.

Riding a skateboard can be dangerous.

4.

A skateboard is a useful form of transportation.

5.

Anyone can ride a skateboard.

C COMMUNICATE Work with a partner. Discuss the statements you checked in exercise B.

VOCABULARY
D

1.26 These sentences will help you learn words in the TED Talk. Read and listen
to the sentences. Guess the meaning of each word in bold. Then write each word
next to its definition on page 54.

PART 1

What’s Your Music-Listening Style?

a. If you ride a bicycle, be sure to look for vehicles before you cross the street.

VOCABULARY
C

b. We need three different remote controls to operate our television.

BEFORE YOU LISTEN

1.27 Read and listen to the
the meaning of each bold word

c. I have an opinion, but I would like to hear your perspective about the plan.

“

So next time you think
about a vehicle, I hope,
like us, you’re thinking
about something new.
52

1. Some people really focus w
and they don’t do anything

d. It’s a simple machine. It has only four components, so it’s easy to build.

e. One advantage of this bicycle is its portability. I can pick it up and carry it on the train.

A COMMUNICATE Work in a small group. Discuss these questions.

f. In a car with a gasoline engine, we control acceleration by pushing on the gas
pedal with our foot.

Focus means:
a. pay attention

g. The child sat in the corner by herself and did not interact with the other children
in the room.
2. How often do you listen to music?

b. become calm

1. How important is music in your life?

”

c. see better

h. I’m not happy with the performance of this phone. I expected it to be faster.

3. Do you play an instrument? If yes, what do you play?

UNIT 3 Going Places

4. Do you like to sing? If yes, where do you sing?

PART 2

2. Beautiful music transports

53

B COLLABORATE You are going to hear an interview. In the interview, people talk
about different types of music. Below are a few examples
types
of music. Work
7/6/16of
11:45
AM
in a group. Brainstorm more types. Think of as many as you can. Then share your
list with the class.

042-061_TED21_SB1_45920_U3.indd 52-53

Presentation skills include:

Types of Music

• Rehearsing

hip-hop

Transports means:
a. improves one’s hearing
b. provides strong feelings
c. creates confusion

3. Some people think live mus
like to see the musicians pla

classical

Entertaining means:
a. educational
b. boring
c. enjoyable

• Creating effective hooks

4. Pop music is a big categor
Musicians taking a break in the
Emilia-Romanga region of Italy

• Using visual aids

Category means:
a. business
b. group

• Making emotional connections

c. success

5. What is your music-listening
things, or do you just sit and
Style means:

a. a way of doing somethin

b. an opinion about someth
c. a type of equipment

6. Music in movies can expres
music can sound sad, happ
Emotions means:
a. feelings
b. stories

SPEAKING

c. instruments

L Work with a partner. What sort of job do you want in the future? Explain your
answer to your partner using signposts.
A: I want to be a doctor.

SPEAKING SKILL Use Signposts to Organize Ideas

B: Really? Why?

When speakers want to make several points, they often use signposts, or signal
words or phrases, to introduce each new point. Using signposts can help you
organize your ideas and make it easier for listeners to follow your presentation.

A: Lot of reasons. First of all, it’s a good, long-term 64
career. Second,...
UNIT 4

You can help improve this situation in a few easy ways. First of all, . . .

Intonation is the way the voice rises and falls when speaking. It is the “music” of
language. In yes/no questions, the speaker expects a yes or no answer. In yes/no
questions, the intonation usually rises at the end. Listen to the examples:

Here are some common signposts:
First . . .

Second . . .

Third . . .

First of all . . .

Secondly . . .

Finally . . .

Next . . .

Last . . .

Music, Music Everywhere

PRONUNCIATION SKILL Intonation in Yes/No and Choice Questions

Too many choices create problems for people. First, . . .

2.23

062-081_TED21_SB1_45920_U4.indd 64-65

Would you like coffee?

K

2.22 Listen to segment 3 of the lecture. The professor talks about steps you
can take if you are a maximizer. Complete the steps.
SIGNPOST

Are you happier with more choices?
Some questions offer choices. These have a different intonation pattern. Intonation
rises on all of the choices except the last one. It falls on the last one:

POINT

2.24

Would you like coffee or tea?

M
1. First,

just

.

Speaking and Pronunciation

2.25 Listen to the excerpts below. As you listen, draw an arrow at the end of
each question to indicate a rising or falling intonation.

1. “Luz, do you have a question?”
2. Second,

Students learn and practice both academic
and general speaking skills to help learners
express ideas confidently in any situation.

2. “Aren’t more choices always better?”

understand that this quality can

3. “Would you prefer this menu or this one?
.

4. “Yuichi, do you think more choices are better?”
5. “So, did you buy one?”

3. Last,

do something to

N Work with a partner. Take turns saying the questions in exercise L. Use the correct
intonation.
.
A fabric shop in Kathmandu, Nepal,
selling cloth of every color

130 UNIT 7 Less Is More

122-141_TED21_SB2_55455_U7.indd 130-131

PART 1 131

7/13/16 2:47 PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/21centurycomm 83

Robin Longshaw, Laurie Blass, Mari Vargo, Eunice Yeates, Ingrid Wisniewska, Jessica Williams

LOW-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

CEFR B1 – C1 | 4 LEVELS

Creative Thinking and Reading with TED Talks
21st Century Reading develops essential knowledge
and skills for learners to succeed in today’s global
society. The series teaches core academic language
skills and incorporates 21st century themes such as
global awareness, information literacy, and critical
thinking.

Scaffolded readings and vocabulary tasks guide

learners to a better understanding of the key ideas,
skills, and language.

TED Talks use authentic language, delivered by

CEFR correlation

experts in their field, providing learners with
models of English that are real and relevant
to their academic studies.

1

Critical and creative thinking skills—including

2

B1

analysis, evaluation, synthesis, reflection, inference,
and problem-solving—are fully integrated into
every unit to help learners develop academic skills.

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

3
4

C R E AT I V E T H I N K I N G & R E A D I N G
FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Student Book with Student eBook Package

9781305597211

9781305597181

9781305597198

9781305597204

Student Book

9781305264595

9781305265707

9781305265714

9781305265721

Student eBook

9781305495715

9781305495722

9781305495739

9781305495746

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

9781305495470

9781305495487

9781305495494

9781305265721

FOR TEACHERS
Classroom Audio CD and DVD Package
Teacher’s Guide

9781305266162

9781305266322

9781305266339

9781305266346

Instructor eBook

9781305495753

9781305495760

9781305495777

9781305495784

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

84

9781305404779

9781305404786

SKILLS

Key knowledge and skills featured in this series:
LANGUAGE SKILLS
Strategies for understanding key
ideas, language use, and purpose.

Vocabulary building

Reading skills

21ST CENTURY THEMES
Interdisciplinary topics that affect
everyone in a
global society

Global awareness

Business and technology

LEARNING SKILLS
The “4 C’s” that all learners need for
success in a complex world.

Critical thinking and
communication
Creativity and collaboration

21ST CENTURY LITERACIES
The ability to deal with information
in a variety of modern formats and
media.

Information and media literacies
Visual literacy

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/21centuryReading 85

Fifth Edition
Keith S. Folse, April Muchmore-Vokoun, Elena Vestri Solomon, David Clabeaux, Tison Pugh

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED

CEFR A1 – C1 | 6 LEVELS
Great Writing makes Great Writers
The new edition of Great Writing provides clear
explanations, extensive models of academic writing and
practice to help learners write great sentences, paragraphs,
and essays. With expanded vocabulary instruction,
sentence-level practice, and National Geographic content
to spark ideas, students have the tools they need to
become confident writers.
Updated in this edition:
Clearly organized units offer the practice students need

to become effective independent writers. Each unit
includes:
Part 1: Elements of Great Writing teaches the

fundamentals of organized writing, accurate grammar,
and precise mechanics

Part 2: Building Better Vocabulary provides practice with

carefully-selected, level appropriate academic words

Part 3: Building Better Sentences helps writers develop

longer and more complex sentences

Part 4: Writing activities allow students to apply what

they have learned by guiding them through writing,
editing, and revising

Part 5: New Test Prep section gives a test-taking tip and

timed task to prepare for highstakes standardized tests,
including IELTS and TOEFL®
CEFR correlation
A1 A1+ A2 A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C1+

Foundations
1
2
3
4
5

FIFTH EDITION
FOR STUDENTS

86

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

Student Book

9780357020814

9780357020821

9780357020838

9780357020845

9780357020852

9780357020869

Student Book with Online Workbook

9780357021040

9780357021057

9780357021064

9780357021071

9780357021088

9780357021095

E-Book E-PIN

9780357021323

9780357021316

9780357021309

9780357021330

9780357021293

9780357021286

Online Workbook sticker code

9780357021101

9780357108864

9780357021149

9780357021118

9780357021156

9780357021125

FOR TEACHERS

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

Audio CD

9780357044742

Exam View

9780357021194

9780357021231

9780357021248

9780357021255

9780357021262

9780357021279

Classroom Presentation Tool

9780357021163

9780357021200

9780357021224

9780357021217

9780357021170

9780357021187

N/A

SKILLS

d

New and Updated in Fifth Edition:

BUILDING BETTER VOCABULARY

2 p.m.

WORDS TO KNOW
a great deal (of) (phr)
allow (v)
approximately (adv) AW
at least (phr)
attraction (n)
boil (v)
contrast (n) AW
convenient (adj)

1.

let
popular place
very difficult people
similarities
easy
for a recipe
less than half
money
subtract
give

ACTIVITY 17

3.

9. convince

4.

10. a powerful

| Word associations

allow
attraction
boil
contrast
convenient
ingredients
majority
population
remove
require

2.

8. a convenient

5.

| Word forms

Complete each sentence with the correct word form. Use the correct forms of the words.

Circle the word or phrase that is most closely related to the word on the left.
put
young animal
very hot water
differences
free
for a suitcase
more than half
people
unusual
need

NOUN

VERB

ADJECTIVE

attraction

attract

attractive

ADVERB

1. The local beaches

differ

different

differently

teacher

2. Cell phones a

between

3. The normal re

the two ideas?

have 55 years

4. Purple and violet look similar to us, but

4. What was the

to artists these colors are very

5. A word that e

.
division

divide

tourist

5. In Ms. Valencia’s math lessons, students learn

divided

ACTIVITY 21

how to add, subtract, multiply, and

two people
require

6. Most airlines

required

a paid

1. (take up/space

ticket for a child over two years old.

2. at least

7. One of the

attraction

2. (ingredient/re

of being

a babysitter is to know how to get help in an

3. (patient/drive

emergency.

4. a patient

tradition

traditional

traditionally

8. Spain has an interesting New Year’s

5. extremely

: at midnight, people

4. (population/C

eat 12 grapes.
17

18

UNIT 1 • Paragraphs

EXPANDED Building Better Vocabulary highlights
academic words, word associations, collocations,
word forms, and vocabulary for writing.

NEW Test Prep section focuses on
preparing learners to be successful
high-stakes test takers.

F O U RT H E D I T I O N
FOR STUDENTS

|

Read the pairs of

.
requirement

|

1. Many politici

by only one letter: e.

1. a great deal of

3. a

ACTIVITY 20

Each sentence ha

3. What is the

| Collocations

people

a

2. The words father and feather

Fill in the blank with the word or phrase that most naturally completes the phrase.
important

BUILDIN

SENTENCES

lot of tourists in spring and fall.
difference

|

Choose five word

ACTIVITY 18

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ACTIVITY 19

location

7. at approximately

AW This icon indicates that the word is on an academic word list.

ACTIVITY 16

Jim

6. an obvious

population (n)
powerful (adj)
remove (v) AW
require (v) AW
take care of (phr v)
take place (phr v)
take up (phr v)
traditional (adj) AW

convince (v) AW
differ (v)
divided (adj)
extremely (adv)
ingredient (n)
majority (n) AW
obvious (adj) AW
patient (adj)

error

earthquake

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

Student Book with Online Workbook Access Code

9781285750767

9781285750712

9781285750729

9781285750736

9781285750743

9781285750750

Student eBook Printed Access Code

9781285782454

9781285782386

9781285782393

9781285782416

9781285782423

NO EBOOK

Student eBook Access Code

9781285869216

9781285869162

9781285869179

9781285869186

9781285869193

NO EBOOK

Online Workbook sticker code

9780357021101

9780357021132

9780357021149

9780357021118

9780357021156

9780357021125

FOR TEACHERS

FOUNDATIONS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

Classroom Audio CD

9781285750774

Classroom Presentation Tool CD-ROM

9781285750477

9781285750354

9781285750378

9781285750392

9781285750422

9781285750453

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781285194998

9781285194899

9781285194912

9781285194936

9781285194950

9781285194974

N/A

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/greatwritingseries 87

2. Does the paragraph have a topic sentence? If so, write it here. If not, write one here.

yzing the features of paragraphs with errors

nd answer the questions that follow.

Paragraphs 1.4 to 1.6

3. Are all the sentences related to the 3.
topic?
If not,
cross out the unrelated sentences.
Thailand
is a country.

5. (take care of/problem)

more or less
o visit, especially for tourists
to use
de

Thailand is interesting, and Malaysia is, too.
Very few tourists from North or South America visit Malaysia.

Very fewof
tourists
from North
or South
America
visitunder
Thailand.
The Statue
Liberty
and New
York
City
a full moon
2 p.m.

error

earthquake

6. an obvious

e-Readers

Thailand is in Southeast Asia.

Malaysia is a country.
4. What is the concluding sentence? Underline
it.
Malaysia is in Southeast Asia.

powerful: (adj) very strong
take place: (phr v) happen; located
6. (require/a credit card)
traditional: (adj) normal or usual; not new

7. at approximately

Combining Sentences

Jim
location
Some writers like to keep their sentences short. They believe they will make mistakes if they
write longer, more difficult sentences. However, longer sentences connect ideas, and this makes
it easier for the reader to understand. The most important information from each sentence can
be used to create longer and smoother sentences.

A word or word form may change or be omitted, but no ideas are changed or omitted.
Remember that there is usually more than one way to combine sentences. Study these sentences.
better
for information is circled.
The important

a convenient
e-readers are better than paper8.books.
First, e-books are
we had e-readers, students had9.toconvince
carry several heavy books with
There was a storm yesterday.
was strong.
, e-readers are very light and usually weigh less than a pound,It so
10. are
a powerful
It moved
dents’ bodies. Second, e-readers
also more convenient than
a quickly toward the city.
read these longer, smoother sentences:
wireless, so students can use them anywhere. They are easyNow
to hold
ACTIVITY 18 | Word forms
ght sunlight. In addition, reading an e-reader
is just like reading
a a strong storm moved quickly toward the city.
Yesterday,
correct word form. Use the correct forms of the words.
There
more convenient because youComplete
do not each
havesentence
to turnwith
thethepages.
My was a strong storm that moved quickly toward the city yesterday.
NOUN
ADVERB
SENTENCES
nd she convinced me to buy one.
Finally,VERB
buying aADJECTIVE
new ebook
ACTIVITY 22 | Combining sentences
ing traditional paper books, soattraction
students may
less ifCombine
they the ideas1. into
attract spend
attractive
The local
beaches You may change the aword forms, but do not change or
one sentence.
omit any ideas. There may be more than one answer.
asons, e-readers are better for students than traditional books.
lot of tourists in spring and fall.
difference

differ

different

1. differently
Jim Thorpe won
medals.
2. The
words father and feather
The medals were Olympic medals.
by only one letter: e.
They were gold medals.
He won them in 1912.
3. What is the
between
He was not allowed
to keep the medals.

UNIT 1 • Paragraphs

6. Most airlines

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

5.

Complete the chart below. Then choose the topic you want to write about.
Choose one of the topic sentences from that topic.
Indent the first line and write the topic sentence.
Write five to 12 related sentences.
Write a concluding sentence.
Use at least two of the vocabulary words or phrases from Words to Know. Underline them.

BUILDING BETTER
SENTENCES
TOPIC
TOPIC SENTENCE
Color

ACTIVITY 20

| Editing

• In different cultures, the meaning of a color can vary a great deal.
• Colors can affect the way you feel.

Each sentence has two errors.
Find and •correct
them.
Food
Three healthy
snacks are
•A

11

(job title) has a very difficult job.
.

have 55 years old.
5. A word that end in -ing can be a noun, a verb, or a adjective.
ACTIVITY 21

| Writing sentences

Chefchaouen, Morocco,
where they say the blue
represents the sky and
heavens; some say it helps
keep mosquitoes away

Read the pairs of words. Write an original sentence using the words listed.
1. (take up/space) His desk takes up a lot of space in his office.

a paid

ticket for a child over two years old.
7. One of the

4.

4. What was the political and economic effects of the great Wall of China?

2. The weather was cold.
It was extremely cold yesterday.
.
A majority of the flights departed late.
5. In Ms. Valencia’s math lessons, students learn
The flights were from Boston.

required
20

| Writing a paragraph

Write a paragraph. Follow these guidelines.

3. The normal retirement age for a teacher in the U.K. is 60, some teachers retire when they

.
require

ACTIVITY 23

3.

2. Cell phones are advanced than they was
in the past.
• If I could meet anyone in history, I would like to meet

how to add, subtract, multiply, and

requirement

WRITING

2.

• The easiest food to prepare is

to artists these colors are very

divided

1.

People

the two ideas?

divide

| Vocabulary in writing

Choose five words from Words to Know. Write a complete sentence with each word.

1. Many politicians in this country believes the law will to change in the near future.

4. Purple and violet look similar to us, but

division

ACTIVITY 19

21

2. (ingredient/recipe)

of being

a babysitter is to know how to get help in an

tradition

emergency. Better Sentences
EXPANDED Building
traditional
traditionally
8. Spain has an interesting New Year’s
moves
from
editing to sentence
: at midnight, people
combining for more refined writing.

3. (patient/driver)

4. (population/Canada)

eat 12 grapes.

18
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Online Workbook, powered by MyELT
A variety of interactive exercises for added
practice of writing skills, grammar, mechanics,
vocabulary, and sentence writing.

NEW guided online writing activity stakes
students through the entire writing
process with clear models for reference
each step of the way.

Also available

Grammar for Great Writing
Page 96

88

Weaving It
Together
Fourth Edition
Milada Broukal

BEGINNING TO HIGH-INTERMEDIATE

CEFR A1/A2 – B2 | 4 LEVELS

Connect high-interest readings with effective writing skills
Weaving It Together helps learners build reading and writing skills
through relevant readings and carefully structured writing exercises.
By balancing these two necessary competencies, learners seamlessly
develop both language and academic skills.
New and updated readings, featuring National Geographic

Explorers, motivate students to apply essential reading skills.
Writing skills are introduced and practiced following every reading,

guiding students through the writing process.
Discussion and Critical Thinking sections challenge students to

increase comprehension while analyzing the reading passages.

Reading from Literature sections in every level expose students to

an important reading genre.

Contextualized vocabulary practice helps students build academic

vocabulary.
Weaving It Together sections include timed writing prompts and

critical thinking questions, further connecting the unit theme to
reading and writing skills.

2

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Answer these questions with your best guess. Circle Yes or No.

UNIT

Places

1. Do cities on or next to water have fewer problems than cities on dry land?

Yes

No

2. Can a city have more tourists than people who live there?

Yes

No

3. Do Icelanders read more books than anyone else in the world?

Yes

No

Yes

No

4. Do Icelanders work hard?

Reading

1

PRE-READING
PREPARING FOR THE READING TOPIC
Discuss the answers to these questions with
your classmates.
1. Do you like modern cities or old cities? Explain.
2. What city do you think is great? Why?
3. What are three cities that have many tourists?
KEY VOCABULARY
Do you know these words? Match the words with
the meanings.
1. unique
2. bridges
3. residents
4. an alarm
5. boots
6. romantic
7. rent
8. elderly
a. thick, heavy shoes that cover the foot and the

Venice:

bottom part of the leg

b. different from all others in some way
c. money people pay to use or live in a place

A CHANGING CITY

d. old or aging
e. a sound that tells people there is danger
f. things that cross rivers or roads that people

Gondolas go through the
canals of Venice, Italy.

can walk or drive upon

g. something that makes people think of love,

1
CD 1
TR 3

dreams, and adventure

h. people who live in a certain place

The town of Vernazza
in northwestern Italy

any people think Venice is one of the most beautiful cities in the world.
This unique city is in the north of Italy. It is really a group of 118 small
islands. These islands have canals1 to separate them and 400 bridges to
join them. There are no cars in Venice—just boats. Everything must come to the city
by boat and then be carried over the bridges to people’s homes and shops.
1

24

WIT1.indd 24

M
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canals: long narrow stretches of water made by man for boats to travel on

26 Unit 2
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FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

Student Book

9781305251649

9781305251656

9781305251663

9781305251670

Student Book/Learn English with TED Talks App Package

9780357093924

9780357093948

9780357098103

9780357093986

Student Book/Audio CD Package

9781305522664

9781305522671

9781305522688

9781305522695

Audio CD

9781305251687

9781305251694

9781305251700

9781305251717

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

FOR TEACHERS

Teacher’s Guide

9781305251724

9781305251731

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781305251748

9781305252677

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/weavingittogether 89

GRAMMAR &
EXAM PREPARATION

90

IELTS

92

TOEIC AND TOEFL

94

GRAMMAR EXPLORER

95

GRAMMAR FOR GREAT WRITING

96

“We know that a curious student
is a motivated student, and a
motivated student will be a
successful student.”
Dennis Hogan
National Geographic Learning

91

Find the IELTS material that’s right for you!
We have something for everyone with our extensive array of IELTS Preparation materials. No matter the length of the course or
the target band, we have the right material for you!

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?

Skills Practice

Exam Practice

Preparation Course

What band are you looking for?

3.5 – 4.5

4.5 – 7

6–7

How long have you got?
How long have you got?

30 – 40 hours

50+ hours

It’s tomorrow!

30 – 40 hours

50+ hours

The Complete Guide To IELTS
Bruce Rogers, Nick Kenny
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

CEFR B1 - C2 |
 1 LEVEL

The Complete Guide To IELTS deconstructs the
IELTS test and works systematically through each
paper, covering all task types, text types and skills.
No stone is left unturned. The material can be used
in class or by students working on their own.

92

reading passage types and listening sections.
Engaging and motivating National Geographic
video lessons increase students’ familiarity with
the listening task types.

Each lesson offers task analysis, sample
questions, tips and tactics, and skills-building
exercises.

A Language Resource Bank provides a
comprehensive grammar reference and
practice exercises covering all the grammar
needed for the test.

Separate vocabulary lessons deal with the
common lexical features and topics of the IELTS

Full practice test

BAND 4 – 7 | 2 LEVELS

INTERMEDIATE – UPPER INTERMEDIATE

Richard Hallows, Martin Lisboa, Mark Unwin
IELTS-type tasks and practice activities provide students
each part of the exam
with the essential skills they need for IELTS exam success.
Each coursebook is an ideal choice for short preparation A ‘For This Task’ feature which provides strategies for
each IELTS exam task type
courses of 30–40 hours, and can easily be extended for
courses up to 90 hours.
Recorded speaking models to help learners prepare
for the exam interview
Full coverage of all four IELTS modules

A complete practice test for the Academic exam
Three progress tests to review essential skills and task
types

Extensive viewing tasks to accompany the updated
Speaking Test DVD

An answer key and full audioscripts to support
learners with reading and listening

‘In the Exam’ sections with detailed information on

Bridge to IELTS

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – INTERMEDIATE

BAND 3.5 – 4.5

Louis Harrison, Susan Hutchison
Designed for students who want to start an IELTS Key study skills development
preparatory course, the course focuses on the General and
Academic modules and bridges the gap between general Knowledge of the IELTS exam
English and the IELTS test. The 120-hour course takes Most of the activities are based on real IELTS test
students at Pre-intermediate level up to Intermediate level
question types, so when students are improving their
by systematically working on:
English skills, they are preparing for the test at the
same time. To make sure students are ready to study
A core grammar and vocabulary syllabus
for the test there is plenty of information on how the
Skills development
test works, as well as tips on how to do well.

Achieve IELTS

INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

GRAMMAR & EXAM PREPARATION

IELTS Express

BAND 4.5 – 7.5 | 2 LEVELS

English for International Education
Louis Harrison, Caroline Cushen, Susan Hutchison
Developed and tested at UK and international universities
the IELTS test
and language schools by experienced IELTS teachers,


A strong grammar syllabus which revises key structures
Achieve IELTS recognises students’ real aims and ambitions
needed by students at this level
by preparing them for examination success and student life
in international education.
Graded writing practice with model answers and
example students’ answers
Motivating topic-based units that develop the core
skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking
A full audio script of the listening exercises included in
the Class Audio CDs

Carefully graded development of test skills, building up
to full practice activities

Preparation for study after IELTS to help students deal
with social life in an academic environment

Tips to help students deal with the tasks they will see in

Exam Essentials Practice Tests: IELTS

Mark Harrison, Russell Whitehead, Chris Gough, Susan Hutchison
BAND 3.5 – 8

2 SETS OF PRACTICE TESTS

Our major British English exam preparation series combining
exam preparation, practice and tips. Six complete practice
tests provide students with an invaluable combination of
exam information, task guidance and up-to-date exam
practice. The tests are written by experts in the field,

IELTS EXPRESS, 2E

which means that students experience authentic exam-like
material that is at a level at least as high as the actual exams.
Students can be confident that if they do well in the Practice
Tests, they will do well in the real exam.

BRIDGE TO IELTS

Intermediate Student Book

9781133313069

Student Book

9781133318941

Intermediate Workbook with Audio CD

9781133313014

Workbook with Audio CD

9781133318965

Upper-Intermediate Student Book

9781133313021

Teacher’s Book

9781133317494

Upper-Intermediate Workbook with Audio CD

9781133316206

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781133316732

ACHIEVE IELTS, 2E
Student Book 1

EXAM ESSENTIALS PRACTICE TEST: IELTS
9781133313199

Student Book 1 with Key + Multi-ROM

Workbook 1 with Audio CD

9781133313861

Student Book 1 without Key + Multi-ROM

9781285747217

Student Book 2

9781133313878

Student Book 2 with Key + Multi-ROM

9781285747248

Workbook 2 with Audio CD

9781133316190

Student Book 2 without Key + Multi-ROM

9781285747262

9781285747194

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO IELTS
Student Book with DVD

9781285837802

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/ELTexampreparation 93

Complete Guide
to the TOEIC® Test
Fourth Edition
Bruce Rogers

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

CEFR B1 – C2 | 1 LEVEL

The 4th edition of the Complete Guide to the TOEIC® Test fully matches the
new test format introduced in Japan and Korea in 2016. It provides learners with
a clearly organized, step-by-step program for maximizing their test scores and
remains the most complete and up-to-date guide to the TOEIC® Test available.

FOR STUDENTS
Student Book

9781337396530

FOR TEACHERS
Audio CD

9781337612616

Online Audio

9781337396547

Online Answer Key/Scripts

9781337396554

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/toeic4e

The Complete Guide
to the TOEFL® Test
iBT Edition
Bruce Rogers

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

CEFR B1 – C2 | 1 LEVEL

The total package for test-taking success!
The instruction and practice in The Complete Guide to the TOEFL® Test iBT
Edition closely mirrors the actual test, helping students to master the skills
necessary to achieve the best possible score on the TOEFL® iBT test and prepare
them for success in an academic setting.
The text provides test-taking strategies at the beginning of each section,
extensive practice covering all exercise types, a separate section on essay writing,
exercises that address the most common errors made on the test, and two full
practice tests.
FOR STUDENTS
ISE Complete Student Book with CD

9781413023060

USE Complete Student Book with CD

9781413023039

ASIA EDITION

94

Student Book with CD-ROM: Writing

9789812659859

Student Book with CD-ROM: Reading

9789812659866

Student Book with CD-ROM: Speaking

9789812659873

Student Book with CD-ROM: Listening

9789812659842

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/toefl

GRAMMAR
EXPLORER
Daphne Mackey, Paul Carne, Amy Cooper, Samuela Eckstut-Didier
Series Editors: Rob Jenkins, Staci Johnson

BEGINNER TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

CEFR A1 – B2 | 3 LEVELS
Grammar Explorer prepares students for academic success
through captivating National Geographic content and
assignments that mirror the requirements of academic life.
Going beyond clear grammar charts and instruction, Grammar
Explorer challenges students to think critically while using and
engaging with grammar in their listening, speaking, reading and
writing.
Using a systematic approach, students explore, learn, practice

and apply their new language.
Connect the Grammar to Writing develops writing skills and

prepares students for academic paragraph and essay writing.
Units are organised into manageable lessons, which ensures

students master the grammar.
Interactive eBooks and Online Workbooks give students

greater flexibility for independent practice.

FOR STUDENTS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Student Book

9781111350192

9781111351106

9781111351113

Split Edition A

9781111350970

9781111351335

9781111351342

Split Edition B

9781111350987

9781111351359

9781111351366

Online Workbook

9781305391666

9781305391673

9781305391680

eBook

9781285842530

9781285842547

9781285842561

Audio CD

9781111350185

9781111351168

9781111351175

Student Text / Audio CD package

9781305511644

9781305511668

9781305511682

Student Text / Online Workbook package

9781305511651

9781305511675

9781305511699

FOR TEACHERS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Teacher’s eResource

9781305391710

9781305391703

9781305391697

Teacher’s Guide

9781111350918

9781111351120

9781111351137

Classroom Presentation Tool CD-ROM

9781111350925

9781111351144

9781111351151

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®

9781111350956

9781111351205

9781111351212

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
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Grammar for
Great Writing

Series Editor: Keith S. Folse
Laurie Blass, Keith S. Folse, Debbie A. Mitchell, Deborah Gordon, Barbara Smith-Palinkas, Lida Baker,
Robyn Brinks Lockwood, Kristin Donnelley Sherman

LOW INTERMEDIATE TO HIGH-INTERMEDIATE

CEFR B1 – C1 | 3 LEVELS

Grammar for Great Writing is a three-book series that focuses on the
key grammatical and lexical elements learners need to become more
powerful academic writers. Ideal for the grammar component of a
writing class, Grammar for Great Writing may be used as a companion
to the Great Writing series or in conjunction with any academic writing
series.
Emphasis on the most common errors found in student writing

provides a more effective approach to grammar for writing.
Corpus-informed vocabulary most frequently associated with the

target grammar results in more fluent student writing.
A wide variety of editing activities refines students’ writing and

improves accuracy.
Writing samples in various rhetorical modes provide relevant

practice for learners.

The perfect combination for your Grammar and Writing Course
Grammar For Great Writing

Great Writing, 5th Edition
LEVEL

Great Paragraphs

A

2

From Great Paragraphs
to Great Essays

B

3

Great Essays

C

4

Also available

Great Writing
Fifth Edition
Page 86

FOR STUDENTS
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LEVEL A

LEVEL B

LEVEL C

Student Book

9781337115834

9781337118606

9781337118613

Student Book + Great Writing Student Book

9781337495172

9781337495202

9781337495233

Student Book + Great Writing SB + Online Workbook

9781337495196

9781337495226

9781337495257

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
ELTNGL.com/gfgw
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